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A computer-interfaced four-channel emission spectrometer was

designed and built to detect temporal emission signals from 28N
2

molecules, 29
29N2 molecules and background. The 29N2 emission

bandhead is shifted 0.7 nm from the 28
N
2
bandhead at 297.6 nm,

which allows the two types of nitrogen to be detected independently.

Samples were excited in a microwave induced plasma (MIP) and the

signals were used to calculate the % 15N N n the samples.

A high resolution echelle polychromator was used as the

dispersive device, which helped to reduce spectral interferences. A

detector housing capable of detecting intensities at four

wavelengths was built. The four detectors were computer interfaced

to allow rapid collection of emission signals, and convenient

manipulation of the data. A reusable emission cell with a quartz

window was made and removable glass cell liners were used to reduce



memory effects. A simple, convenient Dumas sample tube breaker was

built, also.

Studies showed that maximum emission signals were collected from

samples containing small amounts of nitrogen (about 1 gg) excited at

high microwave powers (75 W or greater) in plasmas with 2.35 Torr of

helium. Background emission was found to have little structure, and

to slope to higher intensity at lower wavelengths in the 298 nm

spectral region. A temporal study was done to determine the

excitation mechanism of the nitrogen molecules in the low pressure

MIP, which suggested that rapid data collection, cooled emission

cell walls, and nitrogen partial pressure between 0.05 and 0.15 Torr

would produce optimum emission signals.

A series of nitrogen standards of various 15N enrichments

between 0.37 and 8.7 atom % were analyzed using a double sector mass

spectrometer and the emission instrument. Comparison of results

from the two techniques permitted evaluation of the emission

background correction scheme. A plot of % 15N measured with the

mass spectrometer vs. %
15N measured with the emission

spectrometer has a slope of 1.000 ± 0.019 and an intercept of

-0.010 + 0.102 (errors are one standard deviation). The

analyzibility was found to be 4.5 ng of 15N N n 1.5 gg of total

nitrogen.

The emission technique could be improved by increasing the

efficiency of the optical system to allow increased precision in

measurement of emission signals, which are presently shot noise

limited.
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Nitrogen Isotope Abundance Ratio Determination

Using Molecular Emission Spectrometry

I. INTRODUCTION

Tracer studies are valuable tools for the elucidation of

pathways followed by chemicals in biological and physical systems.

A tracer study can be done by replacing one or more atoms in the

molecule of interest with atoms of a different isotope of the same

element. The labelled molecule can then be put into the system and

followed or traced as it progresses by using an analysis technique

that can discern between the different isotopes of the label

element. Interest in such studies has increased as the cost of

isotopes has fallen and as simpler, universal analysis techniques

have been developed.

Nitrogen is one of the elements that has generated much interest

because of its abundance and importance in the natural world. Since

nitrogen is one of the basic components in many of the compounds in

nature, the ability to trace where nitrogen goes is a very valuable

tool in the investigation of the reactions which occur.
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There are two stable isotopes of nitrogen, 14N and 15N. The

fraction of 15N in nature is 0.00365 ± 1.5% relative [1]. These

two types of nitrogen atoms combine to form N2 molecules, which

can have molecular masses of 28, 29 or 30 amu. One way to do a

nitrogen tracer study is to substitute 15N in place of 14N in

the molecules that enter a system from a known source. After the

desired amount of time has passed, a sample from the area of

interest in the system is quantitatively analyzed for the percentage

of 15N and if that value is greater than 0.365%, it can be

concluded that some of the nitrogen from the labelled source went to

the part of the system that was sampled.

To study what sort of pathway nitrogen or nitrogen containing

compounds follow as they react in and move through complex systems,

it is necessary to have a method to differentiate the different

isotopes of nitrogen. The analysis technique used to assay the

sample in such a study must have the following characteristics [2]:

1) It must be able to analyze a wide range of sample sizes.

For soil studies, there may be a great deal of sample but in studies

in fields such as oceanography or entymology, samples may be in the

microgram or sub-microgram range.

2) It must be precise and accurate over the range of sample

sizes and over the range of isotope enrichments that are possible.

3) Analysis time should be minimized. and the sample preparation

and data collection schemes should lend themselves to automation.

There are three main methods for the analysis of samples

containing atoms or molecules which have different isotopes of the

same element in them. They are radiochemistry, mass spectrometry,
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and emission spectrometry. Each method has advantages and

disadvantages for isotopic analysis in general, and for nitrogen in

particular.

Radiochemistry is a technique that is well adapted to tracer

studies. Atoms of a radioactive isotope of the element of interest

are substituted into molecules and this sample is put into the

system to be studied. The molecules are monitored by detecting the

high energy electromagnetic radiation, gamma rays, or the particles,

alpha, beta, positrons, etc., that are produced during the decay of

the radioactive isotope.

Radiochemistry has some properties that are needed by a good

detection system for tracer experiments. Detection limits are very

low for radiotracers, 10
6

to 10
-16

g [3]. The radioactivity

produced is independent of pressure, temperature and chemical state

of the element and it is characteristic for each element. The

technique is non-destructive and the radioactivity is easy to locate

and assay.

Unfortunately there are several disadvantages of radiotracers,

too. Lab equipment and materials are somewhat expensive and require

expertise and care to be used effectively and safely. In some

cases, the highly energetic radiation can cause damage to biological

systems under study.

Another disadvantage, and one that is fatal for nitrogen is that

there must exist an isotope of the element of interest that is

radioactive and has a half-life that is approximately as long as the

duration of the tracer experiment. If this is not true, it becomes
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difficult to design experiments that can be performed before the

radiotracer has decayed away. In the case of nitrogen, the longest

lived isotope, 13N, has a half-life of 9.97 minutes [4]. This has

limited the molecules that are usable for studies to those which can

be rapidly synthesized: N2, NH3, nitrates, and some

enzymatically produced amino acids [5]. The short half-life

virtually necessitates having a cyclotron to produce
13

N.

Mass spectrometry is another technique that can be used for

isotope analysis. A sample is ionized and then accellerated in a

vacuum through a magnetic, electrostatic or quadrupole field and

onto a detector. Only atomic ions, molecular ions or fragments of a

certain mass-to-charge ratio reach the detector. The mass-to-charge

ratio detected can be varied by changing the accelleration potential

or the deflection field strength.

Isotope ratio determination was first performed with a dual

collector mass spectrometer by Nier [6]. Isotope ratios of CO2

and N
2
molecules were measured. A similar instrument was used to

measure variations in the ratio of
14

N to 15N N salammoniac

(NH4C1), caliche, Wealden and Carboniferous coal and wood [1].

Chemical ionization mass spectrometry has been used to analyze

14
N/

15
N ratios in ammonia samples [7]. In chemical ionization

mass spectrometry a reagent is ionized and it subsequently ionizes

the sample molecules. This is a soft ionization technique which

produces low energy ions, and since a chemical reaction is involved,

the ionization can be specific. In this work, the tert-butyl ion

was used to ionize the nitrogen sample, which was in the form of
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ammonia. The ammonia was ionized, but water which is an

interference in this analysis because its mass corresponds to the

15
N ammonium ion was not ionized. They were able to analyze a

0.25 gmole (7 gg) sample of natural abundance ammonia with an

average deviation of 10% relative in the %
15

N.

A quadrupole mass spectrometer offers several advantages over

magnetic or electric sector instruments in the analysis of stable

isotopes [8]. It can rapidly switch the mass of the particle

detected over a large range of masses, it can collect different

masses different lengths of time, and it can select any mass range.

These features have lead to its use by many workers in several

different manners.

A quadrupole mass spectrometer was combined with a gas

chromatograph to monitor nitrogen and carbon isotope ratios in a

wide variety of compounds [9]. The effluents of the gas

chromatograph were fed into a combustion oven and then directly into

the mass spectrometer. Samples containing as little as 100 nmoles

of nitrogen (3 gg) were analyzed at 0.004% excess 15N at the 95%

confidence level. Another instrument was recently developed with a

quadrupole mass spectrometer coupled to a commercial CN analyzer

[10]. These workers were able to monitor total N and C content and

ratios of 14
N/

15
N and

12
C/

13
C simultaneously. Samples from

10 to 500 gg were analyzed with 0.5% precision.

The third technique used to monitor ratios of stable isotopes is

emission spectrometry [11]. This technique is based on the isotope
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effect. Replacing an atom in a molecule with an atom of a different

isotope of the same element causes a change in the vibrational and

rotational energies of the molecule. This causes a shift in the

emission spectrum. The shift is greater for a higher order of

vibrational transition, but usually these transitions are less

probable and therefore less intense. For the nitrogen molecule in

the second positive electronic transition series, the 2'-0"

electronic vibrational transition shows a 0.7-nm shift when one

14
N atom is replaced with one

15
N atom.

Emission spectrometry has some advantages and disadvantages when

compared with mass spectrometry [2]. Because the molecules can emit

repeatedly, it is theoretically possible to analyze smaller samples

using emission, by maximizing the lifetime of the sample molecules

in the excitation zone. Through the years, the size of samples

analyzed by emission spectrometry has remained about two orders of

magnitude smaller than that done by mass spectrometry. The upper

range of sample size is limited by the amount of sample that can be

converted to analyzable form, and therefore is the same for mass and

emission spectrometry.

Mass spectrometers are more expensive to acquire, and more

difficult to maintain due to the high vacuum system assosciated with

them. This makes emission spectrometry very attractive to a

laboratory interested in tracer studies rather than instrumental

analytical chemistry.

Mass spectrometry is the more accurate of the two techniques

when the above mentioned problems have been overcome. Mass
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spectrometric results are normally thought of as absolute. An

emission spectrometer must be calibrated using standards, and it is

limited in its precision by that fact.

The work for this thesis involved development of instrumentation

and technique for emission spectrometric analysis of biological

samples for nitrogen isotope abundance ratios.

Samples were prepared using a Rittenberg oxidation, or a

modified Dumas reaction, which was run in small diameter glass

tubes. The Dumas tubes were broken inside an emission cell which

contained helium. The emission cell was in a microwave cavity

connected to a generator, which provided power to create a plasma in

the emission cell.

Emitted radiation from the plasma was dispersed by a high

resolution echelle polychromator, and detected by four

photomultiplier tubes (PMT's), each of which detected a certain

wavelength of light. The high resolution helped reduce spectral

interference. Signals from the PMT's were fed into a computer which

allowed very rapid data collection, data manipulation, and display.

The speed of data collection was important so signals could be

collected before the nitrogen adsorbed onto the cell walls.

One goal of this work was to characterize the plasma excitation

conditions to allow optimum excitation of the nitrogen in the

sample. Another goal was to analyze very small nitrogen isotope

samples by collecting high resolution, multi-wavelength data very

rapidly, thereby minimizing spectral interference and sample loss

problems.
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II. HISTORICAL

Use of emission spectrometry for the determination of nitrogen

isotope abundance ratios has become extensive in the past 20 years.

Many major innovations in technique and instrumentation have been

developed in that time period.

In a general nitrogen isotope analysis scheme, the nitrogen

contained in the sample is released, then placed in a plasma where

it is excited and caused to emit radiation.
28

N
2

and
29

N
2

molecules emit at slightly different wavelengths, so the intensities

at those wavelengths are measured and compared. From that

information it is possible to calculate the relative abundances of

14N
and 15

N. There are several items which are keys to the

successful analysis of nitrogen with emission. They are: sample

preparation, excitation source, dispersion and detection system, and

data handling techniques.

A. Nitrogen Isotope Sample Preparation

For this type of analysis, sample preparation consists of

releasing all of the nitrogen in molecules within the sample to form

N
2
molecules. There are several methods for achieving this and

they all involve destruction of the original sample molecules.

The two primary methods for releasing nitrogen from molecules

are Kjeldahl digestion followed by Rittenberg oxidation, and the

modified Dumas reaction. Both methods produce N
2
gas as well as

unwanted by-products, CO2 and H20. Methods for removing the
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by-products are a necessary part of the sample preparation scheme,

because each of the by-products causes a problem in analysis.

Kjeldahl digestion involves boiling the sample in sulfuric acid

and distilling the ammonia vapor that is produced [12]. This type

of digestion can be improved by adding catalysts [13,14] as well as

by adding salts to increase the boiling temperature [15]. This

technique can be used to digest samples as small as 0.2 to 2 mg of

nitrogen with distillation apparatus and as small as 0.1 gg with

vacuum diffusion [16]. After digestion the ammonia can be collected

in aqueous solution, and can be precipitated as ammonium chloride

using a Nessler reagent [17].

The Rittenberg oxidation step is oxidation of the ammonia using

sodium hypobromite in an alkaline solution [18]. The sample size

for this step is limited by the size of the reaction vessel and

transfer line. It is imperative for a good isotope analysis that

the sample produced in this step not be contaminated with

atmospheric nitrogen, CO2 or water vapor. Therefore this reaction

is run in an evacuated chamber, and often the water and CO
2

are

frozen with a liquid nitrogen trap.

In the original Dumas method, organic molecules were oxidized

with heated CuO and then passed through KOH where all products

except N2 dissolve [19]. Faust modified the method and produced a

simple, one-step precedure that is widely used for nitrogen isotope

analysis [20]. The sample is placed into a previously baked-out

pyrex or quartz tube with CuO to oxidize the amines, and Cu to

reduce the nitrates. Activated Ca0 is added, and the tube is
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evacuated and sealed off. The tube is then placed into an oven at

550 °C for three to four hours. The Ca0 adsorbs all of the product

gases except the N
2'

The tube must be baked out before the

reaction to remove any atmospheric nitrogen, and the chemicals must

be degassed to prevent contamination. Microgram and sub-microgram

samples have been prepared with this method [21,22,23].

In both of the above digestion procedures, nitrogen gas is

evolved as well as CO
2'

H2O and possibly some oxides of

nitrogen. Each of these by-products causes some sort of difficulty

in the nitrogen analysis. CO2 breaks down in a plasma to produce

CO which is a spectral interference (third positive system, 0' to

1" vibrational transition, 297.74 nm [24]) for the 28N2

bandhead at 297.72 nm. The presence of CO will make the intensity

of the
28

N
2
seem higher than it really is. Water quenches a

plasma and it breaks down to produce 02 and OH, which cause

undesired reactions. Oxides of nitrogen reduce the amount of

nitrogen in the form N2.

Three methods have been used to remove these gases. As

mentioned above, Ca0 can be added to the Dumas tube to adsorb the

unwanted gases. Before use it must be heated to 1000 °C to break

down any CaCO3 and desorb atmospheric N2. For ease of handling,

and to prevent it moving around in the vacuum system, it should be

briquetted with alumina [25]. Addition of 20% Fe
3
0
4

allows

movement of'the briquetted material in the vacuum system with a

magnet.
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A small amount of molcular sieve can be put into the Dumas tube

to adsorb the unwanted gases [26]. Care should be taken not to heat

the adsorber after the combustion, which would release the unwanted

gases.

A cold trap under liquid nitrogen can also be used to freeze out

unwanted gases. This technique is normally used for analysis of

larger samples when the resulting volume increase of the transfer

system can be tolerated.

Two other methods of sample preparation will be mentioned

because they are interesting adaptations of existing technique.

In the first method, a Kjeldahl produced ammonium chloride

sample is injected into a combustion oven, which contains soda lime

to release ammonia, and a RhPt catalyst for breaking down the

molecules [27]. The nitrogen is then moved through a molecular

sieve with He flow gas where the CO
2

and water are removed. It

then moves into a Spectrosil tube, which is in a microwave cavity

where the sample is excited and the emission is viewed. With this

apparatus, workers could analyze 60 two to ten gg samples per hour.

The second method is unique [28,29]. The ammonia produced by

the Kjeldahl digestion is put into the emission cell with no

oxidation. The NH
3
molecules break down in the plasma and the

emission from the N
2
molecules formed can be viewed. Larger

samples are required for this technique but the simplified procedure

is a big advantage when sample size is no problem. A similar

procedure can be used to observe CO
+
emission from a CO

2

discharge when analyzing for carbon isotope ratios.
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B. Excitation Sources

Once the sample has been prepared so that the nitrogen is in the

form N2, it must be excited to produce emission. The excitation

source that has been used exclusively for nitrogen isotope work is

the low pressure microwave induced plasma (MIP). This type of

discharge was used in the earliest reported spectrometric

determination of nitrogen isotopes [30], and has continued to be

used because it offers several characteristics which suit it to this

type of analysis [11]:

1) Strong excitation without excessive background emission.

2) No electrodes in contact with gas sample.

3) No high voltage danger

4) Inexpensive, available power supplies.

A MIP is produced by creating a standing wave electric field,

which oscillates at a microwave frequency, from 13 to 2450 MHz, in a

metal cavity. A quartz or pyrex tube containing the gas sample is

placed in the cavity. Any free electron in the cavity will

oscillate under the influence of the electric field and if the

pressure is not too low, the electron will collide with other

species and transfer energy to them. If the electric field is

strong enough the electron will acquire enough energy to ionize

atoms or molecules it collides with, producing more electrons. A

stable plasma is produced when the power absorbed by the plasma

through energy transfer from the electrons equals the power lost by

the plasma through ionization and excitation, energy transfer to the
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cell walls, and energy carried away by particles and radiation

moving out of the plasma [31].

The microwave cavity is used to transfer energy from the power

supply to the gas in the emission cell. In order to do this

efficiently, it must have its impedance matched to the transmission

cable from the microwave generator and its resonant frequency must

be tuned to the generator. If there is a plasma in the cavity, its

resonant frequency will be changed, so the best cavity is one that

can be adjusted to allow the most efficient operation. Different

gases in the plasma and the gas pressure will also affect the

resonant frequency.

Many cavity designs have been tested and used, with two being

used primarily for low pressure work, the 3/4 wave Broida cavity and

the foreshortened 1/4 wave cavity [32]. The second cavity can be

used over a broad range of pressures, 0.001 to 1 atm in He, and can

be tuned so its impedance and resonant frequency are optimum. The

best materials for cavities, those which conduct closest to the

surface, are silver, brass and gold [33].

In some atmospheric pressure plasmas, particles collide with

each other very often and the energy in the plasma is evenly

distributed among the particles. Such a plasma is said to be in a

state of local thermodynamic equilibration (LTE). The energy

distribution and the populations of various energy states can be

described by a Boltzmann distribution and the plasma can be said to

have a single temperature. When the pressure is reduced, collisions

are less frequent and LTE is not reached. In this case, large

amounts of energy can be stored in one type of particle, which can
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result in surprising excitation. In the case of a low pressure MIP,

electrons tend to have a very large amount of energy so their

temperature is much higher than that of the other particles. The

only way to understand this type of plasma is to look at the energy

transfer reactions one by one. That is, excitation will be

described by a set of energy transfer reactions rather than by a

distribution.

If enough nitrogen exists, isotope analysis can be done by

observing emission from a pure nitrogen discharge [34]. A plasma

run in too low a pressure of nitrogen has a limited lifetime due to

adsorption of the nitrogen on the cell walls. The adsorbed nitrogen

can also cause memory effect problems if the discharge tube is to be

reused [35,36]. For smaller samples of nitrogen, a MIP containing a

noble gas as well as the nitrogen can be used [37]. The plasma can

be sustained in the fill gas, and the nitrogen is excited and

produces emission. Different fill gases were studied and the

following conclusions were drawn:

1) Xenon is readily adsorbed by glass or quartz. This prevents

nitrogen from being adsorbed and lost from the discharge.

2) Nitrogen shows highest emission intensity when helium is

used as fill gas. This is thought to be due to metastable states of

He being formed in the plasma and transferring energy to nitrogen

molecules in collisions [38]. A plasma containing Xe and He was

suggested as the best to sustain a high intensity discharge for

sufficient time for analysis of samples containing small amounts of

nitrogen.
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C. Wavelength Dispersion and Detection Devices

The emission spectrum of the C(
3
n
u
) to B(3n8 ) transition

or second positive system of pure
28

N
2

is seen in Figure 1. The

various vibrational transitions cause the transition energies to

vary greatly. The 0' to 0" vibrational transition has the highest

intensity and the intensity decreases as the order of vibrational

transition increases.

Replacing one of the
14N atoms in a nitrogen molecule with an

15
N atom changes the vibrational and rotational energies of the

molecule. This manifests itself as a shift in the emission spectrum

[39]. The isotope shift is greater for transitions with a higher

order of vibrational transition. Therefore, when choosing a band

system to use for nitrogen isotope analysis, there is a trade-off

between intensity and separation of the bands from the different

isotopic molecules. The 2' to 0" vibrational transition is most

often used because it has reasonable intensity and the shift is

about 0.7 nm. It has another advantage in that there are few

spectral interferences in the wavelength region near 298.0 nm. The

fact that the bands lie in the ultraviolet is also a consideration,

since this requires the use of quartz cells rather than glass [40].

Determining the baseline signal for signals from the less

abundant nitrogen isotope molecule has been a difficulty in the

past. This is because the wavelength dispersion and detection

systems used for most nitrogen isotope analyses have been low

resolution scanning monochromators with photomultiplier tubes for
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Figure 1. Spectrum of nitrogen molecular emission from 200.0 nm to 600.0 nm [11].
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detectors. When low resolution exists, the
28

N
2

emission can

cause interference in the
29

N
2
signal because of the fact that

most samples have very low (1 to 10 %) percentages of 15N. This

means that the
28

N
2
bands are very intense compared to the

29
N
2

bands. Despite the 0.7nm shift, the less intense bands

lie on the shoulder of the more intense bands [41,42]. This causes

difficulty determining the baseline for the less intense bands.

High resolution (spectral bandpass of 0.002 nm) scanning

spectrometry has been used for nitrogen isotope analysis quite

successfully [43]. It was suggested that this type of instrument

could be used to calibrate lower resolution instruments because of

its elimination of spectral interference.

Scanning spectrometers put a limitation on analysis. Scan times

for the necessary wavelength range are usually on the order of one

minute per scan. This means that to make replicate measurements on

the same sample, the discharge must be stable for minutes. For

microgram samples, this limitation is a problem due to the

adsorption of nitrogen onto the emission cell wall. As was stated

earlier, judicious choice of fill gas helps extend the lifetime of

plasmas containing small amounts of nitrogen, but scanning is still

a limitation.

D. Data Handling Technicues

Because of the energy in the nitrogen MIP, a great deal of

dissociation of the nitrogen molecules occurs, and if the binding

energies for the two types of nitrogen atoms are equal it can be
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assumed that the nitrogen atoms will rearrange themselves randomly.

This allows the following equations to be used:

For the

K =eq

reaction [28N2] [30N2]

[
29

N
2

]
2

= 4

2[29N2]

(II-1)
[28N2]

1

2J ` 2J

[
30

N
2
] + 1/2(

29
N
2

] (II-2)
%15N = 100 x

-
[
30

N
2
] + [

29
N
2
] +

[28N2]

Combine equations (II-1) and (II-2):

%15N=
100 (II-3)

2([
28

N
2
]/[

29
N
2
]) + 1

Assuming that the intensity of emission is directly proportional to

concentration in the plasma, Eqn. 11-3 allows the %
15
N in the

sample to be determined by only measuring two intensity signals.

One main experimental difficulty with measuring the intensities

at the two analytical wavelengths is determining the baseline. With

-low resolution spectrometers, the 28N2 signal overlaps the

29
N
2
signal, which makes measurement of the relatively small

29
N
2
signal difficult. A more fundamental problem is the fact

that the R branch of the electronic vibrational transition of the

29
N
2 molecule overlaps with the P branch of the 28N2

molecule that is used for analysis. Unless resolution is very high

it is impossible to prevent this overlap from affecting results.

The first of these problems is worst at low
15
N enrichments and

the second is worst at high
15
N enrichments. Different methods

for determining the background for different enrichments have been

suggested [42].
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Another experimental difficulty is measurement of intensities

from both nitrogen species and the background before the signals

change. This problem can be alleviated by fast scanning or

simultaneous multiwavelength detection. Both of these techniques

allow multiple readings to be done on the same sample which helps

increase measurement precision with simultaneous multiwavelength

measurements allowing a much greater data collection rate and

therefore better precision.
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III. INSTRUMENTAL

The instrumentation developed and used in the work for this

thesis can be broken down into seven parts, each of which will be

described separately. The seven parts are: optical rail system

(ORS), microwave induced plasma (MIP) system, vacuum system, echelle

polychromator with computercontrolled wavelength drives, detection

systems, detection system and computer interface electronics, and

computer software. A block diagram showing the major parts of the

instrument, except the vacuum system, is shown in Figure 2.

A. Optical Rail System

The optical components are mounted on a system that was designed

after an optical rail system developed by Walters [45,46]. An

important concept behind the design is to allow flexibility in

mounting optical hardware, which results in flexibility in

instrument and experiment design, but to retain precise,

reproducible component positioning capability. The ORS built for

this work is a scaleddown version of those built by Walters.

There are two main components to the ORS: an optical bed

consisting of two steel rods mounted parallel and level in a

horizontal position, and a set of riders, which have a groove
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machined into the bottom of one end. The groove fits over one of

the rails when the rider is used.

The rails are 1.5-inch diameter centerless ground steel rods, 7

feet long (Pacific Machining and Tool Steel Co., Portland, OR).

These rails are supported by four electroless nickel plated (Niphos

Coatings, Inc., Slinger, WI) aluminum supports, which have a U shape

and a notch in the top of each arm, see Figure 3. The plating was

done to prevent corrosion and for looks. The rods are drilled and

tapped, and are bolted down to the supports with 1/4-20 bolts. The

supports hold the rails parallel and horizontal, 15 inches apart.

The supports and rails are mounted on a composite-topped,

wooden-framed table with the surface of the table 24 inches above

the floor. The table is leveled, shimmed and bolted to the floor to

prevent it from moving and affecting the ORS alignment.

Six riders were built to sit on the rails and have optical

components mounted on them. Each rider consists of a piece of

0.5-inch machine-plate aluminum, 17.5 inches by 6 inches. Bolted to

the bottom of one end of the plate is an aluminum bar, 2.5 inches

wide, 1.0 inch high and 6.0 inches long. The bottom of this block

has a groove machined into it which fits over one of the rails when

the rider is mounted, Figure 3. A leveling block, which is a

1.0-inch wide, 0.533-inch high, and 6.0-inch long block of aluminum,

is bolted onto the other end of the plate. Either end of the

leveling block can be raised or lowered to make the rider sit

perfectly level on the rails. The rider top has three rows of

1/4-20 holes drilled and tapped on 2.0-inch centers. These holes
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Figure 3. Optical rail system (end view). Optical components are mounted on riders, which
rest on two 1.5-inch diameter steel rails, 7 feet long.
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are used to bolt mounts for optical components firmly in place on

the rider.

The tops of the rails were made level using a bubble level and

shimming the table legs, after which the table legs were bolted to

the floor. The leveling block on each rider was adjusted so it sits

level on the rails.

The rails were then straightened using a cathetometer, which was

leveled using the bubble level. The rails were bolted tightly to

the supports but the supports were bolted only loosely to the

table. A crosshair target was mounted on a rider and the

cathetometer was positioned so its crosshair coincided with the

target crosshair when the rider was placed at both ends of the

rails. The rider was then moved and the supports moved and bolted

down so the two crosshairs coincided regardless where the rider was

placed on the rails. The overlap was perfect to the eye and

deviation from straightness was estimated to be less than 1.0 mm

over the length of the rails.

The rider, when in use, is held on the rails only by gravity;

the groove in the bottom block holds the rider straight and the

other block holds it level. A set of stops were built, which can be

bolted to a rail. These are used by bolting them to the rail with a

rider in position. If the rider is moved off the rails, it can be

repositioned very precisely simply by putting it on the rails, and

pushing it against the stop. Thus, the system provides flexibility

and precise repositioning capability.
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The echelle polychromator was mounted on two riders connected

together; this mount was designed with three ball and socket joints

to allow the polychromator to be leveled in two directions. The

third degree of freedom was controlled by the rider groove blocks.

The detector housing was mounted on another rider, as was the

emission cell, which was on an X-Y-Z translation stage to allow

movement of the plasma with respect to the optical axis of the

polychromator. Other riders were used to mount parts of the vacuum

system and other light sources used for calibration of the system.

B. Microwave Induced Plasma System (MIP)

The nitrogen samples analyzed were excited using a microwave

generator and a cavity specifically designed to transfer energy from

the generator to a gas sample in a quartz cell placed in the

cavity. The generator, model MPG-4M, and cavity, Evenson cavity

Type N, were purchased commercially (Kiva Instruments, Inc.,

Rockville, MD).

1. Microwave Generator

The microwave generator produces an electric field, which

oscillates at a fixed frequency of 2450 MHz. It does this by

converting a DC high voltage to an oscillating voltage using a

magnetron tube. The magnetron tube requires a high-current, 5-V

filament power supply and a high voltage power supply. This
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particular generator has a variable power output, which outputs more

microwave power as the high voltage supply is turned up. Turning up

the high voltage supply increases the current through the magnetron

tube which causes the increase in microwave power. Inadequate

filtering of the high voltage supply can lead to changes in the

microwave power output [47].

It was decided to add a current regulator circuit to the

microwave generator to control the current flowing through the

magnetron, see Figure 4. The added portion of the circuit is the

part of Figure 4 to the left of the dotted line. Before the

addition of the current regulator, the 0 to -1650 V variable power

supply was connected to the magnetron at the +5 V common connection

point. It was the magnitude of that voltage that determined the

microwave power output. With the current regulator, when the high

voltage is turned on, the power transistor turns on due to the

voltage drop across the zener diode, which is also the base-emitter

voltage. The current that will flow through the transistor, and

therefore the magnetron, depends on how much resistance there is

between the transistor emitter and the top end of the zener diode.

Only enough current will flow to cause a 7.5 V drop across the set

resistance. The 200-ohm variable resistor is controllable from the

front panel of the microwave power supply and is used to set the

current flowing through the magnetron, which is typically 50-100 mA.

The advantages of having such a current regulator circuit for

this work are twofold. First, it prevents line voltage

fluctuations, and subsequent high voltage fluctuations from
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Figure 4. Microwave induced plasma (MIP) generator regulator circuit. Circuit to the left
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affecting the microwave power being output. Second, it is used to

cause reproducible microwave power output at the ignition of the

plasma. The output power at ignition has been found to be much more

reproducible when igniting the plasma with the power supply set so

the current regulator is in control than when the high voltage

setting is used alone. This feature is very important because of

the great amount of data collected immediately following ignition.

2. Microwave Cavity

The microwave cavity used in this work is an Evenson cavity,

Figure 5, named after one of its inventors [33]. The Evenson cavity

has several good characteristics: it is small in size and can be

opened up to allow the cavity to be placed around the cell rather

than having to put the cell through the cavity, the impedance of the

cavity can be adjusted to match the transmission line impedance, and

the cavity can be adjusted so its resonance frequency matches the

frequency of the generated field. The last two characteristics

allow the reflected power from the cavity back to the magnetron to

be minimized. An excess of reflected power can damage the

magnetron. The cavity has a flash coating of gold on the outside to

maximize microwave transmission.

3. MIP Ignition

In order for a plasma to be created in the emission cell within

the microwave cavity, there needs to be a microwave field and there
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need to be electrons in the gas in which the plasma is to be

supported. Occasionally, an MIP ignites due to cosmic radiation

ionizing some of the gas in the cell. More often, it is necessary

to use some device to ionize the gas with the microwave generator

on, at which time the plasma will ignite.

A high voltage spark generator, a Tesla coil, is the device

often used to ignite MIP's. This type of spark can cause many

difficulties in the laboratory because it creates a high voltage

field as well as a magnetic field, so capacitve and inductive

coupling to other electronic components with the Tesla coil can

occur.

Several attempts were made to ionize nitrogen gas samples in the

emission cell with radiation. The sources of the radiation were a

low pressure Hg lamp and a MIP sustained in nitrogen. Both types of

radiation were focussed onto the emission cell in the cavity, with

the microwave power turned on. Neither type of radiation source

proved consistently useful in igniting the plasma. The Hg lamp was

successful at igniting a single isotope Hg electrodeless discharge

lamp (Opthos Inst. Co., Rockville, MD) in the microwave cavity.

Despite these initial failures, this method would help eliminate a

source of trouble, the Tesla coil.

When the Tesla coil was used, it was mounted on the rider with

the emission cell, with its tip positioned so the spark generated

went through the inside of the emission cell to a grounded, metal

vacuum fitting. This stable location prevented most coupling of the

coil with other ground points in the area.
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C. Vacuum System

A vacuum system was developed to handle the gas samples to be

excited in the MIP. The final system configuration is seen in

Figure 6. All components to the left of the cold trap and the

mechanical vacuum pump (Duo-seal Vacuum Pump, Sargent-Welch Sci.

Co., Skokie, IL) are on a cart that is placed next to the optical

rail system. The emission cell and Dumas tube breaker are mounted

on an X-Y-Z stage on a rider. The other components are mounted on

another rider and connected to the emission cell through a flexible

vacuum tube. The various components are connected together with

Ultra-Torr fittings, which are tightly clamped in place, and

Flex-tubing (Cajon Co., Macedonia, OH). The fittings are specified

to withstand pressures as low as 0.001 Torr. The fittings between

the gas tanks and the main manifold are Swagelok fittings (Crawford

Fitting Co., Solon, OH). The by-pass valve and needle valves are

NuPro valves (NuPro Co., Willoughby, OH). Approximate volumes of

the system were measured by injecting known volumes of air into

evacuated portions of the system and assuming Boyle's law holds,

Table I.

The main manifold is a glass tube, 35 cm long with a 3.0-cm

diameter, to which six greaseless vacuum valves (Young Valve Co.,

England) have been connected. The volume of the manifold is about

130 mL. Manifold 2 is a detachable manifold and a variety of

different gas-tight containers were connected to the system at this

point. The main manifold was used primarily as a storage container
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Table I

Vacuum System Volumes

Valves Opena Valves Closed Volume (mL)b

1 2,4 20

1,2 3,4,5 32

1,2,5 3,4,6 113

1,2,5,6 3,4,7 240

1 6b

a. All volumes measured include emission cell; see Figure 6

for valve numbers.

b. Volumes reported are accurate to about ± 5 %.

c. The cell breaker and emission cell volume was calculated

using measured dimensions with the cell liner in place.
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for the noble fill gases used to sustain the plasma, and manifold 2

was used to store nitrogen samples with different isotope

enrichments. The cold trap is a piece of glass tubing bent into a

U-shape, which was immersed in liquid nitrogen when in use. Several

other cold traps of the same design were inserted into the system in

different places, when needed.

1. Vacuum Gauges

Two vacuum gauges are used to monitor pressures in the vacuum

system. Vacuum gauge 1 is connected directly to the main manifold

through a piece of Flex tubing. The gauge is an absolute pressure,

variable reluctance transducer (Model AP10, Validyne Engineering

Co., Northridge, CA), which requires a carrier demodulator circuit

(Model CD15) to produce a DC output signal. This gauge has a range

of 0 to 25 Torr and a sensitivity of 0.3 V DC/Torr. Vacuum gauge 2

is mounted on a rider on the rail system and is used to monitor gas

pressure near the emission cell. This gauge is also a variable

reluctance gauge (Model 222, MKS Instruments, Inc., Burlington, MD),

which has a 0 to 100-Torr range and a sensitivity of 0.1 V/Torr. It

is housed in a foam filled box to prevent thermal drifts.

Both gauges were calibrated using a vacuum system developed for

laser microprobe studies [48], which has a vacuum gauge with a range

of 0 Torr to atmospheric pressure. The microprobe vacuum system was

pumped down overnight with all three gauges connected to it, and thd

gauges were zeroed. The system was then opened to atmospheric
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pressure and the wide range gauge was calibrated with a Hg

barometer. The system was pumped down to zero pressure again and

the zero settings rechecked. The system was pressurized to whatever

pressure was desired using the wide range gauge readings and the

other two gauges calibrated. The two gauges to be used for the MIP

work were adjusted so their full scale reading was correct, and both

were seen to be linear with respect to the wide range gauge by

checking several intermediate pressures.

2. Emission Cell Design

At one end of the vacuum system is the emission cell, which is

inserted through the microwave cavity. This cell contains the

plasma when it is running, and emission is viewed through its end.

The cell is connected to the vacuum system, and reused for sample

after sample.

Initial emission cells were Vycor (Amersil, Inc., Hillside NJ)

tubes, which were rounded off on one end and connected to the vacuum

system at the other. The cells used for most of the work done for

this thesis are fused quartz tubes, onto which flat fused quartz

plates have been bonded.

It was desired to be able to view the plasma with no distortion,

therefore the flat plates were bonded onto the tubes rather than

being fused on, which could have caused ripples in the quartz

windows during heating. The bond had to be vacuumtight and had to

withstand the heating it would receive during the plasma runs.
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Several adhesives were tried. The quartz plate was placed on

the polished end of the tube and the adhesive applied around that

end. The first adhesive tried was TorrSeal (Varian Assoc., Vacuum

Div., Palo Alto, CA), which is a two component epoxy used for vacuum

sealing glass and metal. The seal was vacuumtight, but could not

withstand the high temperature. Next, a ceramic adhesive

(Ceramabond 503, Aremco Products, Ossining, NY) was tried. This

adhesive requires an oven cure, and when set can handle temperatures

as high as 1650 °C. It was found that the Ceramabond seal was not

vacuumtight. A onecomponent, hightemperature epoxy (Armstrong

A701, J.S. Switzer Assoc., Paramount, CA), which also requires an

oven cure, was tried next. During the oven cure, the epoxy became

liquid and flowed under the quartz plate, onto the inside surface of

the plate, ruining the possibility for viewing the plasma. The

bonding system finally used for the cells was to bond the pieces of

quartz together with Ceramabond 503, and apply several coats of

Armstrong A701 to make the seal vacuumtight. This type of seal is

mechanically strong and vacuumtight. The temperature capability of

the epoxy is better than that of TorrSeal, but a cooling stream of

air still is required to prevent epoxy degradation during plasma

operation. With the air cooling (see section the cells

are good for at least one month of daily use.

A cell liner is used to help prevent memory effects. The liner

is simply a glass tube, which is inserted inside the emission cell

during plasma operation. The liner is changed between runs to

prevent adsorbed nitrogen from one run desorbing during the next,
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and causing the nitrogen isotope ratio to be incorrectly measured.

The cell liner can be changed at the same time as the Dumas cell is

changed as described in the next section.

3. Emission Cell Cooling

During development of the emission cell bonding method, several

cell cooling systems were devised and tried. It was hoped that the

cell could be cooled to prevent adhesive degradation and possibly to

stabilize the discharge [49].

The cavity has a port, into which air is blown, which is used to

reduce the temperature of the cell right in the cavity. The other

cell cooling system is a Delrin frit, which guides air along the

outside of the cell wall and onto the adhesive holding the window in

place, Figure 5. This device provides the cooling necessary to

prevent adhesive degradation. Air from the laboratory pressurized

air system, split with two valves, is used for these cooling

systems. A 3inch box fan below the cell, and a fume hood above,

provide cooling, and remove dischargeproduced ozone.

4. Dumas Cell Breaker

A cell breaker system is used, which can break Dumas tubes

(section II.A.), releasing the small volume nitrogen samples into a

small section of the vacuum system, part of which is the emission

cell. Requirements for the cell breaker system include the
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following: the atmosphere in the emission cell must be controllable

and the pressure measurable, and the breaker volume must be small.

The Dumas cell must be removed and replaced easily, without

contaminating much of the vacuum system with atmospheric nitrogen.

The system developed for this use is seen in Figure 7. The

breaker consists of a vacuum valve with a hole drilled through its

shaft. The Dumas tube is a 2-mm outer diameter sealed glass tube,

in which the sample to be analyzed has been decomposed by the Dumas

reaction. The cell is put into the breaker by closing the valve

(thereby sealing the vacuum system), disconnecting the breaker from

the Ultra-Torr fitting and sliding the Dumas tube in the open end.

The tube is pushed through the hole in the valve shaft. The only

portion of the vacuum system exposed to atmospheric nitrogen is the

emission cell and half of the breakei. At this time, the emission

cell liner can be changed, too.

The breaker is reconnected to the Ultra-Torr fitting and the

valve is opened, which does not break the Dumas tube since the valve

shaft does not turn during opening and closing. The emission cell

is evacuated and the desired amount of fill gas put in. The valve

is closed and the Dumas tube broken by turning the shaft with a

wrench, which can be done without breaking the valve's seal. The

sample is then ready for excitation. The volume of the sealed

breaker and emission cell is about 6 mL.
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D. Echelle Polvchromator

In the late 1940's and early 1950's, the echelle grating and

monochromator were developed by Harrison, et. al. [50,51] in

response to the need for a high resolution, high throughput

spectrometer in a reasonably sized package. The first commercially

available echelle spectrometer was introduced in 1969, the

nSpectra-Spann, made by Spectrametrics Inc., Andover MD [52,531. It

is one of the early models of this spectrometer, the Spectra-Span

101, which is used as the wavelength isolation device for this

research.

The echelle spectrometer has a large, coarsely ruled grating (79

gooves/mm), which disperses light in the horizontal direction. The

angle of diffraction is very high, about 63 degrees, and the orders

of the grating viewed are also high (orders 35 to 108). Each order

of diffracted light is separated from the others in the vertical

direction by a prism, so the images are dispersed in a two

dimensional array. Because of this, there are two wavelength

controllers, one for vertical movement of the focal plane images and

one for horizontal movement. The spectrometer was sold with a DC

plasma jet for use in atomic analysis [54], but all of the hardware

for the plasma jet has been removed and the spectrometer is used

strictly as a polychromator in this research. The dispersed

radiation can be focussed on an exit slit behind which there is a

PMT with read-out electronics, or it can be focussed on a glass

plate for visual viewing and photographing the spectral images.

To insure that the optical aperture of the spectrometer was
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filled, a quartz focussing lens with an F-number of 3, which is much

lower than that of the spectrometer (F/n = 10), was used to focus

radiation onto the entrance slit. To align the lens, the

spectrometer was backlit and the image of the entrance slit was

focussed at a point the same height above the rider as the slit by

positioning the lens. The operating MIP was then moved in relation

to the lens to maximize the light entering the spectrometer. This

also allowed the cell to be moved away from the front of the

spectrometer which relieved steric hinderance greatly.

1. Stepper Motor Wavelength Drives

The two wavelength drives of the echelle polychromator are

controlled by two computer-controlled stepper motors (Model

K-82954-M3, North American Philips, New York, NY). Two different

circuits were built to provide the hardware necessary to

conveniently control the position of the images in the focal plane

using the computer. These circuits are the stepper motor control

circuit and the stepper motor slew control circuit.

The first circuit has been described in detail elsewhere [48].

Its function is to take digital pulses and convert them into the

correct set of signals so the stepper motors will step. The input

signals can come from a manual push button, a clock on the SM

control circuit board for free run operation, or from an external

source, such as the SM slew control circuit. There is one of these

circuits for each of the stepper motors and each circuit can be made
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to step the motor either clockwise or counter-clockwise.

The second circuit will be described here, see Figure 8. The

purpose of the SM slew control circuit is to send strings of pulses

to the SM control circuit to rapidly step one of the motors a known

number of steps. The circuit works as follows:

1) The number of steps the motor is to be moved can be input

either manually with a set of four BCD thumbwheel switches mounted

on the circuits box front panel, or from the computer, which is done

by setting bits 0 to 13 in BCD form at I/O port 167772.

2) The source of the number of steps must be chosen either with

the manual word-select toggle switch on the front panel or by

setting the word-select bit (bit 15 at I/O port 167772) high in the

computer.

3) After selecting the source for the step data, the outputs of

the four multiplexer chips will contain the data which is to be

loaded into the four counter chips. Once loaded, the counters will

count down and send one pulse to the desired SM control circuit

(selected using the motor select switch on the front panel) for each

count in the counters. Loading the multiplexer data and starting

the count is done by either manually pushing the load push button

switch or from the computer by setting the computer load bit (bit 14

at 167772) HI momentarily. Sending a load command either way causes

the flip-flop A output to change, which in turn causes the NAND

gates to allow pulses from the timer to reach the output to the SM

control circuit and the count down pin on counter #1. The pulses

continue until all of the counters have all outputs LO, at which
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time the borrow bit from counter #4 causes the flip-flop A output to

change, which cuts off the stream of pulses from the timer to the SM

control circuit.

4) The initialization switch is used to change the state of the

flip-flop A to stop unwanted pulses from reaching the SM control

circuit. It is used during instrument turn-on and to prevent stray

pulses from causing the motors to step at unwanted times.

5) The frequency of the pulses to the SM control circuit is

chosen using the slew speed front panel switch. The two frequencies

are 50 Hz, used for most slewing, and 1000 Hz used for single step

computer scanning (high frequency reduces jitter in time of step).

The monochromator is scanned using the SM slew control circuit.

This is done by repeatedly loading one step into the counters and

sending a load pulse which causes the motor to step once. The

frequency of the SM slew control circuit clock is set at 1000 Hz to

cut down on lag time between the load command and the motor step.

The stepper motors are mounted on the back of the echelle

monochromator and connected to the wavelength drives. The

horizontal motor is connected with a shaft directly to an unused

side of a T in the horizontal positioning mechanics. The vertical

motor is connected to a shaft, which has a gear on it which meshes

1:1 with a gear in the vertical positioning mechanics. The existing

mechanics in the monochromator were not designed for scanning, so

they required frequent maintenance and even at their best have a

significant backlash. In order 76, the order used for nitrogen

analysis, one step of the motor moves the wavelength approximately
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0.005 nm. The wavelength drives were also spring loaded to prevent

slippage when the motors are turned off.

2. Entrance and Exit Slits

The echelle spectormeter has only fixed entrance and exit

slits. There are three entrance slits, each of which consists of a

thin piece of metal with a rectangular slit machined in it, which is

mounted with two screws on a 0.12-inch thick piece of steel, 0.60

inches on a side. The whole slit assembly is held in place on the

spectrometer on a magnetic mount with two positioning stops. The

sizes of the slits, in gm, are 50 x 200, 200 x 400, and 400 x 600.

Entrance slits with widths narrower than those stated above were

made by placing a thin flap of metal with a machined edge over part

of the slit on one of the assemblies and tightening it with the

mounting screw. The size and shape of the slit were determined

using a microscope with a Filar eyepiece (movable crosshair), which

was calibrated with a microscope slide, which has a scale with 10 gM

divisions on it.

Exit slits for the internal detector of the spectrometer are

similar to the entrance slits, but there are three slits on each

one. The extra side slits are used to make a measurement of

background radiation on either side of an atomic line through use of

a mechanical chopper in front of the slit. Since no background

correction was desired, the side slits were covered and the

background subtracted from the signal was dark current only.
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Exit slits used with the four-channel detector housing will be

described in detail in section III.E.3.

E. Detection Systems

Three detection systems have been used with the echelle

spectrometer besides the photomultiplier tube housed inside. The

detection systems are a SIT vidicon (Model 1254) and OMA-2

Multichannel Analyzer (Model 1216, both from PAR Instrument Co.,

Princeton, NJ), an intensified diode array (Model TN-1223-4I, Tracor

Northern, Middleton, WI) with a multichannel analyzer (Model TN

1710) and a four-channel PMT system, which was built in house. The

first two were used for comparison studies only and therefore will

be described only briefly.

1. SIT Vidicon

A silicon intensified target vidicon consists of a grid of

discrete p-n junction pixels on which electron-hole pairs are formed

by impact of photoelectrons. The photoelectrons, which are produced

by photons coming through a fiber-optic faceplate and hitting a

photocathode, are focussed onto specific areas on the grid [55].

The photosensitive pixels are on 25 gm centers, and the grid has 512

pixels on a side. The charge on each pixel is allowed to integrate

as photoelectrons create electron-hole pairs, and the signal is

determined by measuring the charge required to recharge each pixel
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back to its original state. The result is a measurement of

intensity vs. X and Y position. The OMA-2 is a computer used to

control collection of data from the vidicon, and allow storage and.

manipulation of the vast amounts of information collected.

The vidicon detector was mounted on the. polychromator with a

mount built in house, which allows rotation of the detector as well

as movement toward and away from the face of the polychromator.

This mount, which is also light-tight, was necessary to allow the

vidicon surface to be placed in the spectrometer focal plane and to

allow the columns of photosensitive pixels to be aligned with the

images of the slit.

2. Intensified Diode Array

The intensified diode array consists of an intensifier, which

greatly enhances light intensity while maintaining spatial

integrity, and a photodiode array, which consists of a series of

light-sensitive devices which convert light intensity to charge.

The intensifier works by first converting photons to photoelectrons,

then directing the photoelectrons onto a microchannel plate where

amplification occurs, after which the electrons strike a phosphor

producing photons detectable by the diode array. The photodiodes

are based on 25 pm centers and there are 1024 diodes in the

TN-1223. The intensified diode array was mounted on the

spectrometer with a mount similar to that used for the vidicon.

Again, computer data collection allowed data collected to be stored,

manipulated, and displayed.
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3. PMT Detector Housing

A detector housing was constructed, which houses four

photomultiplier tubes, Figure 9. Light at four different

wavelengths emerges from four exit slits and is directed to the

PMT's with mirrors. The entire detector housing is made of aluminum

which has been black anodized (Electro Chemical Metal Finishing,

Inc., Portland, OR) to cut down on reflection, and is lined with

blackened styrofoam for thermal insulation.

The housing is mounted on a rider at a fixed height and is also

bolted onto the face plate of the polychromator. The height of the

housing was chosen so the slits were approximately at the center of

the focal plane of the polychromator. It was later found that the

slit function was not symmetric at the original position. This was

due to a curved slit image in the focal plane attributed to comatic

abberation in the monochromator caused by using the internal optics

off axis [56]. The height was reduced to a region in the focal

plane where the coma was less, and this improved the shape of the

slit function as well as the spectral resolution.

The slit plate extends out into the housing, because the

spectrometer's focal plane is about 3.8 cm in front of the face of

the spectrometer. This feature allows the PMT's to be clustered

around the slit plate close enough to the exit slits so the

diverging radiation from each slit is all collected by its PMT.

Mirrors are used to guide light to three of the four PMT's; the

light from the fourth slit goes directly to its PMT. The mirrors
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Figure 9. Four channel detector housing diagram (top view). Housing is
bolted to the polychromator along the top edge.
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are mounted on aluminum mounts with a drilled and tapped hole in the

bottom of each mount, and with the center of that hole directly

below the center of the face of the mirror. A screw comes up

through the floor of the mirror mount holder and into each mirror

mount, on which the mirror mount can pivot. The mirror position can

be optimized by turning the cam at the end of the mirror mount,

which causes the mount to rotate about the pivot screw. When the

optimum position is found, the pivot screw can be tightened to hold

the mirror mount in place.

The photomultiplier tubes (1P28/V1, RCA Electro-optics and

Devices, Lancaster, PA) have an extended S-5 spectral response and

therefore are sensitive near 300 nm where the emission lines of

interest lie. Each PMT has a 100-kohm resistor between each dynode,

producing a total resistance of 1 Mohm for the voltage divider

network. All four PMT's are connected to the same power supply

(Model 204, Pacific Precision Instruments, Concord, CA), which is

rated at 10 mA at -2000 V. At -1000 V, the PMT networks are drawing

only 4 mA so the power supply is not overly loaded down. Each PMT

has a magnetic shield encircling it (#101002, Millen Components,

Div. of E, I and S Corp., Winchester,MA), which is held at the

photocathode potential. Shock danger was minimized by putting in a

10-Mohm current limiting resistor. The shields were installed to

insure that the magnetic field of the magnetron tube in the

microwave generator does not interfere with the PMT operation.

The slit plate was made in the laboratory by using a laser

(Model CMX-4, Chromatix, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) and a microprobe
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chamber [48] to burn slits in a piece of 0.002-inch thick shim

brass, which was stretched between two pieces of aluminum,

Figure 10. The chamber is positionable to within 5 gm in the X, Y

and Z directions under computer control. Firing of the laser is

also under computer control. The blank slit plate was mounted on

the chamber so the laser beam was perpendicular to it. The laser

was fired through a focussing lens and onto the shim brass. With

the light focussed, a hole 25 11111 in diameter could be burned in the

brass in three laser shots. A computer routine was written to fire

the laser then move the slit plate and fire the laser again. The

slit plate was moved so the holes burned overlapped, and slits 25 gm

wide and of any desired height were machined. The edges of the

slits could be made straight by making multiple passes with the

laser and the final slits showed only a few protuberances on the

edges, which were less than 3 gm in height.

Four slits were machined at precisely known positions with

relation to each other in the slit plate. The desired positions of

the slits were approximated using the dispersion of the

polychromator and the spectral distance between the wavelengths of

interest. To make the final slit plate, a plate was machined and

then put into the spectrometer. A sample of enriched nitrogen was

excited and the polychromator scanned with a two pen strip chart

recorder being used to record signals at the two nitrogen channels

simultaneously. Slit plates were rejected until the 28N
2

and

29
N
2 signals peaked simultaneously in the scan, that is, when

the slits were the right distance apart to pass both wavelengths at
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Figure 10. Slit making using a focussed laser beam. Slit plate is
mounted on a movable mount during slit making.
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the same time. The same procedure was used to make sure the

background slit, Ch.3, was between nitrogen emission peaks. The

Ch.4 slit position was allowed to be dictated by the physical size

of the housing since it was in a wavelength range where little or no

emission was expected.

Detection System and Interface Electronics

Photocurrents from the four PMT's are converted to voltages,

which are converted to digital signals, and loaded into a

microcomputer using special circuits built for that purpose. There

are three circuits responsible for the above operations: a circuit

containing four current-to-voltage converters and a multiplexer

(MUX), an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) circuit, which has a

sample and hold (S/H) input stage and produces digital data in

serial form, and a serial-to-parallel converter, which converts the

serial data to parallel form, which can be loaded into the computer,

Figure 11.

1. Current-to-voltage Converter and Multiplexer Circuit

This circuit consists'of two parts: an analog part, which

converts the photocurrents to voltages and sends them to the

multiplexer, see Figure 12, and a digital part, which tells the

multiplexer which voltage to pass on to the ADC, see Figure 13.

The current-to-voltages converters are operational amplifier

circuits which convert the photocurrents to voltages. The
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photocurrents come from the PMT's to the circuits box through

coaxial cables and BNC connectors. Feedback resistance values,

which determine the sensitivity, are adjustable for each

current-to-voltage converter with four front panel rotary switches.

Feedback resistances of 106 , 107 and 108 ohms are selectable,

and capacitors in series with the resistors produce a time constant

of 0.01 s for any setting. The operational amplifiers (LF356H's,

Analog Devices, Norwood, MA) are powered by a decoupled + 15 V power

supply housed in a power supply rack, and each op amp has a 25 kohm.

trim pot to cancel offset errors. The circuit is cooled with a fan.

The analog multiplexer (AD 7501, Analog Devices, Norwood, MA) is

an integrated circuit, which can be used to allow only one of the

eight input signals to pass through to its output. The selected

signal can be chosen by setting three digital control pins HI (+5 V)

or LO (0 V). In this circuit, only four of the eight channels are

used, one for each of the four PMT signal channels. The output of

the multiplexer is connected to a voltage follower, which allows

current to be drawn from its output without causing a voltage drop

across the 200-ohm on-state multiplexer resistance. The voltage

follower output goes out of the box through a BNC connector and

coaxial cable to the ADC analog input. The multiplexer and voltage

follower are also powered by the + 15 V supply.

The digital part of the multiplexer circuit is used to take

signals from the computer and choose which channel has its signal

passed on. This part also takes the ADC start command from the

computer, delays it slightly to allow the multiplexer time to settle
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and sends the start command on to the ADC. To avoid noise problems

in the analog circuitry, the computer signals are optically isolated

with dual optocouplers (HCPL 2630, Hewlett Packard Co., Palo Alto,

CA), and the ground lines for the onboard digital power supply and

the ± 15 V supply are kept separate.

There are two modes for selecting the channel signal to be

output by the multiplexer: computer and automatic cycle. The mode

is selected with a front panel toggle switch. In each mode, two

multiplexer inputs, A0 and Al must be set HI or LO to choose the

channel of the signal to be passed, according to Table II. In the

computer mode, two computer signals are used to set the channel.

The signals are from bits 2 and 3 of the computer I/O port at

address 167762. The signals are optoisolated, inverted and fed to

multiplexer pins AO and Al. The channel can only be changed by

changing the status of the bits with the computer.

In the automatic mode, the computer start pulse, bit 0 of I/O

word 167762, and a counter chip, SN74193, are used to set the

multiplexer pins and select the channel. The start pulse is also

used to start the ADC conversion. The sequence of events is as

follows:

A start pulse, HI, comes from the computer,is optoisolated,

inverted and fed to a 10 gs monostable (SN74121). The leading edge

of the start pulse triggers the monostable and two things occur.

The Q output of the monostable causes the counter to increment its

count, the lowest two bits of which are connected to A0 and A1.
1.

This changes the channel being passed by the multiplexer. The
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Table II

Multiplexer Control Line Settings for Channel Selection

A
0

Al Channel Chosen

LO LO 1

HI LO 2

LO HI 3

HI HI 4
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trailing edge of the pulse at the not-Q output, which goes through

an inverting transistor amplifier, causes the ADC to begin a

conversion on the signal from the new channel. The 10-gs delay

between channel change and conversion start gives the output of the

multiplexer time to settle before the ADC tries to convert that

signal. On the next start pulse from the computer, the counter is

again incremented and the next channel is interrogated. This allows

all four channels to be interrogated very rapidly since there is no

delay waiting for the computer to set the channel each time. The

counter can be cleared by setting the CLR line (bit 1 of I/O word

167762), which can be used for initialization purposes.

2. ADC and Serial-to-parallel Converter

The ADC circuit, except the sample and hold (S/H) input stage,

and the serial-to-parallel converter used in this research have been

described in detail elsewhere [57]. The ADC is based on a 14-bit

successive approximation analog-to-digital converter with a 25 gs

conversion time (ADC 1130, Analog Devices, Norwood, MA). The input

range is set at 0 to +10 V. The data out of the ADC is in serial

form and is accompanied by a set of clock pulses, which are

necessary to synchronize the data. The serial data and the clock

pulses are sent to the serial-to-parallel converter through

opto-isolators, which prevent noise transfer from one part of the

circuitry to another. A status bit is also sent to the

serial-to-parallel converter and on to the computer to be used by
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the computer to know when the conversion is complete. The

serial-to-parallel converter uses the clock pulses to move the

serial data into two shift registers, which are connected to a

parallel I/O port on the computer. When all the bits are shifted

into the registers, the computer can read in the data in parallel

form through the I/O port.

The input stage to the ADC can be used as a voltage follower or

as a sample and hold amplifier. A diagram of the input stage is

seen in Figure 14. The heart of the input stage is an IC sample and

hold gated operational amplifier circuit (AD583K, Analog Devices,

Norwood, MA). The integrated circuit consists of two amplifiers

with an FET gate between them on a single 14 pin DIP chip. The

control line (pin 14) is held HI to close the gate and connect the

amplifiers and can be controlled by the computer (bit 4 of I/O word

167762) through the opto-isolator, or by the hardware. Hardware

control is the inverted ADC start pulse, and is used in the

automatic cycle and sample and hold modes. The offset of the

amplifier can be adjusted with a 100-kohm offset trim pot, which is

accessible through the top of the circuit box.

In the voltage follower mode, the gate is kept closed at all

times, and the front panel toggle switch, seen near the hold

capacitor, Ch, is left open. In this configuration, the input

stage is a voltage follower with gain, with the feedback elements

determining the gain. Another front panel toggle switch is used to

choose between a gain of one and a gain of teh. The output is fed

directly into the ADC and this chip is powered by the + 15 V power

supply.
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If the hold capacitor switch is closed, the circuit is changed

to the sample and hold configuration. This circuit will track the

input voltagd as long as the gate is closed. If the gate is opened,

the output will hold at whatever voltage existed at the input just

before the gate opened. Figure 15 shows a timing diagram for the

events which occur when a start pulse is sent and the circuit is in

the automatic cycle and hardware sample and hold control modes. The

ADC status bit is used by the computer to sense the end of a

conversion. Ten As is enough sample time since Ch is 0.001 F.

The ADC and S/H input stage were checked for linearity of

response by inputting signals from a 9 V battery, which was divided

with a variable resistor network. The input voltages were measured

with a 4 1/2 significant bit digital voltmeter and the computer was

used to collect 30 point sets of converted values and calculate

averages and standard deviations. The response was seen to be

perfectly linear (for six Y values from 0.38 to 16382.9, the sum of

residuals2 is 1.34) with a full scale input voltage of 0.9098 V.

Standard deviations of the readings were all less than 1.9 bits

3. Computer and Computer Peripherals

The computer used for instrument control and data collection,

manipulation and display is a PDP 11/03 (Digital Equipment

Corporation, Maynard, MA). The computer is configured with 32

kilowords of memory, five serial I/O ports, and two sixteenbit

parallel I/O ports. Peripherals for the computer include a terminal
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(Model 101E, General Telephone and Electronics Corp., Stamford, CN)

with a CRT and keyboard, a dual floppy disk drive (Model WH27,

Zenith Data Systems, Glenview, IL), with each disk capable of

storing 128 kilowords, a dot matrix printer (Model Microline 82a,

Okidata Corporation, Mount Laurel, NJ), and a digital plotter (Model

DMP-4, Houston Instrument Div. of Bausch and Lomb, Austin, TX). The

disk drive has an interface board, which plugs into the computer

backplane, and the other peripherals are interfaced through serial

ports. The operating system used with the computer is RT-11 (DEC,

Maynard MA). A BASIC interpreter with special I/O and array

functions is used to run the BASIC programs. In addition, data are

transferred through a serial interface to a Corona PC (Corona Data

Systems, Inc., Westlake Village, CA) and manipulated using a

spreadsheet data handling program, Lotus 1-2-3 (Lotus Development

Corp., Cambridge, MA).

G. Computer Software

Four computer programs were written for use in optimizing

instrumental variables, and collecting, storing, manipulating and

displaying data. A general purpose program, MASTER, was written

with several sub-routines for use in displaying data in a real time

mode during instrument optimization. DACOL4 is a program used to

collect data rapidly and store it on disk in binary form. DACAL4 is

used to convert the binary data to floating point format for

manipulation using BASIC, store the data in that form on disk, and
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print it on the printer. PLOT1 is a program used to manipulate and

display the data in a variety of forms on the plotter and printer.

Printouts of the programs can be seen in Appendix I.

1. General Purpose Program, MASTER

MASTER is made up of four subroutines; three of the subroutines

are for data collection and display, and the fourth subroutine is

used to scan the monochromator and collect data. The main program

is written in BASIC and two of the subroutines use machine language

routines.

The first routine, which starts at line 6, MASTER printout

Appendix 1, is used to display data collected from the detection

system on the terminal screen and/or the printer. The data are

collected in real time with no data storage. This routine is useful

to observe signals from the different channels during instrument

optimization or between runs to see what types of signals are being

recorded. Signal levels from any one channel at a time or signals

from all four channels can be displayed. The values displayed are

the decimal equivalents of the 14bit binary words from the ADC, so

the values range from 0 to 16383. The voltages represented depend

on the feedback resistance and ADC input stage gain. A data point

or set of four data points is displayed every 0.4 s.

The second routine, which starts at line 430, collects between 1

and 50 points from one channel, calculates the average value, the

standard deviation and the relative standard deviation of the set
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and displays any or all of the information on the terminal screen or

the printer. Data are collected from BASIC so the rate of data

collection is similar to that of the first routine, 0.4 s/point.

The third routine, starting at line 770, is in principle the

same as the last routine, but data are collected from all four

channels and are collected using a machine language routine (DACLC4)

so data can be collected faster. The operator inputs the number of

four point data sets to be collected and the frequency of collection

in sets/s (maximum is 100 sets/s). Signals from the four channels

are collected and stored in memory in binary form (each data point

occupies one 16bit word) by a machine language routine until the

indicated number of sets is collected. -The frequency is controlled

by a BASIC counting loop between data set collection. The points

are then converted one by one to floating point format (each data

point now occupies three 16bit words) and stored in a BASIC array.

The values in the array are used in the subsequent calculation and

display routines. As many as 255 sets of data can be collected, the

number of sets being limited by the maximum size of a BASIC array.

Time required to collect each set of four points with the machine

language routine is about 300 gs, and the BASIC interpreter

execution time limits the frequency of set collection.

The last subroutine of MASTER, which starts at line 230, is a

monochromator scan routine. In this routine, the BASIC program

calls a machine language routine (ESCAN1) to perform the

monochromator scan and collect one data point from Ch.1 after each

step and store it in memory in binary form. The SM slew control
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circuit is used to step the motor, section III.D.1., and before

starting the scan routine, the desired motor must be chosen with the

front panel toggle switch and the desired direction chosen with the

toggle switch on the SM control circuit.

The scan routine is started and the operator inputs the number

of steps (maximum is 750) and the frequency in steps/s (maximum is

70, minimum is 1). The BASIC routine converts these values, loads

them into the machine language routine and then starts the scan.

The monochromator is scanned and one data point is collected from

Ch.1, the most sensitive channel, after each step. When the scan is

done, the operator has the option of converting the binary data to

floating point format and storing it on disk for subsequent

manipulation, rescanning, which destroys the old data, or quitting.

The routine was often used simply to scan the monochromator with the

signals taken directly from one or two of the current-to-voltage

converters, and recorded on a strip chart recorder.

2. Data Collection Program, DACOL4

The purpose of this program is to collect large, specified

amounts of data from all four channels at specified times and store

the binary data on disk. Variable values are entered by the

operator using a BASIC routine and then are converted and loaded

into a machine language routine, which is called and performs the

data collection, stores the data in memory and returns to BASIC. A

BASIC routine is used to load the data on the disk. DACOL4 uses the
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automatic channel cycle mode of the multiplexer circuit and either

the hardwarecontrolled sample and hold mode or the voltage follower

mode of the ADC input stage.

After DACOL4 is started, the following five variables must be

entered: the start threshhold signal, the number of fourpoint data

sets to be collected in each group (usually 50), the number of

groups to be collected (usually 10), a parameter used to determine

the delay betweeen collection of data sets, and a parameter used to

determine the delay between groups of sets (both delays are usually

0.05 s). The variables, which can be loaded manually or using a

DATA statement, are converted to binary form, loaded into the

machine language routine and that routine is started.

The machine language routine initializes the hardware and

monitors the signal level at Ch.2. When the signal at Ch.2 exceeds

the threshhold value, the program makes the terminal beep to signal

the operator and begins to collect data. The specified number of

groups of data sets are collected at the specified rates and the

binary data is stored in memory, after which the program returns to

BASIC.

If the operator indicates the data should be saved, the BASIC

program uses a machine language routine to define the memory

locations containing the binary data as a BASIC array. The array is

then dumped to the disk. The data are in binary form, but are moved

as if it were in floating point form. The data is then ready to be

converted- to floating point form using DACAL4. The operator also

has the option to discard the data by not storing it on disk.
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3. Data Conversion Program, DACAL4

DACAL4 is used to convert the data collected using DACOL4 to

floating point format, do some calculations on the data, store the

data and calculation results on disk, and print them on the printer.

When the program is started, the operator is asked to input the

name(s) of the DACOL4 file(s), the number of four-point sets/group

and the number of groups/file. The program then reads one file into

memory from the disk and defines it as a BASIC array. A machine

language routine is used to find the first address of the array and

one by one the data points are converted into floating point form.

For each group of sets (each group usually has 50 sets), DACAL4

calculates the average signal at each channel, the standard

deviation and the relative standard deviation, puts the individual

signal values and the calculated values into an array and stores

that array on disk. It also prints out the group averages, etc. on

the printer. After manipulating all of the groups in the file, it

calculates the 'average signal for each channel for all data points

in all groups (500 points in the example), as well as the standard

deviation and relative standard deviation. It prints and stores

those values, too. To calculate and print out ten groups of 50 four

point sets (25 s worth of data collection time) takes about three

minutes. If more files are to be converted, it continues on.

The data are arranged in two dimensional arrays with each group

occupying a 5 by 50 point BASIC array. Each of the first four

columns in the array contains 50 points collected at one channel.
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The last column contains the averages, standard deviations and

relative standard deviations for each of the four channels. The

first three values in the fifth column are the average signal,

standard deviation and relative standard deviation for the Ch.1

signals, the next three values are for Ch.2 and so on. Values above

the twelth row in the fifth column are undefined. The tenth group

array also contains the summation data for all of the data points.

The thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth values in the fifth column

of the tenth group array are the average, standard deviation and

relative standard deviation for all 500 data points collected at

Ch.1, and so on. In this array everything above the twentyfourth

value in the fifth column is undefined.

4. Data Manipulation and Display Program, PLOT1

This program started out as a plotting program to display data

collected using DACOL4 and DACAL4, but it evolved into a data

manipulation program as well. Both plotting and data manipulation

routines have been written specifically for data in the format

produced by DACAL4 so although some universality exists in the

program, it is most usable for data formatted as described above.

The plotting routines will be described and then the data

manipulation routines.

There are two general plotting routines, the first of which is

much more versatile than the second. Both of the routines plot axes

and data but do not print labels. It was decided to add labels
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later due to the poor quality of the plotter labelling. The axes

can have as many tick marks as desired and the data plotted will be

automatically normalized to fit the axes.

The first plotting routine is set up to plot on the order of ten

pairs of data points. Several plotting options are available.

Either markers (six different shapes) or points can be plotted.

Data points may or may not be connected with point-to-point lines.

If standard deviation data is available, error bars which are ± one

standard deviation can be plotted. A data table containing X and Y

values as well as standard deviations for the Y values can be

printed on the line printer. Any or all of the above can be plotted

in any one of six different colors, chosen from the computer. The

data pairs to be plotted can come from several sources. Data can be

entered by hand or it can come from several of the data manipulation

routines. If desired, the computer can supply a linear set of X

data to go with a set of Y data; this was used frequently in plots

of group averages or ratios vs. time.

The second plotting routine is specifically written to plot 500

individual data points vs. a linear time axis. This routine is very

useful in viewing the signal change vs. time in a run and the noise

associated with the signal for all the data collected in a single

run at one channel (usually 500 points). Only points can be plotted

and only vs. a linear set of X values, see Figure 21.

The data manipulation routines were developed to help reduce the

difficulty in dealing with the large amounts of data collected in a

short amount of time. The calculations mostly deal with group
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averages, calculated using DACAL4.

The first routine needed was one to extract the averages and

standard deviations from the group arrays. These values can be

plotted as found or they can be manipulated. A long routine was

written to add, subtract, multiply or divide group averages or ten

group averages. This routine is very useful for subtracting dark

signals and calculating ratios of signals at different channels. It

can also be used for more complex background correction calculations

involving data collected at different channels or at different

times. A routine was written to sum successive signals at the same

channel for use as an integration function and another routine was

written specifically to calculate ratios of signals at the different

channels in all ten groups in one file. This is used to produce

plots of ratios vs. time.

Each of these routines uses the standard deviation values

calculated in DACAL4 and propagation of uncertainty formulae to

calculate the standard deviations for all values calculated.

Results of the calculations can be plotted or printed on the printer

depending on what the operator desires.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL

This chapter is split into two sections. The first section

describes general gas handling and instrumental procedures used in

the course of these studies as well as the procedures used to make

nitrogen isotope standard samples. The second section is a brief

description, in tabular form, of the experiments.

A. Gas Handling and Instrumental Procedures

Gas samples to be analyzed were handled using a vacuum system

described earlier. Since the gas samples were mixtures, a variety

of instrumentation and procedures was developed, to mix and analyze

the samples.

1. General Gas Handling Procedures

The vacuum system was kept evacuated as much as possible to keep

the system free from adsorbed atmospheric gases and to make

monitoring for leaks easier. The vacuum pump was often left pumping

around the clock. The system was also checked for leaks, early in

the research, once a week, and later the rate of leakage was checked

at least every other day.
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The rate of leakage was checked by evacuating the system for at

least a half hour and then closing all valves. The pressure reading

and time were recorded immediately, and the system was left sealed

overnight. In the morning, the vacuum gauge was turned on and

warmed up, and the vacuum readings and times were recorded as the

valves were opened one at a time. It was very evident if one of the

sections was leaking because of the increase in pressure seen when

that section was opened. The emission cell pressure was measured

most carefully because the volume was small and that was an obvious

place for leaks to form. The leak rate was calculated by

multiplying the change in pressure by the volume of the section and

dividing by time. Typical values were usually around 2 x

10
6
L Torr/s, and a leak was indicated if the result was higher

than 1 x 10
5
L Torr/s [11].

A leaky emission cell was either replaced or repaired by

applying another coat of high temperature epoxy. Other sections of

the system were sealed up by retightening the Ultra-Torr fittings.

It was found that the fittings seal best if the tubing being sealed

is perfectly concentric with the fitting. Many of the fittings were

clamped in position so the glass tubing could be positioned to be

concentric with a fitting at each end. A very thin skin of vacuum

grease was applied to the 0-rings in a fitting if it would not seal

tightly. The harder plastic seals in the Young's valves were

occasionally coated with a thin skin of vacuum grease to increase

their tightness. Vacuum grease was used as sparingly as possible to

prevent it getting into the emission cell and the plasma during

analysis.
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done later because of the time consuming nature of the data

manipulation. Therefore the results were not seen until after all

experiments were completed. On occasion, experiments had to be

rerun because something changed, which reduced the signal after the

initial optimization. Because the signal levels were not

immediately available, the problem was not identified until all runs

had been made. To alleviate this problem, MASTER was used between

runs periodically to check signal levels.

3. Preparation of Nitrogen Isotope Standards

Preparation procedures for two types of nitrogen isotope

standards are described. The first involves use of a Rittenberg

oxidation to produce large volumes of standard gases, which are

stored in valved glass containers. The second procedure is used to

produce small samples in Dumas tubes using the Dumas reaction. For

both types of standards, nitrogen was evolved from a mixture of

reagent grade ammonium chloride and ammonium chloride containing

99.6 % 15
N (British Oxygen Co., Ltd., London, England). All other

chemicals used were reagent grade unless otherwise stated.

The chemical reaction for the Rittenberg oxidation is

2 NH
3
+ 3 OBr N

2
+ 3 H2O + 3 Br (IV-1)

The OBr was made as LiOBr by mixing 2 mL of liquid Br2 with 60

mL of cold 10% w/w Li0WH20. The labelled and natural abundance

NH
4
CI were dried and weighed out into vials. Masses of labelled

ammonium chloride were between 1.1 mg and 50 mg and masses of
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natural abundance ammonium chloride were between 70 and 99 mg.

One by one the vials were put onto an inlet port of the vacuum

system, which was evacuated. The vacuum system had the vial at one

end with a septum above it for injection of the LiOBr solution.

There was a cold trap on the other side of the septum tube and on

the other side of the cold trap were two valved containers, used to

store the nitrogen gas produced. The vacuum pump and a vacuum gauge

were also connected to the system.

About 1 mL of the Li0Br solution was injected through the septum

and onto the ammonium chloride in the evacuated system. A very

vigorous reaction occurred in which the nitrogen gas was produced.

The gas went through the cold trap, where water was frozen out, and

into the two containers, which were sealed up as soon as the

reaction died down. One of the containers was a tube with a teflon

vacuum valve and a volume of about 50 mL, which could be connected

to the Chemistry Department's mass spectrometer. The second

container was a glass gas bulb with a ground glass valve and a

volume of about 400 mL, to be used with the emission vacuum system.

The ground glass valves were later found to leak when allowed to sit

for more than a week or two, and the mass spectrometer gas inlet

system was not usable. Therefore the samples in the mass

spectrometer tubes were also used with the emission system.

Five enrichments of nitrogen isotope were produced, containing

0.365, 1.44, 5.00, 10.2, and 31.7 atom % 15
N. Pressures of

between 5 and 20 TOrr were measured after the reactions were run.

The reaction end of the vacuum system, including the vial, septum
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T-tube and the cold trap were rinsed and dried between samples to

prevent memory effects.

The Dumas reaction is

CuO + 2 NH
3

4- 3 Cu + N
2
+ 3 H2O (IV-2)

For this reaction, solutions made of known mixtures of labelled and

natural abundance ammonium chloride were put into 10-cm lengths of

2-mm outer diameter glass tubing, and the water evaporated away.

CuO and activated Ca0 were added to the tube until about 1.5 cm of

the tube was filled, and the ends of the tube were sealed after it

was evacuated. The tubes were then heated to 550 0C for five to ten

hours to decompose the ammonium chloride. The Ca0 was added to

adsorb unwanted gases produced in the reaction.

Cells containing the following percentages of 15N were made:

0.365, 0.719, 10.5, 36.1, and 99.5. The cells were stored at room

temperature until used. Each tube contained about 6 Ag of nitrogen,

determined by measuring the increase in pressure when one tube was

broken in the tube breaker with the emission cell valve open.

B. Studies Performed and Instrumentation Used

The following two tables, Table III and IV, contain a summary of

experiments done using the four-channel detector housing for this

thesis. The experiments are arranged in chronological order, and

instrumental improvements are recorded as they were- implemented. In

addition, the page number where discussion of the results of each

experiment can be found is provided. These tables are included to
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provide an overview of the development of the analytical technique

and instrumentation used.

Some less significant experiments are not reported in the

tables, but are discussed in the appropriate portion of the Results

and Discussion section of this thesis.



Table III Summary of Experiments, I

Purpose of Exp. 1)Fill Gas, Microwave 1)Data Sets, 1) Instrumental Notesa Results

Pf.g. Power Points/set 2) Procedure Page

2) PN2(Torr) (W) 2)Total time (s)

1) Microwave Power 1)Ar 8,4,2,1 25, 50, 70 1) 10, 30 1) Fan cooled cell, 27
2) 1.0 2) 45 time constant = 0.01s

2) Cell Diameter same 50, 70 same 1) Cell ID 2.5.4,5,7 mm 28
2) Each ID at each power

3) Fill Gas and 1)Ar, Ne, He 70 same 1) 5 mm ID cell 30,31
F.G. Pressure 8,4,2,1

2) 1.0

4) Standards 1) He. 1 same same 1) Air cooled cell 33
Analysis 2) 0.5 2) Ran 5 enrichments

5) Memory Effect I same same same 1) same 35

2) 3 pure He, 1 N2 /He,

6 pure He

6) Memory Effect II same same same 1) same 36
2) 2 natural abund..

1 high 15N,

4 nat. abund.s

7) Memory Effect III same same same 1) Replacable cell liners 38
2) same

a. Instrumental features remain unchanged unless noted.



Table IV Summary of Experiments. II

Purpose of Experiment 1) PHe Start time of 1) Instrumental Notes Results

2) PN2 Data Sets (s) 2) Procedure Page

(Tort) (Osignition)

1) Ratio Reproducibility I 1) 1.25 0, 120 1) Exit. Ent. slits 25 x 200 Mm 41
2) 0.5 2) 6 identical samples run consecutively

2) Ratio Reproducibility II same same 1) Slits, Ent. 75 x 400, Ex. 25 x 600 Mm 45
2) 4 identical consecutive runs

3) N2 Em. Intensity vs. 1) 1.25 0 only 1) name 48

N2 Partial Pressure 2) 0.01-0.05 2) 1 run of each PN2

4) Hkg. Emission Scans 1) 1.25 0, 30 1) Scan wavelength. Ch.2 output on S.C.!, 53

2) 0, 0.10 2) Several pure He. several N2/He rune

5) Bkg. Emission Signals 1) 1.25 0 only 1) Spectrometer tuned off-wavelength 55

2) O. 0.05 2) 3 pure He. 3 N2/He mixtures

6) N2 Em. Intensity vs. 1) 1.25,2.5,5 same 1) On-wavelength data collection 57

He Partial Pressure 2) 0.02,0.05,0.10 2) 1 run of each PN2 at "all PHe

7) Excitation Mechanism I 1) 1.25.5.10 0 to 100 1) Signals from N2. N2+, N. He 64,72

2) 0.01,0.05.0.15 2) Sig. from each species in 8 mixtures

8) Excitation Mechnaism II 1) 2.5 0, 120 1) same 64
2) 0.15 2) Sig. from each species in 2 mixtures

9) Nitrogen Em. Intensity 1) 2.5 0 to 60 1) Sig.a at 36 axial positions 73
2) 0.15 2) Relative signal intensity measured

10) Em. Spec. Analysis of 1) 2.5 0 only 1) Gases stored in lig. N2 traps 78

Different 15N Samples 2) 0.15 2) Four enrichments, compared with M.S.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Calculation of Nitrogen Molecular Transition Energies

The idea behind using an echelle spectrometer as the dispersive

device for the nitrogen work was to use its high resolution to

minimize spectral overlap of emission lines. This could include

spectral interference overlap with the nitrogen bands, notably CO at

297.74 nm and 0
2
at 298.4 nm [24], as well as overlap of emission

from the two types of nitrogen molecules, 29
N
2

and
28

N
2'

As

can be seen from Figure 16, bands from the
29

N
2

system extend to,

the right into the wavelength region of the 28
N
2
bandhead which

is used for analytical purposes. Overlap of the
29

N
2
emission

bands with those of
28
N
2

alters the expected relationship

between the intensity ratio and the isotope abundance ratio over a

range of isotope abundances. The hope was that the excellent

resolving power of the spectrometer would prevent the overlap and

eliminate this inherent difficulty.

The nitrogen bands were investigated theoretically and

experimentally to see how much overlap could be expected. It was

desired to find out how many bands contribute to the 28N2

bandhead and to see how many 29
N
2
bands overlap with the

wavelength region used to quantitate the 28N2. A set of

theoretical calculations were done to find the energies for the

electronic vibrational rotational transitions of N
2
in the second

positive system, the 2' to 0" vibrational transition of the
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Figure 16. Spectrum of nitrogen molecular emission from 297.6 nm to 298.4 nm. This spectrum

was recorded from a sample containing 24% 15N using the echelle spectrometer.



C to B
3
n
8

electronic transition (to be called C to B

transition from here on). Figure 1 shows all of the vibrational

modes of the second positive system of nitrogen. Calculations were

done to find the wavelengths of the electronicvibronic transitions

of 28N2, which could be compared to literature values. Similar

89

calculations were then done for 29
N
2 transitions to see if

overlap was expected. Features from spectra collected on the

echelle spectrometer were also used for comparison with the

calculated values.

1. Theoretical Calculations

Using quantum mechanical considerations [59], the energy of a

molecule, E, can be described as the sum of three parts, the

electronic energy, Ee, the vibrational energy, Ev, and the

'rotational energy, Er:

E Ee + Ev + Er (V-1)

The electronic energy for a molecule in an excited state is

described as the difference between the potential energy minimum for

that state and the potential energy minimum for the electronic

ground state of the molecule.

The vibrational energy of a diatomic molecule is the energy

associated with a change in the internuclear distance between the

two atoms [60]. When the internuclear distance changes, the

electronic energy of the molecule is altered. If we assume that the

electron cloud can adjust instantly to the movement of the nuclei

due to the high mobility of the electrons relative to the nuclei,
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then we can separate the vibrational energy of a molecule from the

electronic energy.

From quantum mechanical considerations, the vibrational energy

of a molecule in a certain vibrational state, v, can be calculated

from the following equation [59]:

E
v
(v) = w

e
(v + 1/2) - we xe (v + 1/2)

2

+ we Ye (v + 1/2)
3

+ we ze (v + 1/2)
4

(V-2)

where w
e is the harmonic vibrational constant and w

e
x
e'

we ye and we ze are anharmonie vibrational constants which

become increasingly important at high vibrational levels [61].

The third component of the molecular energy is the rotational

energy which also can be calculated using quantum mechanical

expressions. The following expressions were used for calculation of

the rotational energy of a nitrogen molecule in a rotational energy

state, J, [58]:

Er(J) = Bv(J +1/2)2 Dv(J +1/2)4 C(J + 1/2) (V-3)

By = Be - ae (v +1/2) + g
e
(v +1/2)

2
(V-4)

Dv = De + be (v + 1/2) (V-5)

B
e is a rotational constant which is corrected by the a

e
and

ge terms to produce By, a mean rotational constant which takes

into account the effect of vibration changing the internuclear

distance during the period of rotation. De is a term which

represents the influence of centrifugal force on the rotational

energy of the molecule and it, too, must be corrected for change in

the internuclear distance with the b
e

term. At high vibrational
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levels the corrections for Be and De become increasingly

significant.

In order to calculate the energy of a transition for a molecule,

the energy of the upper and lower states of the molecule were

calculated from Equations V-1 to V-5. The difference between the

two energies represents the transition energy. Energies were then

converted to wavelengths. Calculations were done for the various

rotational levels, J'= 0 to J'= 40 for the R branch (AJ = +1) and

the P branch (AJ = -1) of the transition from the 2' vibrational

level in the C electronic state to the 0" level in the B electronic

state. The calculated results and the Herzberg literature values

[58] are seen in Table V.

The calculated values were found to agree to within 0.010 nm of

the literature values for the R branch, with the calculated values

being too low. The difference between the literature and calculated

values in the P branch is between -0.001 and 0.006 nm (again the

calculated values are too low). Note that the bandhead at J" = 12

appears to be made up of five or six transitions closely bunched

together. Away from the bandhead in the R branch and the P branch

the transitions are separated by about 0.05 to 0.07 nm. The main

error in the calculated values can be traced back to the constants

which are not accurately known. An error of one digit in the last

significant figure in each constant produced an error of between

0.001 and 0.010 nm in the calculated wavelengths.

Two effects have not yet been mentioned and can be important,

spin splitting and X doubling. Spin splitting is caused by
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Table V

28
N
2 Transition Wavelengths, Second Positive System, 1-1 Spin

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

28
29
30

31
32

33

34
35
36

37
38
39

Ail

Lit.
R(Jn)

Diff. Lit.
P(Jn)

Diff.2a la:

297.529
297.495
297.459
297.420
297.378
297.334
297.288
297.239
297.188
297.134
297.078
297.020
296.959
296.895
296.829
296.761
296.690
296.617
296.542
296.464
296.384
296.301
296.216
296.129
296.039
295.947
295.853
295.756
295.657
295.556
295.453
295.347
295.239
295.128
295.016
294.901
294.784
294.665
294.544
294.421
294.295

-
297.501
297.464
297.426
297.385
297.342
297.297
297.248
297.197
297.142
297.088
297.028
296.968
296.903
296.837
296.768
296.697
296.624
296.549
296.471
296.390
296.307
296.226
296.135
296.047
295.954
295.862
295.762
295.664
295.563
295.457
295.355
295.248
295.137
295.023
294.909
294.794
294.672
294.552
294.428
294.303,

-
0.006
0.005
0.006
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.009
0.009
0.006
0.010
0.008
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.007
0.006
0.006
0.010
0.006
0.008
0.007
0.009
0.006
0.007
0.007
0.004
0.008
0.009
0.009
0.007
0.008
0.010
0.007
0.008
0.007
0.008

-

-
297.643
297.666
297.681
297.700
297.715
297.726
297.734
297.742
297.742
297,742
297.742
297.742
297.734
297.726
297.715
297.700
297.681
297.666
297.643
297.622
297.593
297.566
297.535
297.501
297.464
297.426
297.385
297.342
297.297
297.248
297.197
297.142
297.088
297.028
296.968
296.909
296.844
296.776

-
297.588
297.615
297.639
297.660
297.679
297.696
297.710
297.721
297.730
297.736
297.740

0.004
0.006
0.002

0.004
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.006
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.005
0.003
0.004
0.004
0.003
0.000
0.003
0.001
0.004
0.001
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.001
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.001
-0.001
0.000
0.004
0.001
0.003

1 297.742 1

297.741
297.737
297.731
297.722
297.711
297.697
297.681
297.663
297.642
297.618
297.592
297.563
297.532
297.499
297.463
297.424
297.383
297.340
297.294
297.246
297.195
297.142
297.087
297.029
296.968
296.905
296.843
296.773

NOTE: Boxed value is the longest wavelength in the bandhead.
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different values for the total electron spin of the molecule. In

the case of nitrogen there are two electrons so there are three

possible values for the molecular electron spin. Spin splitting

results in two more sets of transitions than were calculated for the

nitrogen molecule (59]. It is this effect which causes the bandhead

of the N
2

transition to be triple-headed. The calculated values

are for the 1-1 spin series, which is the center of the three

heads. In order to include this splitting in these considerations,

the magnitude of the spin-spin offset at the bandhead was measured

experimentally. It was found to be 0.027 nm by measuring the

spectral distance between two of the heads on an echelle scan of

N
2
emission. The splitting will vary with J value, but this value

gives an idea of the difference in wavelength expected between the

three sets of transitions for nitrogen. The lowest wavelength, most

intense of the three bandheads, which is used for analytical

purposes, is the 0-0 spin transition. This peak is made up of

several 0-0 bands as well as bands from the other two spin series.

X doubling is splitting caused by interaction of the rotating

nucleus with the electronic orbital momentum. This effect causes a

splitting of the rotational energy levels and is usually on the

order of 0.002 nm for lower J values and was ignored here.

The next step in this process was to investigate the degree of

overlap of the 28
N
2

and
29

N
2

bands. This was done by using

a modified set of equations to calculate the transition energies for

29
N
2
molecules.
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If one of the atoms in a molecule is exchanged for an atom which

is a different isotope of the same element, the electronic energy of

the molecule remains essentially the same but the vibrational and

rotational energies change. In order to correct the equations for

the isotope effect, the vibrational and rotational constants must be

multiplied by different powers of the ratio of the reduced masses of

two isotopic molecules. The reduced mass for 29
N
2
is calculated

as follows:

Red. Mass = (M
15 x M14)/(415 + M14) (V-6)

M
14 is the atomic mass of 14

N. After this is done, the

transition energies for the molecule can be calculated in like

manner as those of the 28
N
2
molecule, see Table VI.

2. Echelle Calibration and Conclusions

8-
For the 28N2 molecule, the 2'-0" system has a triple headed

bandhead. According to a wavelength calibration done with the

echelle spectrometer and an Fe hollOw cathode lamp (HCL), Table VII,

the longest wavelength 28N2 band occurred at 297.700 nm, and the

most intense peak occurs at 297.646 nm. The most intense peak of

the 29
N
2 bandhead occurs at 298.204 nm. Herzberg [58] reported

the longest band to lie at 297.770 nm, Table VII. Comparison of

other bands showed the difference between literature and

experimental values to be constant. For our considerations the

relative positions of the bands were important, so the offset was

not a major concern.
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Table VII

Calculated Transition Wavelengths for the Second Positive System

la
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37

38
39
4114

BOO

of
29

N
2

(nm)

P(a)
298.113
298.080
298.044
298.007
297.996
297.924
297.879
297.831
297.782

-
298.177
298.202
298.225
298.246
298.264
298.280
298.294
298.305
298.313
298.319
298.323
298.324
298.323
298.319
298.313
298.304
298.293
298.280
298.264
298.246
298.225
298.202
298.176
298.148
298.117
298.085
298.049
298.012
297.971
297.929
297.884
297.837
297.787

1 297.729 1

297.675
297.618
297.558
297.497
297.433
297.366
297.297
297.226
297.153
297.077
296.998
296.918
296.835
296.750
296.663
296.573
296.481
296.387
296.291
296.192
296.091
295.988
295.883
295.775
295.666
295.554
295.440
295.324
295.205
295.085
294.962

I 297.735
297.681
297.624
297.565
297.504
297.440
297.374

NOTE: Boxed values are possible overlapping lines for the 28
N
2bandhead.
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Table VII

Wavelength Calibration of Echelle Order 76 Using an Fe HCL

Horizontal Reading Wavelength (nm)

49521 296.690

49582 297.010

49645 297.313

49648 297.324

49815 298.145

49841 298.266

49860 298.357

Linear Least Scuares Data + Standard Error

Slope= 0.00490 ± 0.00002

Intercept= 54 + 1.2

N
2
Wavelengths

2%
2

29
N
2

Horizontal Reading Wavelength (nm)

49713.9

49827.6

297.646 + 0.009 a

298.204 + 0.013

a. ± corresponds to the 98% confidence interval.
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The spectral distance between the most intense peaks of 28N2

and
29
N
2 was measured with the echelle spectrometer and the

calibration of order 76. It was found to be 0.557 + 0.020 nm (98%

confidence interval for 7 data points). The calculations showed the

distance to be 0.582 nm. This agreement is fair and the error can

be attributed to the uncertainty in the constants in the theoretical

calculations and the echelle calibration.

The spectral bandpass of the echelle was measured to be 0.005 nm

in order 76, which is the order of the echelle used for this

analysis. Any band within ± 0.01 nm of the set wavelength could

contribute to the analytical signal. The calculated wavelengths for

29
N
2 were compared for overlap with the most intense peak of

28
N2 at 297.715 nm. For the 1-1 spin transitions of

29
N2,

the R branch shows a transition at 297.729 (J"=9) and the P branch

at 297.735 nm (J"=34). Neither would cause much overlap. If

relative spacings of the transitions in the three spin states of

28
N
2

and 29
N
2 are the same, the 0-0 and 2-2 spin states of

29
N
2 would be expected to have only one transition, J"=35 for

the P branch of the 0-0 spin transition, which would overlap with

28_
the n emission peak. The high rotational level of this

transitions suggests it would not have an intensity significant in

comparison to the
28
N
2
peak, particularly in samples with low

15
N enrichment.

According to these calculations, spectral overlap of the

emission of the two isotopes is not a big problem with a

monochromator having the resolution of the echelle. There may be an
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interfering
29
N
2
band or two which overlap with the

28
N
2

peak but those bands originate in relatively high rotational levels

so intensity and therefore interference should not be significant.

B C is n S id St ht Tube

Two solid state detection systems were used with the echelle

spectrometer to investigate their capabilities and help decide what

type of detection system was best for the N
2

studies. A Princeton

Applied Research Silicon Intensified Target (SIT) Vidicon with

Optical Multichannel Analyzer (OMA-2) and a Tracor Northern

Intensified Diode Array (IDA) (Model # TN1223-2I) were attached to

the spectrometer and used to detect radiation from a variety of

light sources.

The purpose was to compare the signal collected using these

devices with those collected by a photomultiplier tube. Since

simultaneous multi-wavelength detection was needed, the ultimate

choice of a detector system was between a vidicon, a diode array or

a multi-PMT system. Resolution and sensitivity were the qualities

of interest.

Signals were collected from the vidicon, the IDA and a PMT

(Hammamatsu R446) which was installed in the echelle spectrometer.

Because it was just a single PMT, the spectrometer was scanned in

order to record intensities over a range of wavelengths for the PMT.

The vidicon has a 2-dimensional grid of small photosensitive

pixels, spaced 25 gm apart. The grid has 512 pixels on a side and
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the portion of the grid to be interrogated is chosen with a computer

and associated electronics to which the vidicon is interfaced. The

time period for which the signal is allowed to integrate on the

detector pixels is also controlled by the computer.

The vidicon was mounted on the echelle spectrometer and then

adjusted so its face was in the focal plane. Next, the detector was

rotated in the spectrometer focal plane while light from a single

isotope Hg electrodeless discharge lamp (EDL) was directed into the

spectrometer until the image of the 296.82 nm Hg line produced a

peakshaped signal in the minimum number of adjacent vertical

columns of pixels. The number of horizontal rows of pixels

interrogated was chosen from the computer to be sure that the

photosensitive area was taller than the image. Emission signals

were then collected from a nitrogen sample containing about

24 atom % 15
N.

One characteristic of the vidicon signals was that when N2

emission was directed onto the vidicon, the resolution in different

regions of the spectrum differed by a factor of about 1.5. There

are two possible reasons for such a phenomenon, the vidicon was not

properly lined up or the images in the focal plane were not

perfectly parallel. Since the vidicon position was optimized, it

was presumed that the images were not parallel. This effect was

later found to be due to comatic abberation.

The IDA was also mounted and its position was optimized. The

diodes were on 25 Am centers and again the integration time was

controlled by computer. The minimum line width obtainable with the
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IDA was four channels which agrees with specifications; this is due

to the intensifier stage of the detector which worsens resolution.

The resolution afforded by the solid state detectors was

compared with resolution measured from a scan collected using the

PMT. The width of the Hg peak at half height could be made no

narrower than three channels wide with a 20-gm entrance slit for the

vidicon. Resolution did not change significantly when the entrance

slit width was doubled, indicating that the detector was the

limiting factor. Three channels corresponds to a 75-gm exit slit

and a spectral bandpass of about 0.013. nm in echelle order 76. It

is presumed that resolution was limited by bloom, which is charge

transfer from one pixel to those adjacent to it. The IDA showed

four-channel resolution or a 0.017-nm bandpass.

Both values are wider than the bandpass measured for the PMT

with a 37-Rm entrance slit, 0.015 nm. It was later found that the

PMT was mounted such that significant comatic aberration was seen in

the image, making it sickle shaped rather than rectangular. The

detector housing, which was subsequently built, was mounted with the

exit slits lower in the focal plane, and measured bandpass values

were found to approach those calculated from the dispersion and slit

width (0.011 nm for a 50-gm slit). The resolution of the vidicon and

the IDA were evaluated with those detectors in the lower region of

the focal plane. Therefore, in resolution, the PMT showed an

advantage.

Signals produced by a single channel of the IDA were compared

with signals recorded from the PMT during a scan [62]. The PMT scan

was done with about 1% 15
N, 200-gm slits and a 1.0-s time
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constant. Background noise was estimated to be 0.2% of the signal

at the
28

N
2

peak. The IDA data were collected with a 50-gm

entrance slit, 1.0-s integration and 24% 15
N in the cell. The

background noise at one channel was 6% of the 28N2 peak signal.

Therefore the PMT showed a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) 30 times

larger than that of the IDA. Background noise was compared since it

is the limiting noise for signals from small nitrogen samples.

The data had to be adjusted to take into account the different

slit widths and 15
N enrichments before detector comparisons could

be made. If the entrance slit width for the IDA experiment was

increased four times the signal and the S/N would increase by a

factor of four, assuming dark current or amplifier noise is

limiting. If the 15N percentage were decreased by 24 times, the

IDA S/N would decrease by a factor of 25. This leaves the PMT with

a 180 times larger S/N than the IDA for a natural abundance sample.

If the IDA were cooled 20 *C, the dark current or readout noise

would decrease by a factor of eight [63]. The slit height could be

increased for the PMT from 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm without order overlap,

and this would increase its S/N by a factor of five. If the above

two changes were made, the PMT would show a 111 times larger S/N.

The IDA has a spectral advantage, providing more information

than a PMT. With 200-gip slits, it would take 125 times longer (1000

diodes divided by 8 diodes/image) to collect signals from the same

spectral region by scanning with the PMT as it would with the static

IDA. A diode needs over 111
2

(12321) times longer to produce the

same S/N. Therefore the diode array would take 99 times (12321/125)

longer to produce a spectrum with the same S/N. The spectral
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advantage would be offset by the lack of sensitivity of the IDA,

which causes the inferior S/N discussed above.

To alleviate the loss of spectral information with the PMT and

take advantage of the superior noise characteristics it possesses,

it was decided to use a multiPMT detection system which would

supply enough spectral information to allow monitoring two

analytical signals and background and provide low noise

characteristics so low light levels could be handled successfully.

Use of such a system also allowed the full resolving power of the

echelle polychromator to be used since exit and entrance slit

widths, rather than the detection system, determined the resolution.

C. Study of Noise Using Single PMT Detection

A study was done to discover the source of limiting noise in the

detection of nitrogen emission with the echelle system. The

detector used was the original PMT housed in the echelle

spectrometer, and the electronics used for signal conversion were

those in the echelle as well. The light source was a nitrogen cell,

which contained 24%
15
N and was excited by 30 W of microwave

power.

The signal and the variation in that signal at a variety of

signal levels were observed. The different levels of signal were

achieved by placing different neutral density filters between the

light source and the spectrometer. This method was thought to be

better than varying the microwave power since that could affect the
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stability of the plasma. The inverse of the relative standard

deviation for each of the signals which can be thought of as the

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was then plotted vs. signal and the

square root of the signal. If flicker noise or noise in the light

source were limiting, S/N would be independent of signal and if

signal shot noise were limiting a linear relationship between S/N

and the square root of the signal would be expected [64].

The two plots are seen in Figure 17. Qualitatively, the plot of

S/N vs. signal shows a distinctly non-linear relationship. This

indicates that the limiting noise is not amplifier read-out or

background dark current noise. The plot of S/N vs. the square root

of the signal seems to be linear at the lower signals and then it

appears to level off at the higher signals. The conclusion drawn

from this is that the signal is shot noise limited at the lower

values and is becoming flicker noise limited at the high end of the

scale. This means that the data collection experiment can be

improved by getting more light from the source to the detector.

For this experiment the sample was contained in a vycor tube and

emission was observed through the end of the tube which was rather

crudely rounded off. The emission was viewed with the emission tube

tipped with its tail up because this produced stronger signals.

This effect may have been due to a lens effect caused by the rounded

vycor through which the emission was viewed or from observing a

different part of the plasma in the interior of the microwave cavity

by tipping it. In either case, it seemed that a better emission

cell would provide more intensity from the plasma. It was decided
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Figure 17. Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) study of nitrogen emission
detected with a single photomultiplier tube
(Signal of 10 = 1 V). Each point represents a
30-point set.
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to use a cell with a flat quartz plate on the emission cell end

through which the emission would be viewed. This type of cell

avoided the lens effect problem, and since quartz transmits about

three times better near 298.0 nm than does vycor, more light was

transmitted [65]. Slits were not made wider, which would have

allowed more light in, so that high resolution was maintained.

D. Investigation of the Detector Housing Response Characteristics

The responses of the four PMTs in the detector housing was

investigated to characterize its performance. The following items

were investigated: channel-to-channel crosstalk, both electronic and

spectral; linearity of signal magnitude vs. light intensity; and

relative response of the channels. To complete the system

check-out, the wavelength drift of the spectrometer was determined.

An experiment was performed to evaluate the drift in the signals

due to the electronics and the electronic crosstalk between the

channels. The drift was evaluated by turning the instrument on so

that the signal at each channel was due to dark current. A current

source consisting of a 1.35 -V mercury battery, divided by a 100 kohm

trim pot and a 108 ohm resistor was used as a reference during the

evaluation. Current from that source was put into the channels one

at a time while the other three channels were measuring the dark

current. Four sets of 100 points from each channel were collected

every fifteen minutes for one hour with the current source connected

to a different channel for each set.
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The average signal collected at each channel with the current

source connected rose less than 0.2 % over the one hour period. The

room temperature rose during the experiment from 22.5 to 25.0 °C,

which could account for the signal rise due to change in resistance

in the current source.

The battery current source was also used to check the electronic

crosstalk between the channels. A Tconnector was attached to the

photomultiplier tube BNC output for each channel, which allowed the

battery current source to be summed with the PMT photocurrent. The

current supply was adjusted to supply enough current to cause a full

scale (0.93 V) signal at each of the channels with the feedback

resistance of 10
8
ohms at each channel except Ch.l. Because of

its large dark current, Ch.1 wasset at 107 ohms to allow

measurement of the same current as the other channels. Signals were

then collected with the current supply added to the dark current at

the channels one at a time. The crosstalk from Ch.2 to the other

channels was checked more thoroughly due to the expected large

signals at that channel during isotope analysis. This was done by

adding several different currents to Ch.2 while dark current was

measured and while nitrogen emission was focussed into the

spectrometer.

The crosstalk study showed that a change in the signal at Ch.2

from 0.2 V to 0.9 V caused a 2 mV (1.5 %) rise in the dark signal at

Ch.3 but did not affect the other channels. A similar signal

increase at Ch.1 caused the C12.2 dark signal to rise 1 mV (0.8%),

which was slightly above the standard error of 0.2 mV. The change
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in signal at Ch.3 affected only the dark signal at Ch.4, which rose

22 mV (2.3%). The rise at Ch.4 was four times smaller when the Ch.3

signal was changed with the Ch.4 feedback resistance set at

10
8
ohms. No other interactions were seen between the channels.

The only one of the interactions capable of causing difficulties in

the nitrogen isotope analysis was the Ch.2 (
28

N
2
) effect on Ch.3

(background) which could cause the background measured at Ch.3 to

appear higher than it should.

Signals were also observed using an oscilloscope to investigate

the degree of 60 Hz pickup noise in the system. At first it was

significant, but upon addition of proper shielding of the

operational amplifiers and grounding the circuit boxes, that noise

virtually disappeared.

The spectral crosstalk between the channels was investigated.

This crosstalk is primarily light exiting from one slit being

detected by the detector of another channel. Because of the

proximity of the exit slits and the detector housing mirrors, it was

suspected that this could pose a problem in analysis.

Signals were recorded for all four channels using DACOL4 with

the Hg 296.82 nm line focussed on each of the exit slits one at a

time. Dark signals were also recorded. Initial measurements showed

significant signal being recorded on Ch.2 when light was on Ch.1 but

no signal was seen on either Ch.1 or Ch.2 when signal was on Ch.3.

A cardboard baffle was added that extended from the edge of the Ch.1

mirror to the exit slit plate, see Figure 9. This baffle reduced

the Ch.1 to Ch.2 crosstalk to the level caused by electronic
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crosstalk. The crosstalk was measured as the signal at a dark

channel when another channel was illuminated, and expressed as the

signal at the dark channel divided by the signal at the illuminated

channel, see Table VIII. Ch.2 signal slightly affects Ch.3, and

Ch.3 signal slightly affects Ch.4 at the same levels as electronic

crosstalk.

The signals for Ch.4 are seen to be negative. These values were

not reproducible as were the other signals in this data set. The

negative values are attributed to the fact that the room temperature

was drifting, which resulted in an increase in dark signal at Ch.4.

To prevent such problems, the room temperature was controlled during

instrument use with a room air conditioner that controlled the room

temperature to ± 1.5 °C. When this was done, the dark signal drift

problem was reduced to an insignificant level.

The relationship of signal magnitude to light intensity for the

four channels was investigated. This was done by placing a tungsten

lamp inside the spectrometer shining on the exit slits, and

measuring the signals at, all four channels with a series of neutral

density filters in the light path. The relative responses of the

channels were determined by plotting the signal measured at one

channel vs. the signal measured at another channel. The relative

responses were measured rather than the absolute responses because

of the difficulty in determining the absorbance value for each

filter for the broad emission spectrum emitted by the lamp.

Signals at Ch.1, Ch.2, and Ch.3 were plotted vs. the signal at

Ch.4. Ch.1 and Ch.2 and Ch.1 and Ch.3 show linear relative
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Table VIII

Detector Housing Channel Crosstalk

Illuminated

Channel Ch.1 Signala Ch.2 Signal Ch.3 Signal Ch.4 Signal

Ch.1 9363.8 22.9 -5.8 -14.0

Ch.2 5.7 8258.1 21.4 -24.1

Ch.3 -3.1 1.3 14426.2 35.8

Ch.4 4.2 1.4 0.0 5159.0

Ch.1

Ch.1

Ch.I

Ch.1

12772.8

12748.3

14183.8

8570.8

27.8

24.3

30.7

17.3

-45.8

-38.8

1.5

-13.6

a. Signals are averages of 30 points and are net signals,i.e.

average signal - average dark. Signal standard deviations are

about 2.0. To convert signal units to volts multiply by

(0.9929 V/16384). Feedback resistance values for the PMT

current-to-voltage converters are 108 ohms.

Average Ch.2/Ch.1 crosstalk for five runs = 0.21 %, s.d. = 0.02 %.

where Ch.2/Ch.1 crosstalk = (Ch.2 Signal/Ch.1 Signal) x 100

with Ch.1 illuminated.
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responses and Ch.4 is linear with respect to Ch.1 but shows some

deviation at low signal levels. This deviation is attributed to

nonuniform illumination of the end slits (Ch.1 and Ch.4) by the

lamp or to uneven filter placement.

The relative response of the four channels needed to be

calibrated to allow intercomparison of the absolute signals at the

different channels. The channels were calibrated using an Optronics

Laboratory Model UV-40 ultraviolet irradiance standard, which is a

calibrated 40watt deuterium arc lamp [66]. The calibration of the

lamp was based on the 1973 scale of spectral irradiance [67] which

had an uncertainty near 300 nm of 1.9% and there was a calibration

transfer uncertainty of 1.9% so the total systematic error in the

calibration could be as high as 3.8%. Spectral irradiance of the

lamp was given every 10 nm from 200 nm to 400 nm. A plot of

wavelength vs. spectral irradiance was made for values from 250 nm

to 310 nm and the line fit to a third order equation to allow

calculation of irradiance of the lamp at the wavelengths viewed by

the spectrometer, Table XI.

The signals from the detectors with the lamp radiation focussed

on the entrance slit were recorded using DACOL4, along with dark

signals. The spectrometer wavelength was set to give optimum signal

at Ch.2. The net signals were corrected using the calculated

irradiances of the lamp, to give the relative response factors for

the detector channels, see Tible XI.

As can be seen in the relative response ratios, the channels

have very different responses. This is mainly due to the different
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Table IX

Calculation of Relative Response of the Four Detector Channels

Spectral Irradiance Standard Data

Equation of Wavelength vs. Spectral Irradiance Curve:

S.I. = 8.675 8.014 E-2*L +2.527 E-4*L2 - 2.694 E-7*L3,

S.I. = spectral irradiance in MW/cm2nm and L = wavelength in nm

(Sum of the squared residuals = 4.8 x 10-7 for seven S.I. values

between 0.24 and 0.08 W/cm2 nm)

Channel Wavelength(nm) S.I.(MW/cm2nm)

2 297.65 0.1052

3 297.92 0.1049

1 298.21 0.1045

4 298.60 0.1040

Ratios of Channel Responses

Ratio Raw Ratioa Corrected Ratiob

Ch.1/Ch.2 (J) 2.779 + .061c 2.798 + .061

Ch.1/Ch.3 1.856 + .035 1.863 + .035

Ch.1/Ch.4 (X) 2.179 + .044 2.169 + .044

a. Raw ratios are average net signal ratios from 33-thirty point

data sets.

b. Corrected ratios are the raw ratios corrected for lamp

irradiance differences between the channels.

c. Reported errors are the set standard error values.
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photomultiplier tubes, which were seen in early trials to have very

different responses (gains) to the same light levels. The most

sensitive PMT was placed in Ch.1, the second most sensitive in Ch.2,

the third most sensitive in Ch.3 and the least sensitive in Ch.4.

Ch.1 is by far the most sensitive channel. Then come Ch.3 and Ch.4,

with Ch.2 being the least sensitive according to this calibration.

Ch.2 is not optically efficient, most likely due to the relative

position of the exit slit and the mirror for that channel. Again,

since large signals were seen at Ch.2, this relative lack of

sensitivity was not a problem.

The wavelength drift of the echelle monochromator was measured.

A sealed cell containing about 24% 15
N was placed in the microwave

cavity and excited at 75 W and after a 30minute warm up the

radiation was focussed into the spectrometer. The spectrometer was

tuned to view the spectral range 5 stepper motor steps above the

major band in the nitrogen bandhead. A computer program was written

to collect 50 data points at each channel, step the wavelength motor

and collect 50 more data points until ten sets of data were

collected and the spectrometer had stepped once through the peak.

Next a 50 point set of dark signals was collected. This experiment

was performed twice, once collecting data every six minutes for one

hour and once collecting data every 12 minutes for two hours.

Two types of drift were investigated. The first was drift in

dispersion which would result in the relative positions of the peaks

varying. The centroics the of peaks detected at Ch.1 (29N2) and

Ch.2 (
28

N
2 ) were calculated by measuring the wavelength
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coordinate setting at which the intensity rose above a set

threshhold on each side of the peak and calculating the average of

those two positions. The difference of the centroid for Ch.1 and

Ch.2 was calculated for each of the sets of data collected. The

difference values varied between 0.028 units and 0.092 units (0.2

units = 1 stepper motor step) for the two hour drift study. Due to

the width of the peak (about 2 units or 10 steps), the above drift

was not considered to be significant.

The second type of drift is the drift in absolute wavelength

setting. The positions of the centroids of the Ch.1 and Ch.2 peaks

varied by about + 0.4 units over a two hour period. This drift is

significant with respect to the 2-unit width of the peak and the

intensity ratios showed that a 2-step (0.4-unit) variation in the

wavelength could cause a change in the Ch.2/Ch.1 ratio of up to

5 96. The temperature change during the time period of the two hour

drift check was from 23.0 °C to 30 °C, which is much more drastic

than the normal temperature variations in the laboratory. The

centroid values of the two channels followed the room temperature

loosely in that experiment, but there was no correlation at 95%

confidence. The variation of the position in the one hour

experiment was + 0.2 units with a temperature variation of less than

1 °C. It was, therefore, concluded that the variation of than

Ch.2/Ch.1 ratio due to wavelength drift was less the 5 % under the

normal temperature variation (+ 1.5 °C) seen in the laboratory.
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E Studies f 0.5 to 1 0 Torr n in Nob3gQast.

The next series of studies was undertaken to optimize

experimental variables for the determination of nitrogen molecular

emission signals. There is a great deal of information in the

literature about microwave discharges in nitrogen and in noble gases

[68,69,70]. However, most of that information is from studies

undertaken to optimize emission signals from other species in the

discharge, not the nitrogen. It was therefore deemed necessary to

investigate and optimize the basic experimental parameters.

The project goal was to analyze samples which contained very

small amounts of nitrogen. It has been shown [37] that nitrogen

adsorbs onto the emission cell wall during a discharge, which can

destablize the plasma if nitrogen is the only component, or reduce

the nitrogen emission signal if a fill gas is used to sustain the

plasma. To prevent this from affecting the analyses, it was decided

to investigate the emission signal as soon as possible after

ignition of the plasma. Little information about the early seconds

of a microwave discharge was found in the literature, but this

detection system allowed a thorough investigation to be made.

Four major experimental parameters were investigated with an eye

on producing the largest possible signal from 28N2 molecules

from natural abundance isotope samples, i.e. pre-purified nitrogen

from a tank. The variables are listed below and a series of

experiments was designed to investigate the signals produced over

the range of the variable shown. Data were collected for the first
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45 s after plasma ignition because this was enough time to collect

representative data before loss of nitrogen emission and it was not

such a long time that an unmanagably large amount of data was

collected.

The variables investigated were:

Variable. Range or Choice

1) Microwave Power 25, 50 or 75 W

2) EDL Internal Diameter 2.5, 4, 5 or 7 mm

3) Fill Gas Ar, Ne or He

4) Fill Gas Pressure 0.5 to 16 Torr

The values for each variable were chosen after having done

initial investigations into the effect of changing each variable.

The plasma became unstable or signals dropped off sharply when

values of the variables outside the ranges indicated were used. The

upper limit of microwave power was dictated by the power supply

itself, which could go no higher. Ar, Ne and He were chosen as

possible fill gases because they were the noble gases that were

available and affordable. The interrelationships of the variables

were investigated, but time constraints made it impossible to check

all possible combinations of the variables.

Studies were done by filling the emission cell with the desired

sample and setting the other variables. The experiments are

summarized in Table III in Section IV.B. Data were collected from

all four channels but results were intrepreted primarily based on

the signals seen at Ch.2, where the 28
N
2
signal was recorded.

This was done since it was presumed that excitation of 28
N
2

and
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29
N
2
would be the same and in the natural abundance samples

viewed, the
28
N
2 concentration and signals were higher than

those of the
29

N
2.

1. MIP's with Different Microwave Powers

The microwave power was investigated even though it was

suspected that higher signals would come from higher powers. Figure

18A shows a plot of time after plasma ignition for three different

plasmas run in a 4-mm ID cell. Each plasma contained 1.0 Torr of

tank nitrogen and 1.0 Torr of argon. Each of the data points on the

plot is the difference of the average signal at Ch.2 from a nitrogen

plasma and a pure fill gas plasma. Thirty data points were

collected for each average and the error bars are ± one standard

deviation. It is obvious from this plot that increasing the power

input to the discharge increases the emission intensity from the

discharge. This was seen to be the case consistently throughout the

work done on nitrogen emission; more power, more intensity. This

trend has been noted by others for He discharges containing metals

for powers up to 200 W [71]. The interesting shape of the high

power data was not investigated here but results will be discussed

later for other investigations into this matter (Section V.F.4.).

The signals from the pure fill gas runs for the lower two powers

were five to ten times smaller than those for the 70-W run when the

dark signal was subtracted. The signal-to-noise ratio for the 70-W

run was almost two times that for the 50-W run, which indicates a

real improvement at the higher power.
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2. MIP's in Different Diameter Emission Cells

Emission cell internal diameter was investigated because it was

noted that similar nitrogen samples in different sized cells

produced different signals. Other investigators have found that an

internal diameter of 5 to 9 mm is best but that it depends on the

element used [71,72,73]. No studies were seen specifically for

nitrogen. In order to carry out this study, a series of cells was

made, each with a different internal diameter as measured with a

calipers. Each of the cells had a quartz plate attached to its end

through which emission intensity was observed and each was connected

to the vacuum system with an UltraTorr fitting. The cells were not

cooled during emission because they were not turned on long enough

to heat up.

A representative set of results can be seen in Figure 18B. The

discharge in the narrowest emission cell showed the lowest intensity

by far. In a cell as small as this, wall interactions play a big

role in the intensity of emission because significant energy is

transferred to the walls by collisions rather than going to excite

molecules. During use of this cell, it was noted that the cell

walls discolored and eventually melted due to high heating. This

was the only cell in which this was seen. The solid angle of the

spectrometer may also have been partially blocked by the adhesive

holding the window onto this smaller tube. To minimize this problem

the plasma was moved nearer the front of the cell.
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The 4-mm and 5-mm cells showed very similar intensities. The

integrated signal-to-noise ratio for the two sets of data showed the

5-mm cell to be about three percent lower than the 4 mm cell. The

7-mm cell showed a S/N that was the same as that of the 5 mm cell

despite its lower signal. The larger signals were desirable because

shot noise at the 29
N
2 channel was expected to be the limiting

factor in the analysis. There was no statistical difference between

the signals for the 4 and 5-mm cells, and both sized cells were

used.

Emission intensity from cells larger than the optimum is much

lower, most likely due to less efficient energy transfer to the

plasma with the larger emission cell in the cavity. One interesting

effect that was seen with larger emission cells, 7 to 9 mm, was that

visual intensity from the very center of the cell viewed end-on was

small and there appeared to be a doughnut shaped region of high

intensity near the cell walls. Since intensity was low from plasmas

in the larger cells, the effect was not further investigated.

3. MIP's in Different Noble Gases

Plasmas were run in several different fill gases. Middelboe

reported that nitrogen emission from a plasma in helium produced the

highest signals but the shortest lifetime of the noble gases [75].

Possible reasons for this will be discussed in a later section.

The results for the investigation of fill gas type are seen in

Figure 19A. Helium indeed did show the highest nitrogen emission
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signal. The signal intensity drifted downward faster in helium than

in the other two fill gases. This may be part of the effect

described by Middelboe. The helium discharge was also noted to be

very stable even at the lowest total pressure, 1.5 Torr, where the

discharges of the other gases showed some signs of instability.

4. MIP's in Different Fill Gas Pressures

A study was undertaken to find the pressure of helium which

produced the highest nitrogen emission signal. Two sets of plasmas

were run and the results can be seen in Figure 20. Figure 20A shows

clearly that lower pressure mixtures, 0.5 Torr nitrogen in 1.5 and

2.5 Torr total pressure, lead to higher emission intensity. Figure

208 shows results of plasmas run with a series of lower pressures of

helium. The plasma containing 0.5 Torr of He produced the highest

net signals. However, at this low pressure the plasma was very

unstable, so the 1.0-Torr He plasma which showed good stability was

the plasma chosen as the best for analytical work. Similar studies

were run for Ar and He and they both showed maximum intensities at

lower pressures, also. These results agree with those reported by

Middelboe although he was unable to sustain a discharge in less than

2 Torr of helium and 0.25 Torr of nitrogen for the one minute he

required to record data 175].

The dark corrected emission intensities from the pure fill gas

plasmas were similar for each of the fill gases. They were all

fairly high when compared to a pure fill gas run performed the first
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thing in the day when no nitrogen had been in the emission cell

overnight. The higher signals were thought to be from nitrogen

adhering to the cell walls and this memory effect was confirmed

later.

As a result of these studies it was decided to undertake isotope

determinations observing emission from a high power plasma, 70 W or

greater, contained in a 4 or 5-mm internal diameter emission cell

containing the nitrogen sample and 1.0 Torr of helium.

5. Emission Intensity Immediately Following MIP Ignition

It can be seen on the plots of intensity vs. time in Figure 18

that the first data point collected in each case had a relatively

large standard deviation. The rise in emission intensity from the

plasma as it ignited was investigated to help decide where to begin

data collection for analytical purposes.

The delays were changed in the data collection routine, DACOL4,

so that data points were collected one every 0.001 s. A variety of

plasmas were ignited and signals were collected at the fast rate.

Figure 19B shows a plot of intensity vs. time for three plasmas, one

containing only helium and the other two containing helium and

nitrogen. From the plot, the time constant of the signal rise is

about 8 ms. This is very close to the time constant of the

current-to-voltage converters, 10 ms, and it appears that this was

the limiting factor, i.e. the intensity rise from the, plasma occured

in less than 0.02 s and the electronics were not fast enough to show

the true shape of the signal change. A delay was put into DACOL4
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that held up the collection of the first data points until five time

constants, 0.05 s, after the initial rise in signal to allow the

electronics time to respond.

6. Investigation of Emission Cell Memory Effects

The adsorption of nitrogen onto the emission cell walls was

investigated. As sample size is decreased, contamination from any

source becomes more important. If enough sample from one run is

lost to the cell walls to affect its results, it is necessary to

remove that material from the cell walls before the next run or the

results of that run will be affected by the last, i.e. memory

effects will be seen. Memory effects in nitrogen isotope

determinations have been observed, but with larger samples it is

often obseried in the vacuum system rather than in the emission cell

itself. Keeney and Tedesco reported memory effects in the emission

cell when different enrichments were run, which was impossible to

remove by flaming the cell [36]. Larger samples are often analyzed

in glass or vycor cells which are discarded after use, eliminating

the worry about memory effects in the emission cell. This was not

done here due to the expense of the quartz cell and to reduce errors

due to cell repositioning; the cell was fixed in place for all runs.

A series of experiments was performed to investigate memory

effects in the reused emission cell and to attempt to eliminate it.

In addition, these experiments helped to refine the gas handling

apparatus and technique to be used for contaminationfree analyses.
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A chronological description of the experiments and developments

concerning memory effects follows.

A set of standard, nitrogen isotope samples were run first to

establish the extent of the memory effects and to test out the

analysis system. The standards were made up in Dumas tubes and were

excited in a plasma with 1.0 Torr He. Between runs two plasmas

containing pure He were run to help remove adsorbed nitrogen from

the last run and signals were collected from a third pure helium

plasma for use as a background signal. Results for this set of

standards can be seen in Table X.

It can be seen from the table that the measured ratio is higher

than the expected ratio at the higher 15N enrichments, samples 3,

4, and 5. The samples were run in the order given in Table X, so if

there were memory effects, the 28N
2
/29N

2
ratios would be

expected to be high for the later 15
N samples due to desorption of

lower enrichment nitrogen during the plasma. This is just what the

results show for the lower three standards, R
corr

is greater than

Also, for the high and low 28N2 samples, samples 1R
expected'

28

and 5, the signal from the less abundant form of nitrogen is larger

than it should be. These samples show low net signals at those

channels, so it seems that the background values may not be correct,

and affect the small values most.

In the next study, the extent of nitrogen desorption into a pure

fill gas plasma was investigated. The vacuum cell was pumped down

overnight and data was collected from several pure He runs. A

nitrogen/helium plasma was run and data were collected. Data were
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Table X

Results of Nitrogen Isotope Standard Analysis #1

Sample Net Signals

Ch.1 Ch.2

Rcorra R
exp

b
Percent

Difference

1 202.0 7459.1 103.3 136.5 -24

2 370.4 9124.3 68.9 69.0 0

3 3531.0 6157.9 4.88 4.26 15

4 8542.0 3859.6 1.26 0.885 42

5 5541.8 447.4 0.226 0.0025 8940

Background Signals°

Sample Ch.1 Ch.2 PIA Ch.4

1 70.2 57.5 59.7 66.4

2 65.9 44.7 34.1 28.5

3 106.2 31.7 61.6 62.9

4 102.7 49.3 48.4 44.9

5 226.8 18.9 30.1 21.6

a. R
corr

is the
28
N
2
/
29
N
2
ratio calculated from the

measured net signals after the signal at Ch.1 was corrected

for the larger sensitivity of channel by dividing by 2.798.

b. R
exp is the isotope ratio expected, calculated from the

weights of natural abundance. and labelled N
2
put into each

Dumas tube.

c. Background signals are pure fill gas signals minus dark signals.
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then collected from several more pure helium plasmas. Net signals

integrated over 45 s were near zero for the first helium runs

whereas the Ch.2 (
28
N
2) signal for the first run after the

nitrogen plasma was somewhat smaller than signal seen from a plasma

in 0.05 Torr N
2
in 1.0 Torr helium. The Ch.2 signal got

progressively smaller in subsequent runs. After six pure fill gas

runs, the Ch.2 signals were still much larger than the signals from

the first helium runs. Signals at Ch.1 (
29
N
2) were finite but

did not decay away in later runs in the second set and were most

likely primarily background emission.

Figure 21A shows individual datum points collected at Ch.2 from

three different plasmas plotted vs. time. The top plot (1) is

28
N
2 emission from a nitrogen/helium plasma, the middle plot (2)

is 28N
2 emission from a pure helium plasma run after the above

plasma, and the bottom plot (3) is dark signal. The desorption of

nitrogen appears to occur over the first 20 s of the plasma,

presumably as the cell wall heats up. Clearly nitrogen cell wall

sorption occurs during a plasma and it does not desorb quickly in a

helium plasma.

It was attempted to reduce the memory effects by running plasmas

in the emission cell between samples. Slight reductions were seen

for helium plasmas and helium/argon plasmas but little reduction was

seen using pure argon as fill gas for the cleanup runs.

Several workers have shown that atmospheric nitrogen can be

desorbed by heating the emission cell before use [11,36,40]. This

was confirmed by running pure helium plasmas in cells which had and
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had not been heated to about 350 °C overnight in a vacuum oven.

Much greater nitrogen signals were seen with no pre-heating.

Keeney and Tedesco [36] found it was difficult to remove

nitrogen sorbed onto the cell walls during a plasma and this effect

was confirmed. Heat was applied to an emission cell during

evacuation after a nitrogen/helium plasma was run and data collected

from several pure helium runs to see if the heat would help desorb

plasma sorbed nitrogen. Results for this set of data were almost

identical to the data for similar runs with no heat applied,

indicating that heat can desorb the atmospheric nitrogen but that

nitrogen sorbed onto the cell walls during a plasma cannot be

removed by heating the cell wall to approximately 200 °C during

evacuation.

8-
2

Next, the exchange of 2-DI
and

29
N
2
molecules on the

emission cell walls was investigated to see if time could be used to

discriminate against the memory effects. This experiment was done

by first running a sample of natural abundance nitrogen and

recording the emission signals. Next, a sample high in 29N2, at

least 95 atom % 15
N, was run and subsequently several natural

abundance samples were run in a row and data were collected from

those runs. The signals from before and after the
29
N
2
run

should have been the same in the absence of.memory effects.

The corrected Ch.2/Ch.1 ratio for the first natural abundance

run was 104 when the signals were integrated over the first 45 s of

the plasma and corrected for background. The ratios for the three

natural abundance plasmas after the 29
N
2
run were 9.12,
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45.0 and 66.3. Desorption of
29
N
2
molecules during the plasma

seems to be causing the ratio to be smaller than it should be.

Figure 21B shows 500 individual data points collected at Ch.1

and Ch.2 during the first plasma after the 29N2 run plotted vs.

time. The Ch.1 (29N
2) signal was maximum immediately after

plasma ignition and decreased for about 25 s at which time it became

_constant. The
28Di

emission showed only a slight rise at

ignition and then drifted downward slightly as time passed. It

seems as if the nitrogen on the cell walls (29N2) desorbed very

rapidly in the plasma containing helium and nitrogen.

These data were collected with a volume of gas of about 32 mL

connected to the cell. However, data collected with an emission

cell volume of about 6 mL showed the same shape of emission vs. time

for 29N2, but the steady signal was reached with a higher

29
N
2 signal relative to the 28N

2'
indicating less dilution

of the desorbed nitrogen. Ch.2/Ch.1 ratios for the runs after a

29
N
2 run were below 5.9 for the small volume cell, i.e. the

memory effects were much more pronounced for that cell.

The
29

N
2 intensity is high early due to rapid desorption of

adsorbed or bonded nitrogen. As time passed, the 29
N
2
signal

decayed away as the desorbed nitrogen diffused out, mixing with the

nitrogen in the vacuum system and reducing the concentration of

29
N
2 in the emission zone. A higher degree of contamination is

seen for the smaller volume cell.

Since it appeared that much of the adsorbed nitrogen was on the

cell walls in the emission cavity, it was decided to change the cell
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wall between runs of different isotope enrichments to reduce the

memory effects. The removable liner cell was a 5-mm internal

diameter glass tube, which fit snugly into a 7-mm internal diameter

emission cell (see Section III.C.2.). The liner extended from the

Ultra-Tory fitting to the quartz window at the other end of the

emission cell. The Ultra-Torr fittings were modified to allow easy

removal of the liner and the Dumas tube at the same time. During

the liner change, only the emission cell part of the vacuum system

was exposed to the air.

In the first experiment with the cell liners, a nitrogen/helium

plasma was run, then three pure helium plasmas and a dark signal

were run with data being collected for each run. Another

nitrogen/helium plasma was run and the cell liner was changed.

Three helium plasmas and a dark signal run were made with a new

liner in place and data was collected. Another nitrogen/helium

plasma was run and this time the cell liner was replaced with one

which had been degassed in a muffle furnace at 425 °C and stored in

a vacuum dessicator. Three helium plasmas and a dark signal run

were performed. The data are seen in Table XI.

It is apparent from the data that the cell liners carry away

much of the nitrogen which was usually left on the cell walls. The

signals indicate that not all of the nitrogen was removed with the

liner, but the signals are much smaller when the cell liner is

changed after the nitrogen plasma. The new liners also do carry in

atmospheric nitrogen, but as was seen earlier this form of adsorbed

nitrogen is much less difficult to eradicate. The treated cell
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Table XI

Memory Effect Studies Done Using Emission Cell Liners

Study #1

Net Signals Recorded at Ch.2

Sample No New New Treated

Cell Liner Cell Liner Cell Liner

N
2
/He 5109.5 6122.0 4922.0

He #1 767.2 267.2 153.4

He #2 330.1 133.4 38.7

He #3 200.1 33.8 61.2

Study #2

Sample

28
N
2
#1

Net Signals

Ch.1

279.7

Ch.2

10507.4

Ch. 2/Ch.la

105.1

29
N
2 8711.4 147.3 0.0473

28
N
2
#2 276.1 5699.7 57.8

28
N
2
#3 249.4 6584.6 73.9

28
N
2
#4 298.3 9084.2 85.2

28
N
2
#5 223.6 7285.2 91.2

He #1 39.2 100.4

He #2 18.2 50.3

He #3 16.2 44.8

NOTE: All N2 samples contain 0.5 Torr N2 and 1.0 Torr helium.

a. Ratios are multiplied by 2.798 (channel sensitivity correction).
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liner produced less nitrogen signal for the first two helium runs,

but the third was inexplicably higher. It is suspected that a

better vacuum dessicator, either one with a low vacuum or one purged

with noble gas, would be more effective at preventing atmospheric

nitrogen adsorption on the cell liner.

A study was performed to determine the memory effects with

different labelled samples of nitrogen. A natural abundance

nitrogen/helium plasma was run in a clean, small volume cell and the

signals recorded. The cell liner was changed, a nitrogen/helium

plasma with high 15N content (above 95%) was run, the liner was

changed and four natural abundance nitrogen/helium plasmas and three

helium plasmas were run. Data are seen in Table XI, Study #2.

The first thing that can be seen is that the Ch.2/Ch.1 -

(
28

N
2
/
29
N
2) ratio never gets as high after the

29
N
2

sample was run as it was before. A great deal of improvement is

noted over the similar study run earlier without cell liners in the

small volume cell in which ratios on the order of 2.0 were seen

after a
29
N
2 sample was run. The cell liners reduced the memory

effects significantly but did not totally eliminate them in this

worst case test. Cell liners with a 4-mm internal diameter were

also tried but the plasma was confined to the volume between the

liner and the outer emission cell and was very unstable.

It was supposed for the 5-mm cell liner that most of the

residual nitrogen was adsorbed onto the quartz cell window, since

that is the only surface besides the cell liner to which the plasma

gas has convenient access.
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It was attempted to reduce the amount of nitrogen sorbed onto

the window by running a clean-up plasma with the microwave cavity

moved up near the cell window. This was deemed unfeasible because

it was impossible to produce a stable discharge after moving the

cavity. It was also attempted to run a clean up plasma in the outer

cell with no liner. This idea was discarded since it was too

difficult to get an energetic plasma in the cell without retuning

the cavity. The cavity then required retuning for the cell with

liner, which made the whole process untenable.

7. Studies of Reproducibility of 28
N
2
/
29

N
2
Ratios for

Natural Abundance Nitrogen Samples and Background Correction

Calculations

During the above experiments, it became apparent that the ratios

produced by replicate runs of similar samples were not consistent.

A study was done to see how reproducible the ratios were,

particularly at low enrichments, i.e. near natural abundance (0.365

atom %
15
N). Natural abundance nitrogen samples were put into the

cell with helium and two 25-s data sets were collected, the first

immediately after ignition and the second 120 s later. A dark

signal was collected after the second set with the plasma running

and the 25-gm entrance slit covered. One group of three sets was

recorded every 10 minutes for one hour with a new nitrogen sample

for each group. The room temperature stayed between 25.1 and

26.0 °C during data collection and all plasmas were run in the same

cell liner. Data are shown in Table XII.
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Table XII

Natural Abundance Isotope Ratio Measurement Reproducibility

Ch.2/Ch.1
Sample Time of Net Signalsa

Collection Ch.1 Ch.2 Ch.4 Uncorr. Corr.b

1 Ignition 193.2 6349.2 -573 33 56

1 120 s 133.0 3593.7 -222 27 56

2 Ignition 174.2 5141.6 4 30 84

2 120 s 122.5 3211.1 -121 26 60

3 Ignition 157.6 4295.3 -73 27 69

3 120 s 87.6 2561.8 51 29 94

4 Ignition 141.4 3418.3 477 24 252

4 120 s 90.1 2254.3 76 25 86

5 Ignition 164.2 3665.7 281 22 99

5 120 s 110.9 2257.1 -49 20 52

6 Ignition 170.5 3608.0 133 21 71

6 120 s 103.6 2118.1 140 20 81

Ch.2/Ch.1 Corrected

Time of Coll. Average Std. Dev.

Ignition 76° 15

120s 71 16

a. Net signal is average plasma signal minus average dark signal.

b. See text for discussion of ratio correction.

c. Ratio for sample 4 (252) is excluded.
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Several things are noticable in the data. Net signals,

particularly at Ch.2 (
28
N
2
), drift steadily downward. The

highest signal seen in any set was the first signal. The signals

recorded 120 s after ignition are lower than the data collected at

ignition for the same sample, usually by about 40%. The uncorrected

ratios drift steadily downward, too. The later run of the same

sample shows a lower ratio than the first and later samples show

lower ratios than earlier samples.

The corrected ratios do not show the same tendencies as the

uncorrected ratios. The corrected ratios were calculated by

correcting the signals at Ch.1 (29N2) and Ch.2 (28N2) for

background emission using the signal at Ch.4 as a background

signal. The net Ch.4 signal required adjustment to take into

account the difference in sensitivities between the channels. Net

signal at Ch.1 (
29

N
2
) was calculated as follows:

Corrected Ch.1 Sig. = (Ch.1 Sig. - Ch.1 Dark)

K x (Ch.4 Sig Ch.4 Dark) (V-7)

where K is a relative channel response factor. The same sort of

calculation was performed to find the corrected Ch.2 signal and then

the corrected ratio was calculated as follows:

Rcorr = J x (Corrected Ch.2 Sig./Corrected Ch.1 Sig.) (V-8)

where J is another relative channel response factor. The relative

channel response factors were evaluated for continuum radiation

using a deuterium lamp (Section V.D.).

The signals at Ch.4 rather than the Ch.3 signals were used to

correct the nitrogen signals because it was noticed during the
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standards analysis that the Ch.3 signal rose as the
29

N
2

signal

rose. The Ch.3 slit was situated between the two nitrogen bandheads

(Figure 16) and was positioned to minimize 29N
2

signal al reaching

the detector. Unfortunately, some signal was detected at Ch.3. The

Ch.4 slit was situated on the high wavelength side of the 29 N
2

bandhead (at 298.60 nm) and therefore recorded no radiation from

it. However, at very high 15
N enrichments, signal greater than

expected background was measured at Ch.4. This signal is attributed

to 30N2, which has bands at higher wavelengths than those of

29
N2. Ch.4 signal was seen to be three times smaller than Ch.3

signal (after correction for relative channel response) for samples

with less than 50 % 15
N and was therefore chosen for use in

background correction.

The Ch.4 signals displayed in Table XII show negative values.

This was due to drift in the dark signals during data collection.

Dark signals at all four channels drifted, but the other three

channels had large enough signals so that the drift never produced

negative net signals. Correction for this drift is required and

using the Ch.4 signals reduced the effect of background as well as

dark signal drift.

The relative standard deviation for the corrected ratio

measurements was at least 20 % for this experiment. This is

significantly higher than the 8 % R.S.D. predicted for the ratios

using 'propagation of uncertainty in the signals and correction

factors. Possible causes of this large deviation were spectrometer

spectral drift or vibration. The small slits cause very slight
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deviations in the focal plane image position to drastically affect

measured signals of line spectra.

It was decided at this point to make another exit slit plate

which had higher slits in it (600 pm high by 25 pm wide instead of

200 pm high by 25 pm wide). The entrance slit was made 400 pm

high. This was done to allow some drift of the vertical position of

the entrance slit image in the spectrometer focal plane without much

change in signal. It also doubled the measured signal. The

entrance slit was also made wider (from 25 pm to 50 pm) so that

horizontal drift of the image would not affect the signal for line

spectra. The bandpass of the spectrometer was increased to

0.015 nm, but it was considered a fair trade-off in the situation.

Table XIII, part A contains data collected after the change in

slits was made. The experiment was identical to the earlier

reproducibility experiment. Signals (not shown) were larger for

these sets due to the larger slits and the ratios are different from

the earlier data because the spectrometer was retuned for optimum

signal at Ch.2 (28N2), which can change the measured ratios.

Two entrance slit widths were used, 50 pm and 75 pm.

The relative standard deviations for five measurements with the

50 pm slit were 6 and 17 % and for the 75 pm slits were both 4 %.

The change in slits caused the precision of the measurement of the

ratio to improve drastically. The 4 % R.S.D. is similar to the 5 %

R.S.D. calculated using propagation of uncertainty equations and the

errors in the raw signals.
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Table XIII

A. Corrected 28
N2/ 29N2 Ratios For Natural Abundance

Replicates Measured with 50 and 75 Am Entrance Slitsa

50 ROI Slit

At Ignition 120s

75 pm Slit

At Ignition 120s

103.2 92.7 110.6 92.7

93.3 100.4 103.3 98.2

99.7 149.6 113.0 104.1

103.0 115.6 99.2

112.1 115.5

Ave. 102.3 114.7 Ave. 109.0 98.6

S.D. 6.1 19.5 S.D. 4.1 4.1

B. Corrected 28N2/29 am2 Ratios For Natural Abundance

Replicates Measured with a 75 pm Entrance Slitb

At Ignition 120s

143.2 127.5

128.8 134.4

147.9 147.8

136.7

Ave. 140.0 136.6

S.D. 8.1 7.3

a. Ch.1 /Ch.4 correction factor (K) = 2.169

b. Ch.1 /Ch.4 correction factor (K) = 2.53
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The precision of the ratio measurement was improved by

increasing the slit sizes but accuracy was still lacking. The

expected 28N
2
/
29N

2 ratio (Ch.2/Ch.1) for natural abundance

nitrogen is 136.5. The values in Table XIII are near 100. In

calculating those values it was assumed that the background signal

at Ch.1 was the same as that at Ch.4. It is likely that the

background emission has some structure to it. This can be taken

into account in the calculations by changing the value of the

correction factors used to adjust the magnitude of the Ch.4 signal.

This factor is particularly important in natural abundance sample

measurements for the Ch.1 signal correction since the background

signal is significant compared to the nitrogen signal. Table XIII,

part B shows ratios calculated with a larger correction factor for

Ch.1, K. Both sets of data show a ratio very close to the expected

136.5. The size of the correction factors is dependent on the

wavelength setting of the spectrometer so this value must be

determined as part of the instrument calibration each time the

instrument is used.

F. Studies of 0.01 Torr to 0.25 Torr Nitrogen in Helium MIP's

Many studies have been performed on the fundamental properties

of low pressure MIP's [74,76-79]. It has been conclusively shown

that the characteristics of these plasmas change drastically with

change in pressure and composition of the plasma gases. The studies

described thus far in this thesis deal with plasmas in helium and a
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large percentage of nitrogen. They resulted in better understanding

of the plasma with the high percentage of nitrogen and several

instrumental improvements. Because one of the goals of this

research was to analyze small nitrogen samples, plasmas which

contained smaller amounts and percentages of nitrogen were

investigated. Descriptions of those investigations follow.

1. Dependence of Emission Intensity on Nitrogen Partial Pressure

Several experiments were performed to investigate the

relationship of nitrogen emission intensity and the partial pressure

of nitrogen in the plasma. MIP's have been used to analyze for

impurities in noble gases, including nitrogen [80], and it was found

that a linear relationship between nitrogen concentration and

emission intensity exists at low nitrogen percentages. The analyses

in the literature were done after the plasma had been running for a

considerable amount of time. The present investigations were done

to see if the same sort of relationship exists in the early moments

of the plasma.

The first studies were done with nitrogen in 1.25 Torr of

helium, which was the lowest pressure which showed good plasma

stability with small amounts of nitrogen. Later, the emission

dependence on helium pressure was also studied. The first

experiment was done by filling the cell with a series of gas samples

containing varying pressures of nitrogen and the same helium

pressure. Data were collected starting at plasma ignition from
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samples containing between 0.01 Torr N2 and 0.05 Torr N2 in 1.25

Torr helium as well as pure helium samples. Data are displayed in

Figure 22A.

Figure 22A shows net signal (signal minus dark signal) for five

pressures of nitrogen during three time periods after plasma

ignition, 2.5 to 5.0 s, 0 to 25 s and 22.5 to 25 s. The

relationship of intensity to nitrogen pressure appears to be far

from linear. The four lowest nitrogen pressures show some

linearity, but the fifth data point does not fit in well with that

set. The relationship between the fifth point and the others does

appear to improve with time. The set of 50 data points, collected

between 2.5 and 5.0 s after ignition and displayed in Figure 22A,

shows a sharp increase in signal for the 0.05-Torr sample but the

set collected between 22.5 and 25 s after ignition shows much less

of an increase. It was decided to look at the data in another

manner, signal vs. time for each of the pressures. Plots of data

from the different runs are displayed in Figure 23A. The signals

for the lower four nitrogen pressures did not change appreciably

with time. The 0.05-Torr nitrogen sample shows a sharp peak of

intensity about 2 s after ignition and it slowly decays away after

that. By the end of the 25-s data collection time, the signal is

almost back to where it was expected to be for the linear

relationship to exist. This different behavior for the 0.05-Torr

sample was reproduced on several different occaisions.

Another study provided information on plasmas with higher

pressures of nitrogen. Results from that study are displayed in

Figures 22B and 23B. Figure 23B shows that the 0.05-Torr sample
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Figure 22. Partial pressure of nitrogen vs. integrated signal
at Ch.2 for several nitrogen/helium mixtures.
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showed analogous behavior in that study and the 0.15-Torr sample

showed similar behavior in that it peaked after about 2 s and slowly

drifted downward. Signals from 0.30 and 0.50-Torr samples did not

show any peak but they did drift down somewhat. Figure 22B shows

the signal plotted against the pressure of nitrogen for this second

study. The plot curves toward the abscissa at 0.30 Torr regardless

of what time after ignition the data was collected.

The behavior seen in the higher pressures was described by

Brassem and Maessen 178]. They said that when an impurity gas was

added, until it made up more than two or three percent of the gas in

the discharge, the intensity of the emission would no longer

increase with added impurity. They attributed this to a change in

the plasma characteristics from a plasma of pure fill gas, in this

case helium, to one of pure nitrogen. The plasma containing pure

nitrogen does not show the linear relationship seen from the low

percentage nitrogen/helium plasma as can be seen in Brassem's data

and that reported here. The peak in nitrogen signal vs. time in the

lower pressure range can be explained by a nitrogen excitation and

de-excitation mechanism described later (see Section V.F.4.).

Another experiment was performed to observe emission from

plasmas containing a range of pressures of 29
N2 in helium. A

plot of Ch.1 (29N2 ) signal vs time can be seen in Figure 24A.

The 0.05 and 0.10-Torr nitrogen samples show the distinctive early

rise in signal and the lower presssure samples show steady signal

vs. time. The slight rise,in signal seen for the lower pressure

samples is attributed to nitrogen desorbing from the cell walls.
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Figure 24B displays dark corrected signals at Ch.1 and Ch.2

normalized to the same scale for the 0.10 -Torr N2 run in the above

set, which are virtually identical. This experiment shows that the

two forms of nitrogen do act in a similar fashion in the helium

discharge.

The initial burst of emission from the 0.05-Torr to 0.15-Torr

nitrogen samples was an unexpected phenomenon which was very

welcome. The signal appears to be much higher than expected judging

from emission from samples outside of this pressure range and the

noise associated with the signal does not appear to be worse than

the noise after the decay of the signal. For these reasons samples

with nitrogen in the pressure range between 0.05 and 0.15 Torr were

analyzed when possible. Use of these early signals allows the

experiment to be performed rapidly before the nitrogen adheres to

the cell walls, which was one the the project goals.

The study of 28
N
2 emission vs. pressure produced data that

lent itself well to characterization of the limiting noise for these

measurements. As was done earlier in this thesis, the inverse of

the relative standard deviation (S/N) of the signal at Ch.2 and Ch.1

was plotted vs. signal and the square root of the signal. Due to

the large drift in the signal, which was caused by something other

than noise, it was decided not to use all of the 500 data points

collected in the 25 s time period. Instead, two 50 point data sets

were used to calculate average signals and standard deviations, the

set collected between 2.5 and 5 s after ignition and the set

collected between 22.5 and 25 s after ignition for each of the four

runs. Figure 23A shows that the signal drift is small for the last
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50 points (22.5 to 25 s) in each run. Drift is seen in the second

set (2.5 to 5 s) so the data were fit to a line and each point was

corrected for the signal drift before the standard deviation was

evaluated. These calculations were also performed on the data from

the last sets, but no change in the standard deviation values was

seen. Results of the S/N calculations are plotted in Figure 25.

Figure 25A shows the S/N plots for the last 50 data points at

Ch.2. The plot of S/N vs. the square root of signal produced a

linear curve, and this means that at these signal levels, the

measurements are shot noise limited. Figure 25B shows the same

types of plots for the second data sets (2.5 to 5 s), also at Ch.2.

The signal levels for these data were over 2.5 times higher than

those from the last 50 point data sets in Figure 25A. The shapes of

the plots in Figure 25B are very similar to those in Figure 25A,

which indicates that the signals are still shot noise limited at the

higher signal levels seen soon after plasma ignition. The signals

in Figure 25 are corrected for dark current, but not for background

emission. Therefore the conclusion is made that the signals are

signal shot noise limited. Ch.1 signals also showed a linear

relationship between S/N and the square root of signal, indicating a

signal shot noise limit. The shot noise limit indicates that the

experiment can be improved by increasing the analytical signal, i.e.

collecting more photons.

The above considerations assumed that amplifier-read-out noise

was insignificant, which was shown to be true by measuring noise

levels from a stable voltage source amplified by the four-channel
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electronics. Noise levels in the signal measured from the stable

voltage source, a 9 V battery with a voltage divider, were about

three digits, which means it contributes to the noise in the dark

signal (dark signal noise was about 10 digits), but not in the other

larger signals.

2. Characterization of Background Emisssion

It was decided to investigate background emission by means other

than the two background channels, which were spectrally removed from

nitrogen emission wavelengths. Small signal levels from small

nitrogen samples required that the background be measured

effectively to allow consistent signal ratios to be measured.

Two experiments were performed to study the background

emission. In the first experiment, a variety of gas mixtures were

run in the plasma and the output signal of the Ch.2

current-to-voltage converter was recorded on a strip chart recorder

while the wavelength was scanned under computer control. Three

scans of 20 s were recorded for each sample and all scans of

emission were collected in the wavelength region which contained the

28
N
2
bandhead. The first scan, run from high to low wavelength,

was run immediately after plasma ignition and the next two scans,

run back through the bandhead region, were run as quickly as

possible after the completion of the first. The following gas

mixtures were put into the plasmas: two 1.25-Torr pure helium

samples, two 0.10-Torr nitrogen in 1.25-Torr helium samples, two



dark runs and two more 1.25-Torr pure helium samples.

The first pure helium sample showed no discernible structure

that could be attributed to nitrogen and the noise was 8.2 mV

peak-to-peak on a signal of 170 mV. The second pure helium sample

showed some signals, which may have been nitrogen. The peak signal

was about 6 mV above the background signal with similar noise to the

first run. The nitrogen runs showed 570 mV of signal for the first

sample and 840 mV of signal for the second sample at the highest

band, with about 15 mV background noise. That was the signal on the

first scan and on the second scan, 30 s later, the signal had

dropped to 220 mV. Assuming a linear relationship between signal

and concentration, the pressure of N2 in the cell during the pure

helium plasma was at most 0.001 Torr, i.e. very little or no

contamination of helium by nitrogen was observed.

The dark runs showed 7.6 mV of peak-to-peak noise, which meant

that the contribution to the peak-to-peak noise from the signal in

the first pure helium run was (8.22 7.6
2

)
0.5

, or 3.0 mV.

The standard deviation was one-fifth of the peak-to-peak noise, or

0.6 mV, which corresponds to 10 digits if recorded with the 14-bit

ADC. That noise level is in the area of the usual 5 to 7-digit

contribution to the noise from a pure helium plasma signal, which

indicates little contribution to the pure helium plasma signal from

other than background sources, i.e. no nitrogen emission.

The last two pure helium runs showed relatively large peak

signals, 380 mV for the first sample and 60 mV for the second,

caused by desorption of nitrogen from the cell liner. The first



signal corresponded to signal expected from 0.07 Torr of nitrogen

and the second to 0.01 Torr of nitrogen. These scans show the same

sort of results as those measured with the four-channel

spectrometer. This study indicates that the helium contains little

or no nitrogen, and that pure helium plasmas show little or no

structure in the wavelength region under the 28
N
2

bandhead.

The second of the two background experiments was done using the

four-channel detection system and computer data collection, but this

was used with the spectrometer set off-wavelength. For the

off-wavelength measurements, the spectrometer was tuned so that the

spectral region at a wavelength just above the 28N2 bandhead was

passed by the Ch.2 slit. This spectral region showed very low

emission from nitrogen (see Figure 16), and therefore was thought to

be a good region in which to monitor background emission near the

nitrogen bandhead. In addition, Ch.1 monitored the spectral region

just above the
29

N
2 bandhead, which also showed low nitrogen

emission. Ch.3 was monitoring a wavelength region in which nitrogen

emission was not well characterized so it was suspected that signals

at that channel might be dominated by other than background

emission. Signals were collected from three 1.25-Torr pure helium

samples and then three 0.05-Torr N2 and 1.25-Torr helium samples

with dark signal measurements made with each sample. Results are

displayed in Table XIV.

If the only radiation detected by the spectrometer were

continuum emission, the Ch.1 /Ch.2 ratio should have been 2.798 and
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Table XIV

Off Wavelength Emission Intensity Measurements

Off-Wavelength He Sample Signalsa

Ch.1 Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch.4 Ch.1 /Ch.2b Ch.1/Ch.4c

454.4 349.5 192.8 188.2 1.30 2.42

202.0 304.2 97.2 78.6 0166 2.57

164.1 86.1 71.1 54.4 1.91 3.02

Off-Wavelength 0.05 Torr N
2 i

n He Sample Signals

230.6 193.9 89.7 86.8 1.19 2.66

201.1 70.2 87.7 71.3 2.86 2.82

270.2 163.4 97.9 92.1 1.65 2.93

a. All signals are dark corrected averages of 500 points.

b. For equal intensities, Ch.1/Ch.2 = 2.798

c. For equal intensities, Ch.1/Ch.4 = 2.169
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the Ch.1 /Ch.4 ratio should have been 2.169 without channel response

correction. For the offwavelength measurements, the Ch.1 /Ch.2

ratios are between 0.66 and 1.91, and the Ch.1 /Ch.4 ratios are

between 2.42 and 3.02. It is possible although doubtful that the

Ch.1 /Ch.2 ratio is affected by residual nitrogen emission. The

Ch.1/Ch.4 ratio is a good measurement of the background emission

since neither channel is in a wavelength region where nitrogen

emission is strong. This indicates that the background emission is

stronger near the
29
N
2 bandhead than it is at the region where

background signals are routinely measured. Recall that this same

conclusion was reached in the reproducibility studies in Section

V.E.3. The Ch.1 /Ch.2 ratio indicates that the background is

stronger at Ch.2 than at Ch.1. The slits are positioned with Ch.2

at the lowest wavelength, Ch.1 next, and Ch.4 highest so the

background is apparently broadband, increasing in intensity at lower

wavelengths.

3. Nitrogen Emission Intensity from Plasmas Containing Different

Helium Pressures

It was decided at this point in the research to investigate

nitrogen emission intensity as a function of helium pressure. This

was done again with lower nitrogen partial pressure since, as we

have seen, the characteristics of a MIP change drastically when the

contents of the gas in which it is sustained are changed. Also, it

has been reported that higher fill gas pressures reduce nitrogen
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cell wall adsorption [75].

In the first experiment, nitrogen emission data were collected

from plasmas in three helium pressures, 1.25 Torr, 2.5 Torr, and 5.0

Torr. Nitrogen pressures were 0.02 Torr, 0.05 Torr and 0.10 Torr

for each of the three helium pressures. Data was collected for 25 s

after ignition of the plasma, and the average net signals are

recorded in Table XV.

In general, signal levels are lower for the 1.25 Torr helium and

5.0 Torr helium plasmas than they are for the 2.50 Torr helium

plasma. Other experiments confirmed that the signal at Ch.2 seen in

these data was indicative of the nitrogen emission from these

different types of plasmas. These data show that for nitrogen

pressures between 0.02 and 0.10 Torr, 2.5 Torr of helium gives

higher signals than lower or higher pressures over the first 25 s of

the plasma. The background channels showed only slightly higher

signals for the higher two pressures of helium.

One interesting aspect of these data is seen in Figure 26.

this figure, 50 signal averages are plotted vs. the time after

ignition for 0.05 Torr nitrogen in 1.25, 2.5, and 5.0 Torr helium.

The 1.25 Torr helium plasma shows the shape that has been seen

before, a peak in signal a few seconds after ignition, and decay of

the signal with time. The 2.5 Torr helium plasma shows a more

gentle rise to a maximum after six or seven seconds and a slow decay

after that. The rise of the signal from the 5.0 Torr plasma is much

slower than either of the first two, with a maximum after about

15 s. The slower rise can be explained to be due to poorer
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Table XV

Emission Intensity from Plasmas Containing Different

Pressures of Helium

Plasmas in 1.25 Torr Helium

PN
2
(Torr) Ch.1 Ch.2 Ch.3 Ch.4

0.02 272.8 347.9 53.7 58.6

0.05 609.2 1700.9 81.3 117.3

0.10 1550.9 7749.3 181.3 149.3

Plasmas in 2.5 Torr Helium

0.02 445.2 1594.0 74.9 82.1

0.05. 981.4 6022.5 170.6 178.6

0.10 1203.6 11709.5 200.1 182.4

Plasmas in 5.0 Torr Helium

0.02 526.6 3544.3 129.4 159.3

0.05 640.2 5691.0 135.7 160.0

0.10 890.8 10750.0 173.2 181.0
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Figure 26. Signal at Ch.2 vs. time for nitrogen/helium mixtures containing

0.05 Torr nitrogen. Each point is the average of 50 data points.
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excitation conditions and the slower decrease to be due to less

nitrogen cell wall adsorption in higher pressure helium (see section

V.F.4.).

A study was done to investigate the reproducibility with which

natural abundance nitrogen samples could be analyzed at lower

nitrogen partial pressures. Four samples each containing 0.15 Torr

nitrogen and enough helium to give a total pressure of 2.5 Torr were

run consecutively. A new cell liner was put in the cell for each

new sample and data were collected for 25 s after ignition, and the

nitrogen was stored in a liquid nitrogen cooled cold trap to freeze

out impurities. Results are displayed in Table XVI.

Net signals were very high and this was attributed to the

addition of the cold trap. In following experiments, both-the

helium and nitrogen samples were stored in a cold trap to prevent

contamination and promote large emission signals.

The four corrected ratios show a relative standard deviation of

about 8 %. The relative standard deviation is larger when the

Ch.1 /Ch.4 correction factor is increased, which suggests that the

Ch.1 background correction is an important factor in the deviation.

It can also be noted that the third and fourth ratios are smaller

than the first two, which may be due to spectrometer drift that has

been reduced but not eliminated.

Table XVI also show results calculated for the second 50 point

set in each of the runs. Signals are larger and the relative

standard deviation is about 12 %. The average ratio is the same,

which suggests that this short data collection time could be used.
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Table XVI

Reproducibility Study of Low Partial Pressure Nitrogen Samples

A. Net Signals (0 to 25 s)

Ch.1 Ch.2 Ch.4

Ch.2/Ch.la Ch.2 /Ch.lb

1379.6 31207.1 219.1 97.1 144.1

1342.5 29337.5 223.8 95.2 145.9

1424.6 30232.3 210.3 86.9 122.2

1206.7 25175.4 186.5 87.3 126.4

Average 92 135

Std.Dev. 5 11

R.S.D. 5 8

B. Net Signals (2.5 to 5 s) Ch.2/Ch.1
a

Ch.2/Ch.1
b

Ch.1 Ch.2 Ch.4

1454.7 35813.4 224.4 103.0 149.0

1458.4 35238.2 233.1 102.9 152.7

1584.2 36084.2 204.3 88.1 115.7

1336.5 30109.4 189.9 90.7 124.8

Average 96 136

Std.Dev. 8 16

R.S.D. 8 12

a. Calculated using equations V-7 and V-8, K value of 2.169.

b. Calculated using equations V-7 and V-8, K value of 3.50.
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4. Spectroscopic Characterization of Nitrogen Excitation Mechanisms

in a Helium MIP

Several models have been devised to describe excitation in low

pressure microwave induced plasmas. A steady-state kinetic

treatment of the low pressure MI? in helium based on a corona model,

in which all excitation occurs through electron-particle impact,

produced calculated values for number densities of particles which

agreed within an order of magnitude with values obtained from

emission studies [81]. Another model, the radiative ionization

recombination (RIR) model, is a more complicated model, and a great

deal of supporting qualitative evidence was developed during the

1970s [74,76-78]. However, when predictions made by the RIR model

and a thermal model were compared with measured absolute emission

intensities, the RIR model was shown to be far superior to the

thermal model, but was low by two orders of magnitude [82].

In the radiative ionization recombination (RIR) model, excited

state nitrogen molecules are produced by the following reactions:

N2 + X N2+ + e + X (V-9)

N
2

+ e N
2

+ hv
cont

(V-10)

N2
*

N
2

+ by (V-11)

Excited state nitrogen molecules are produced by recombination

(V-10) of ions formed through interaction with other energetic

species, represented by X (V-9). The other species can be

anything in the plasma which can transfer energy efficiently, such

as electrons, He atoms and ions and He
2
molecules and ions.
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A simpler model assumes nitrogen molecules are excited directly

by collisions with energetic electrons or other species in the

plasma, and subsequently deactivate through emission of photons.

Winefordner and Avni [79] studied low pressure, noble gas

MIP's. They showed that electron temperatures and electric field

strengths take over 200 s after plasma ignition to reach a steady

value in a 2Torr Ar plasma, with the electron temperatures

increasing with time. That study is the only information found on

plasma parameter changes in the moments immediately following plasma

ignition. They also showed that in the 1 to 10Torr range electron

densities decreased as the pressure decreased, typically falling a

factor of 100 over that pressure range. Investigations of helium

MIP's at low pressures (5 to 100 Torr) by Houpt [38] provided

information about populations of helium species in such plasmas.

found using emission and absorption studies that the helium atomic

population drops rapidly as the pressure is increased from 5 to 40

Torr. The population, of He2 molecules increased steadily over

that pressure range. Helium atoms and He2 molecules have

metastable states, which lie 19.8 and 17.5 eV respectively above

ground state, and are therefore capable of ionizing or dissociating

nitrogen molecules.

Nitrogen emission intensities seen from the helium MIP can be

described in terms of the energy transfer reactions which occurred

in the plasma. The models and information described above were used

in conjunction with emission intensity measurements to describe the

excitation of nitrogen molecules in the MIP. This study was
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undertaken to gain an understanding of what was causing the rapid

changes in the nitrogen emission signals in the early moments of the

plasma and to provide information on experimental conditions, which

will produce optimum nitrogen emission.

Two sets of emission intensities were measured. Emission

intensities from a variety of gas mixtures were measured from four

species: N2 molecules, He atoms, N2+ ions and N atoms. The

first set of measurements was made for each of the four species from

eight different gas mixtures using the MASTER data collection

routine. Data for each species was collected from a different

plasma so it was necessary to assume that the plasmas were

reproducible. Data were collected starting at ignition for 100 s

and all the sets of data were collected over a two day time period.

Results are displayed in Table XVIII.

The second set of measurements, made for the same four species,

was made from two gas mixtures, 2.5 Torr helium and 2.5 Torr helium

with 0.15 Torr tank nitrogen. Two 25-s sets of data were collected

from each plasma, one immediately after ignition and one two minutes

after ignition. Again, emission intensities for each of the four

species were measured from different plasmas and all measurements

were made within an hour and a half. Emission intensities are

plotted vs. time in Figures 27 and 28.

The transitions observed are described in Table XVII. The N
2

transition is the same one used for analytical purposes, C-B. The

helium transition, 3p 3
P-2s

3
S, has a lower metastable energy

level, which is thought to receive energy from collisions with



Table XVII

Transitions Observed

Species Wavelength (nm) E
1
a (eV) Eu (eV)

N
2 297.65 7.44 11.60

He 388.86 19.82 23.01

N
2

427.81 0.00 2.90

N 411.00 10.69 13.70

a. El and Eu are the energies above the ground state of the

lower and upper energy levels of the transition .
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electrons and transfer energy to impurities in the discharge in

subsequent collisions in low pressure helium MIP's [38]. The

N
2
+ transition, B-X, and the N atom transition, 3p'2D -3s2P,

were chosen because they produce strong emission intensities from

low pressure discharges [24,83]. The following is a discussion of

the proposed excitation mechanism of nitrogen emission from helium

MIP's.

Figure 27A shows nitrogen emission signals similar to those

seen in previous experiments in this thesis. The first set from the

nitrogen/helium plasma shows an early peak and subsequent decay with

time and the two minute data set is much lower than the early data.

The nitrogen channel signals for both pure helium data sets are

quite low. Figure 27A shows that the helium emission from a pure

helium plasma is high right after ignition, but is quite low after

two minutes.

Reduction in helium atomic emission with time must be due either

to less favorable excitation conditions or a smaller He atom

population. As was stated earlier, electron temperature decreases

with increasing pressure in a MIP. Because the emission cell is

sealed and heats up as the plasma runs, it is reasonable that the

electron temperature will decrease in the early moments of the

plasma as the temperature and pressure increase. Winefordner and

Avni [79] showed that it took over 200 s for the electron

temperature to equilibrate, presumably due to slow equilibration of

cell wall and gas temperatures. It is proposed that helium

excitation occurs primarily due to electron impact and that high
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Figure 27. A. Nitrogen emission signal vs time from two plasmas.
1) and 3) were collected starting at plasma ignition,
2) and 4) were collected starting 120 s after ignition.

B. Helium emission signal vs..time from two plasmas.
Each point is the average of 50 data points
collected at Ch.l.
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Figure 28. A. N2+ emission vs. time from two plasmas

(See Figure 27 for explanation of data sets).
B. Nitrogen atomic emission vs. time from two plasmas.
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energy electrons are needed to excite the He atoms since the excited

levels lie far above the ground state. Therefore, helium excitation

and emission from a MIP is expected to decrease with time as the

pressure increases with temperature.

Another cause of the decrease in helium emission with time could

be the formation of He
2
molecules and ions. This is due to the

following reactions occurring in the plasma:

He + He He
2

+
+ e (V-12)

He + 2He He
2

+ He (V-13)

These reactions, which reduce the abundance of He atoms in the

plasma, were shown by Houpt to occur in the plasma particularly at

higher pressures. Gas mixtures 1, 2 and 3 in Table XVIII show the

decrease in He emission with increasing He pressure. A smaller He

atomic population could be part of the cause of the reduction in He

emission and the above reactions are responsible for the population

reduction. Early in the plasma, the He
2
molecules can dissociate

at the cool cell walls, but as time passes the cell walls heat up

and such dissociation decreases. Also, the increase in temperature

in the sealed cell causes a pressure rise , which, as shown by

Houpt, promotes the formation of the He2 molecules.

Addition of nitrogen has an adverse effect on He atomic

emission. In Table XVIII, gas mixtures 5, 6, and 7 show that the

more nitrogen there is in the plasma, the lower is the He emission

signal soon after plasma ignition. This suggests that either the

nitrogen is lowering electron temperature and reducing helium

excitation or the excited state He atoms are passing energy to the
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Table XVIII

Emission Intensities from Various Species in Helium/Nitrogen MIP's

Gas Mixture Hea

1. 1.25t He Drift down

4500-2300

2. 5.0t He Steady

2000-2100

3. 10.0t He Steady

800-850

Drift down4. 0.15t N
2

+1.25t He 1000-350

5. 0.01t N
2

Drift down

+ 5.0t He 1700-1550

6. 0.05t N
2

Drift down

+ 5.0t He 1670-1080

7. 0.15t N
2 Drift down

+ 5.0t He 720-580

8. 0.15t N
2

+ 10t He 10-250

Drift up

N
2

Steady

180 + 50

Drift up

130-1000

Drift up

310-1400

N2
+

Peak,15 s Drift down

600-2000 200-1000-500

Drift up Drift up

500-3000 500-2000

Peak,20 s Drift up

700-2200 300-1200

Drift down Drift down Drift down

30000-15000 18300-16500 8000-4000

Drift up

600-2960

Drift up

350-8200

Steady

23000-21000

Steady

Drift up Peak, 20 s

2700-6000 500-2500

Peak, 20 s Peak, 20 s

2700-10500 700-4000

Peak, 25 s Peak, 8 s

12800-14200 5700-6200

Steady Drift down

10400-10200 10000 6700-5700

a. For each gas mixture and species, the trend in the emission

signal with time is described and below it the signal values

are provided. The signals are expressed numerically, where

16384 0.93 V out of the current-to-voltage converter with

an R
f

of 10
8

ohms.



nitrogen in the following type of reaction:

He* + N
2

He + N
2

*
or N

2

+
(V-14)
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The above reaction will be discussed below.

The nitrogen molecules are proposed to be excited through

reactions like those described earlier as the RIR model, i.e.

ionization and then recombination. There are several reasons why.

First, if nitrogen molecules were excited directly, collision with a

species containing energy nearly equal to the transition energy of

the nitrogen molecule would be expected to efficiently excite the

N
2
-molecules. Ar atoms have two metastable states at 11.5 and

11.7 eV, which are close to 11.6 eV, the energy of the upper level

of the nitrogen transition used for analysis. As was described

earlier, nitrogen emission from argon MIP's was not nearly as

intense as from neon or helium MIP's and therefore direct excitation

does not seem to be dominant.

Other evidence for the RIR excitation mechanism comes from the

N
2

+
emission signals, see Figure 28A and Table XVIII. The

emission signals from nitrogen molecules and nitrogen molecular ions

show similar changes with time. Figures 27A and 28A show a slight

rise in signal soon after ignition and then the signal decays away

with time. After two minutes both signals are much lower than they

were right after ignition. This is consistent with the proposed

mechanism since the nitrogen molecular excited state population is

dependent on the molecular ion population.

The large decrease in nitrogen molecular emission early in the

plasma is interesting. A loss in molecular nitrogen is the most
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logical thing that would cause such a decrease in emission. It is

proposed that nitrogen molecules dissociate in the plasma and that

the nitrogen atoms adsorb or bond to the cell walls and reduce the

amount of nitrogen available to emit.

In Figure 28B nitrogen atomic emission increases with time.

This implies that dissociation of nitrogen molecules increases with

time. It is proposed that the dissociation occurs by the following

reaction:

He
2

+
+ N

2
+ 2N + He + He

+
or (V-15)

its

He
2

+ N
2

2N + 2He (V-16)

If such dissociation occurred, the population of N atoms would

increase with time and the population of nitrogen molecules would

decrease. Another effect of this reaction would be to maintain the

population of He atoms. As seen in Figure 27B, the He atomic

emission intensity was higher in the plasma containing nitrogen than

the emission from the pure helium plasma after two minutes, which

would be the case if nitrogen was causing He molecule dissociation.

Nitrogen dissociation would be worse at higher pressures which could

explain the smaller nitrogen emission signals seen at higher total

pressures.

It was observed earlier in this thesis that there seemed to be

two types of nitrogen/cell wall interactions, simple adsorption with

no plasma and adsorption of nitrogen during the plasma, which was

much less reversible. It is possible that nitrogen atoms formed in

the plasma and containing energy could react with the cell wall to

form Si-O-N bonds or Si-N bonds. This would have the effect of
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reducing the amount of nitrogen in the plasma and promoting more

dissociation of molecular nitrogen until the cell wall became

saturated with nitrogen atoms. This process would likely be

dependent on cell wall temperature (i.e., faster when the wall is

hotter) so the reaction would proceed faster later in the plasma.

Another experiment showed that the nitrogen emission signal

integrated over the first 25 s of the plasma tends to be higher when

the cell wall is cooled than when it is left alone or heated. This

could be due to a slowing of the nitrogen atom attachment reaction

at the cooler wall. Therefore the attachment would increase as the

cell wall heated up. Before saturation of the cell wall with

nitrogen, the nitrogen atomic emission would be low, but would rise

when the wall became saturated and the molecular dissociation

reaction moved to equilibrium. The emission signals of nitrogen

molecules and atoms fit this explanation nicely.

Another aspect of the nitrogen emission early in the plasma was

described in Section V.F.1. of this thesis. Plasmas with less than

0.05 Torr nitrogen produced a steady signal with time, and plasmas

with between 0.05 and 0.15 Torr nitrogen produced a maximum in

signal about 3 s after ignition. The signal then decayed to a

steady, lower signal over the next 20 s. This could be explained if

the rate of the nitrogen/cell wall reaction was such that the

nitrogen atoms produced at low pressures could be used up fast

enough to allow the nitrogen dissociation reaction to limit the

population of nitrogen molecules in the plasma. At pressures

between 0.05 and 0.15 Torr nitrogen, the production of nitrogen
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atoms could exceed the adsorption and this would slow down the

dissociation, resulting in more nitrogen molecules being free to

emit. With time, the adsorption reaction would reduce the nitrogen

atom population and thereby encourage dissociation and reduce

nitrogen molecular emission. At nitrogen pressures above 0.15 Torr,

the excitation conditions of the plasma are such that the nitrogen

molecular population is not the limiting factor in the production of

emission (see Figure 22B) so the early emission peak is no longer

seen.

This mechanism suggests the importance of three experimental

parameters. The cell walls should be cooled to out down on the rate

of nitrogen loss to the cell walls. The nitrogen pressure should be

between 0.05 and 0,15 Torr. The emission data should be collected

early in the plasma toget the largest signals possible. These

parameters were used whenever possible during analyses (see section

V.F.2.) .

S. Nitrogen Emission Intensity at Different Radial Positions

A plot of nitrogen emission intensity vs. emission cell radial

position was made to see what portion of the plasma was producing

the most excitation of nitrogen molecules. Intensity measurements

were made at 36 horizontal and vertical positions of the emission

cell (a six by six grid), so the plot of intensity vs. position was

a three dimensional plot, which can be seen in Figure 29. Each data

point is the. average of 20 measurements, and the total distance

along each side of the plot is 0.86 cm. Plasmas were run at 75 W in
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Figure 29. Signal at Ch.2 from nitorgen/helium plasma vs. emission cell position.
Tuner is the microwave cavity impedance tuner, at one side of the cell.
Each point is the average of 20 points and
error bar shows + one standard deviation.
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a 5-mm ID cell containing 0.15 Torr of nitrogen and 2.35 Torr of

helium. The top of the emission cell and the impedance tuner side

of the cell are indicated on the axes.

The emission intensity measurements had to be made in such a way

that correction could be made for variation in emission intensity

from plasma to plasma, and for change in emission intensity within

the same plasma. Six separate tank nitrogen gas samples were

excited and from each plasma, emission signals for one set of six

horizontal positions and the times after ignition for each signal

measurement were recorded. In'addition, at the start and end of

each plasma, emission signals were recorded from one position, which

will be called the 2,2' position. Emission from this position was

seen to be strong during tune-up runs, so it was thought that

signals measured at this position would be good for correcting

inter- and intra-plasma signals. Signals within each set of six

horizontal positions were corrected by assuming that nitrogen

emission intensity decayed linearly with time, and using the initial

and final 2,2' position signals with the time after ignition to

correct each signal for the decline in emission intensity. All

signals were corrected for dark signal signal before this

calculation. Emission signals from different plasmas were corrected

for intercomparison purposes by making ratios of the initial 2,2'

position signals from each set of horizontal positions, and

correcting signals in each set using those ratios.

The shape of the plot was not surprising, but it was

interesting. The emission intensity at the various horizontal
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positions for each vertical position showed a symmetric rise and

fall, with the maximum in intensity seen at the center of the

emission cell. However, the emission intensity maximum was above

the center of the emission cell. This is probably due to more

interaction of the electric field with the plasma gas in the upper

part of the discharge tube, which is closer to the coaxial

transmission line termination, where the microwave field enters the

cavity. Busch and Vickers [74] found a symmetric, almost gaussian

intensity vs. radial distance relationship from a MIP using a

3/4wave tapered waveguide, and attributed the decline in emission

intensity at the cell walls to loss of electrons and ions. That is

consistent with the RIR model and is thought to be responsible for

the general shape of the emission vs. radial distance distribution

seen here, as well. An increase in intensity above the center of

the cavity was not reported, and it may be that this effect is

specific for the type of cavity being used. The error bar seen for

the most intense emission signal in Figure 29 is + one standard

deviation (for 20 points) and provides an idea of the variation in

the signals. Other signals have proportionally smaller deviations.

G. Analysis of Nitrogen Isotope Standards

A series of nitrogen isotope standards was analyzed using mass

spectrometry and emission spectrometry. The /615N in each standard
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was calculated from the mass spectrometric data and these values

were compared with the emission spectrometic results.

1. Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Nitrogen Isotope Standards

A mass spectrometric analysis of a set of nitrogen samples with

varying
15
N enrichments was performed. The samples were analyzed

using a double focussing mass spectrometer with a Mattauch-Herzog

configuration (Model # CEC21 110-B). Electron impact ionization was

used and the detector was an electron multiplier. This instrument

is capable of resolution of up to 20,000 but for these samples the

exit slits were opened wide to increase signal levels so the

measured resolution was about 13. The peaks seen on the

oscillograph output were flat-topped due to the wide exit slits.

Therefore, the width of the base of the peak was used to evaluate

the resolution.

Peak intensities were measured from an oscillograph scan. Each

signal was displayed on three scales, which differed from each other

by a factor of ten; the largest on-scale peak was used to obtain the

intensity reading. Peak height was measured as the center of the

tracing on the flat peak top, and was corrected for background using

separately measured background signals. The standard deviation of

the height was taken as the peak-to-peak fluctuation of the signal

on the flat top divided by five. The mass range between 14 and 44

amu was scanned for each sample at least three times. Results are

given in Table XIX.



The
15
N percentages of the samples are calculated using the

intensities of
28
N
2'

29N2, and
30

N
2
for mass

spectrometric analyses since the nitrogen atoms do not have the

opportunity to rearrange randomly in the molecules as they do in

plasma emission. The equation used to calculate the 15N

percentages is:

%15N
30N2 + (0.5 x

29
N
2

)

=

(
28

N
2

+
29

N
2

+ 30N
2

)

(V-17)
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The standard deviations reported for the individual 15N

percentages in Table XIX are the intensity standard deviations

propagated using propagation of uncertainty equations. The standard

deviations for the mean 15
N percentages were calculated from the

sets of
15
N percentage values.

The percent relative standard deviations for the samples are

seen to be less than 5 % with one exception. Sample T15 has a large

relative standard deviation due to the fact that there was a limited

amount of that sample, which resulted in low signals and a high

relative deviation. There was plenty of each of the samples

including T15 to perform emission spectrometric analyses, which

reiterates the advantage of being able to use less sample for

emission analysis. Both the air sample and T14, which is tank

nitrogen, are within one standard deviation of the accepted value of

the natural abundance of 15
N, 0.365 %. This indicates a fair

degree of accuracy in addition to the reported precision.

It should be noted that oxygen was detected in all of the

samples. This either entered the sample tubes during the production

of the samples or leaked in during the time between sample
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Table XIX

Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Nitrogen Isotope Standards

Sample

Bkg

28
N
2

2.5

Peak Intensities

S.D.
29

N2 S.D.

.03

30
N
2

0

S.D.

%15N S.D.a

Air 212 1 1.48 0.04 0.07 0.014 0.377 0.028
Air 208 1.4 1.47 0.03 0.07 0.014 0.382 0.038
Air 204 1.2 1.44 0.05 0.07 0.01 0.382 0.034
T14 195 0.6 1.37 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.371 0.019
T14 171 0.6 1.19 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.371 0.021
T14 170 0.4 1.22 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.388 0.018
T15 85 1.0 1.06 0.11 0.28 0.04 0.83 0.19
T15 90 1.2 1.08 0.13 0.21 0.06 0.64 0.20
T15 88 1.0 1.16 0.14 0.24 0.07 0.80 0.23
T15 86 1.4 1.07 0.13 0.23 0.06 0.72 0.24
T16 364 1.2 29.1 0.2 9.7 0.16 6.11 0.38
T16 382 2.6 26.0 0.3 9.8 0.18 5.54 0.72
T16 397 1.2 27.2 0.3 10.3 0.18 5.58 0.34
T17 139 0.4 14.9 0.1 6.1 0.10 8.60 0.30
T17 103 0.8 11.3 0.1 4.9 0.08 9.03 0.69
T17 269 1.6 28.1 0.4 11.7 0.14 8.51 0.81
T17 225 1.0 27.2 0.2 10.0 0.20 9.23 0.61
T18 295 1.0 31.6 0.2 11.4 0.12 8.10 0.45
T18 269 1.4 28.9 0.1 10.6 0.12 8.18 0.66
T18 265 1.0 32.3 0.2 10.0 0.08 8.58 0.50
T18 242 1.2 28.6 0.2 9.8 0.12 8.69 0.64

Sample Average Std. Dev.
b

% R.S.D.
Air 0.380 0.002 0.6
T14 0.377 0.008 2.1
T15 0.749 0.077 10.3
T16 5.74 0.26 4.6
T17 8.71 0.30 3.4
T18 8.38 0.24 2.9

a. Standard deviations were calculated using propagation of the
uncertainties in the nitrogen signals.

b. These standard deviations were calculated from the sets of 15N
percentages.
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production and analysis, which was almost a year. The leak rate is

not significant but the presence of oxygen is, because it can act as

an interference in the emission spectrometric analyses. The

intensity of the oxygen peaks were about one fourth of the intensity

of the
28
N
2

peaks. The oxygen was not expected to affect the

emission measurements due to the resolving power of the

polychromator.

2. Analysis of Nitrogen Isotope Standards Using Emission

Spectrometry

Five different nitrogen isotope samples and samples of tank

nitrogen were analyzed using the emission spectrometer. The samples

were mixed with helium for each run so that there was 0.15 Torr of

N
2

and 2.35 Torr of helium in the emission cell. The emission

cell volume is 6 mL resulting in about 1.5 lig of nitrogen in each

sample. The samples were stored before analysis in a manifold with

a liquid nitrogen cold trap on it, as was the helium. The gas to be

analyzed was passed through another cold trap as it was mixed with

the helium. A new cell liner was placed in the emission cell before

each new sample, and four to six pure helium plasmas were run in the

new liner to remove adsorbed nitrogen before the sample was put in.

Before each new sample was run, the spectrometer wavelength was

tuned with a natural abundance sample running in the plasma to give

a maximum signal at Ch.2 (28N2). This prevented signals

changing due to spectrometer drift. Signals were collected from a

sample of tank nitrogen and then two runs of the isotope sample were
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recorded. Signals were collected for 25 s following plasma ignition

and dark signals were collected immediately following each run.

The purpose of this experiment was to see if the emission

spectrometer could produce signals that gave %15N values similar

to the mass spectrometer. The data were calculated in several

different ways to produce the best possible agreement between the

results for the two methods.

The equation that was used to calculate the ratio of

28
N
2
/
29

N
2
was as follows:

28
N
2

J*[(S
28 + SB28 ) L*SB ] (V-18)

29
N
2

[(5 + S
B29

) K*SB ]

where (S
28

+ B28) is the signal (analyte plus background)

collected at Ch.2, (S29 + 5B29) is the signal at Ch.1, SB is

the signal collected at Ch.4 (background channel) and K and L are

factors used to scale the size of that background signal. J is a

factor used to correct for the relative responses of the two

nitrogen signal channels. The assumption is made that the

background under the emission peaks is proportional to the

background at the background channels, and the values K and L take

into account the difference in reponse of the various detector

channels in addition to the difference in the magnitudes of the

background signals in the spectral regions detected by the different

channels. The value of the %15N can be calculated as follows:

%15N=
100 (V-19)

[2*(28N- ,29.
2/ N2) 1]

It can be seen that the background correction is very important

to the value of %15N measured, particularly at low enrichments
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where S
29

is similar in size to SB29. If no background

correction is performed, then a finite value of %
15
N will be

calculated even if no
15
N is present. In this situation a

positive deviation would be seen near the origin of a plot of true

%
15
N vs. measured %

15
N. The degree of background correction can

be adjusted by varying the values of K and L. According to the

equations, the proper degree of correction would produce a plot of

true %
15
N vs. measured %15N with an intercept at the origin.

This adjustment would also affect the shape of the curve and its

slope at low enrichments. Adjustment of J would affect the slope of

the plot.

Another correction is possible using the data collected in these

experiments. Retuning the spectrometer before each sample reduces

the effect of spectrometer drift on the signal levels. However, if

the spectrometer is not retuned to exactly the same wavelength each

time, the relative signal levels, particularly at the channels

detecting emission lines, can vary drastically. It is possible to

use the natural abundance signals collected before each set of

sample runs to correct for the error in wavelength tuning. If Rini

is the measured ratio of 28N2/29N2,
it can be said that:

R
ml

= FR
true

(V-20)

where F is a correction factor and R
true

is the true ratio which

for natural abundance nitrogen is 136.5. The value of F can be used

as long as the wavelength is not changed. From Appendix II,

equation (A-3):

R
true

= (100 - Z)/2*Z (V-21)

where Z is the %
15
N in the sample. Another measured ratio, R

m2



can be corrected with F as follows:

R
m2

= F*R
true2

= F*(100 -
2
)/2*Z

2

Rearranging Eqn. (V-21) produces:

Z
2
= (100*F)/(2*R

m2 + F)

(V-22)

(V-23)
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This method evaluates the factor J during the collection of each set

of data. Since both F and R
m2

contain the value J, adjustment of

that value does not affect the calculated %
15
N.

The following discussion deals with the plots seen in Figures 30

to 34. The data for all of the plots are the average signal values

from the entire 25 s that data was collected. The natural abundance

runs were used to evaluate F, and correct the ratios as was just

described. One of the samples reported in the mass spectrometric

data was ruined before the emission experiments were done so only

four samples can be compared. Values were calculated for slope,

intercepts, their standard deviations, and the correlation

coefficients [84]. Error lines seen on some of the plots are 95%

confidence intervals for Y values calculated from the X values and

the new function, assuming the X values are on the line.

The plots in Figure 30 are corrected %15N values vs.

uncorrected %15N values. Uncorrected values were calculated from

Equations (V-18) and (V-19) with K = L = 0, and J = 2.798 (measured

earlier, Section V.D.). Corrected values were calculated from the

same equations with K = .2.169 and L = 0.7752. The K and L values

were the relative response ratios of the various channels, which

were measured using a deuterium lamp spectral standard. Plots are

shown for four data sets. Data were collected on two different
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days; each day two sets of data were collected from each standard,

one right after the other. The values collected first from each

standard were used to make up one set and the values collected

second were used to make up the other set. Sets 1 and 2 from Day 1

both showed very large signals. Set 1 from Day 2 showed signals

about four times smaller than those of Day 1. These samples

conatained one third the nitrogen that the other samples contained.

Set 2 of Day 2 showed signals about on half those of Day 1.

The plots in Figure 30 all show a positive intercept and all but

set 1, Day 2 show a standard deviation in the intercept less than

the value of the intercept. Slopes are about 0.7 indicating that

the correction lowers the intercepts and increases the magnitude of

the calculated %
15
N values. Signaltobackground signal ratios at

Ch.1 (
29

N
2
) are less than 2 for natural abundance samples. With

the signal and background levels measured in this experiment, these

plots are expected to be linear in this range of 15N enrichments.

The plots appear to curve slightly at the high enrichment end. This

can be attributed to the larger background signal, about 1.5 times

larger than other runs, measured during the two runs on the last

sample. The larger background signals cause greater need for

correction in those signals.

Figures 31 to 33 are a series of plots, which show how changing

the correction factors affects the relationship between the values

of %
15
N calculated from the emission spectrometric data with the

mass spectrometric data. Figure 31.shows mass spectromeric values

vs. uncorrected emission spectrometric values and the slopes are
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seen to be near 0.5 and the intercepts are just a bit above zero.

Figure 32 shows the same plots but with the emission spectrometric

values calculated with K = 2.169 and L = 0.7752. The slopes are up

to about 0.75 and the intercepts are nearer to zero. Figure 33

shows emission data calculated using the indicated K values. Slopes

are about 1.0 and the intercepts are practically zero when the value

of K is 3.35 + 0.05. Set 1 of Day 2 is the exception, which is due

to the small signal levels (four times smaller), which introduce a

large amount of error into these calculations. Correlation

coefficients are nearest to 1.0 for the plots in Figure 33 for the

other three sets, indicating the best agreement with the mass

spectrometric data occurs when using that calculation scheme. The

value of L was adjusted also, but this adjustment had no effect on

the %
15
N values until unreasonably high L values (near 10) were

used. The above K value is larger than that found in section V.E.7.

due to different background emission from the plasmas containing

lower nitrogen pressures or different wavelength optimization.

The use of the higher K value was discussed earlier in section

V.F.2. The K term takes into account not only the relative response

ratio of the background channel and the signal channel, but also the

relative size of the background signals at the two channels.

Increasing the size of K means that the background signal at the

analyte channel is larger than that measured at the background

channel. The reason the adjustment of L has no effect is that the

background signal being adjusted is insignificant with respect to

the emission signal. This is not the case for the adjustment of K.
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Plots in Figure 34 show the reproducibility of the %15N

values. The first plot shows the run-to-run reproducibility for the

data of Day 1, which is excellent. The second plot shows day-to-day

reproducibility comparing Day 1 with Day 2. The agreement between

these two sets is not as good, primarily due to the lower signal

levels measured on Day 2, which resulted in more error in that data

set. Signals were 2 times smaller in set 2, Day 2 than Day 1, and

four times smaller in set 1, Day 2. Uncertainty in the slope

increased by a factor of 5 for each decrease in the signals by a

factor of 2.

For the analysis of nitrogen isotope samples for tracer studies,

a figure of merit is used called the analyzibility [44]. This term

is reported as two values, three times the standard deviation of the

observed value of the absolute amount of
15
N in a natural

abundance sample, and the mass of the nitrogen in the sample. Using

the function produced from the data of Day 1 and the mass

spectrometric data, the standard deviation of the measured %
15

N is

0.1%. This corresponds to 1.5 ng
15
N in the 1.5 gg samples of

nitrogen run. Therefore the analyzibility for this technique is 4.5

ng of
15
N in 1.5 pg of total nitrogen. For comparison purposes,

Lemasson et. al. reported data, which produces an analyzibility of

about 0.1 ng in 10 Kg of nitrogen [21].

The limiting source of noise in the system was investigated

again to see if it is still signal shot noise. Plots of S/N vs.

signal and the square root of the signal for Ch.1 are seen in Figure

35. These data were taken from the data of Day 1 and are from the
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second 50 point set (2.5 to 5.0 s after ignition) and the last 50

point set (22.5 to 25 s after ignition). The signals are corrected

for dark current and the second set signals, which drifted with

time, were fit to a line and corrected for signal drift before

evaluation of the standard deviations.

Figure 35A shows that the noise in the last set is probably shot

noise limited since a relatively linear relationship exists between

S/N and the square root of the signal. The plot of S/N vs. signal

shows linearity at low signals, which indicates background noise is

limiting, presumably noise in the background emission signal. The

data from the second set, Figure 35B, shows a relatively linear

relationship between the square root of the signal and S/N. This

indicates that even in the time period after ignition (2.5 to 5 s)

in which nitrogen emission is maximum, the signal at Ch.1 is shot

noise limited for low
15
N enrichments.

The signals at Ch.1 would have to be increased enough to move

away from a shot noise limit before the analysis would be optimized

since the Ch.1 signal is corrected using the Ch.4 signal before it

is used in calculations. The signal-to-background ratio for Ch.1

signals is less than 2.0 for the natural abundance samples in all

data sets. The smaller Ch.4 signal is surely signal or background

shot noise limited (it was impossible to determine,.because of

variation in the background signal size), and until the Ch.1 signal

is increased until its corrected value is flicker limited, the

experiment bears improvement. It is this lack of signal to which

the relatively large uncertainty in the analyzibility is attributed.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this section strengths and weaknesses of the instrumentation

and technique developed in this project for nitrogen isotope

analysis will be discussed.

A. Microwave Induced Plasma as Excitation Source

The microwave induced plasma is a logical choice for this type

of analysis (Section II.B.). The Evenson cavity was at times

difficult to tune but did perform well once tuned. Use of the

plasma immediately after ignition put added pressure on the cavity

and microwave generator to produce a stable discharge. It was

difficult to reproduce absolute signal levels from day to day. For

this project the important thing was that the signal ratio was

reproducible and it has been shown that it was. The addition of the

regulator to the microwave generator was critical to use of the

plasma immediately after ignition since that allowed the power put

into the cavity to be rapidly and reproducibly stabilized.

Cell cooling was accomplished by blowing air into the microwave

cavity and onto the emission cell. Additional cooling may have

delayed loss of nitrogen to the cell walls, and could have been
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achieved by cooling the air blown into the cavity.

B. Emission Cell Design

It is desirable to use a quartz emission cell for nitrogen

isotope analysis, because the radiation detected is in the

ultraviolet region, but quartz is expensive. It is also desirable

to use a disposable cell to avoid memory effects. The compromise

struck in this project was to put a disposable glass cell liner

inside a quartz cell to have the best of both worlds. This method

reduced the memory effects to acceptable levels, but a sacrifice was

made in terms of time and effort required to perform analyses. To

collect data from five standards required about two and one half

hours. A great portion of that time was spent changing the cell

liners and running pure fill gas plasmas in the cell to remove

adsorbed nitrogen. For this project it was necessary to tolerate

the long times since the signal was limited, necessitating a quartz

cell, and so were funds, ruling out a new cell for each sample.

The Dumas cell breaker design was excellent. It was everything

that was desired in a cell breaker and was inexpensive, too.

C. Echelle Spectrometer as Dispersive Device

The echelle spectrometer is a fantastic device for this

application. The tremendous dispersion provides high resolution and
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made it relatively easy to arrange the photomultiplier tubes near

the focal plane.

Unfortunately, the echelle polychromator used for this research

was an older model, and it is suspected that it may be the cause of

some of the difficulties encountered. As was shown earlier, the

noise in the signals measured at Ch.1 was shot noise limited for

natural abundance samples despite all efforts to increase the

signal. The problem of low signal is suspected to be due in part to

low throughput of the polychromator. In addition, the signal-to-

background ratio at Ch.1 was seen to be below 2 for the natural

abundance samples. It is logical to suspect significant stray light

to emerge from a spectrometer with. low throughput. MIP's generally

produce low continuum emission levels [38], which makes it doubtful

that the background signal was solely from the discharge. Although

neither the throughput nor the stray light levels were

experimentally measured, it is suspected that the efficiency of the

polychromator was a limiting factor in the signal and background

signal magnitudes.

The detector housing design was good. The rotatable mirrors

allowed optimization of signals recorded at three of the channels.

Stray light levels were reduced through the use of strategically

positioned baffles. The use of fiber optics may have been more

convenient and also may have reduced the amount of stray light in

the detector housing. They would also have been significantly more

expensive, since ultra-violet transmitting fiber optics were needed..

The ability to collect signal rapidly after the plasma ignition

was the strength of this project. Because of the transient nature
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of the signal from the early moments of the plasma, it was possible

to learn much about the energy transfer reactions occuring to

produce excitation. In addition, it was found that larger than

expected emission intensities are seen from nitrogen in a certain

range of nitrogen partial pressures immediately after plasma

ignition. This allowed better analyses to be performed than would

have been possible collecting signals after the plasma stabilized.

D. Computer Software

The computer software was effective, but a major difficulty was

discovered with its use. That difficulty was that there was little

feedback on signal sizes being recorded during the running of the

experiment. This made it hard to know if a problem developed during

the running of the samples. The software was written this way

because the time required to convert the binary data to floating

point format and display it was prohibitive during the experiment

since so much data was collected. It would have been possible,

however, to display representative data at some point during the

data collection, which would have been of great help to the

experimenter. Several experiments were ruined because some small

problem occured (like the emission cell moving out of the optical

axis), and was not discovered until after all the samples were run.

In summary, fundamental information about the nitrogen/helium

MIP and the interaction of the gas in that MIP with the emission

cell walls was discovered. The first few moments of a microwave
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induced plasma were shown to hold significant amounts of information

usable to investigate energy transfer processes, and to perform

analyses. In addition, new methods for handling small gas samples,

and reducing emisssion cell memory effects were developed. The goal

of analyzing very small nitrogen samples for isotope ratio abundance

using a multichannel spectrometer was not fully realized. Sample

sizes analyzed were on the same order as others reported in the

literature, but precision was worse. Increase in the efficiency of

photon transfer to the detectors is seen as the area with the

greatest probability of bringing about significant improvement in

the ability to analyze small nitrogen isotope samples.
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Appendix I: Computer Program Listings

3 LETEXF(9,176526,271176526156,176526,29)
5 DIM A(1,255),B(30),C(255)ta(31255),E(314)
6 REM PROGRAM TO DISPLAY 4CH MUX DATA ON TERMINAL SCREEN
7 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DISPLAY MUX DATA ON THE SCREEN(0=NO)?*
8 INPUT E: IF E=0 THEN GOTO 230
10 LET Y= 2'14/10

15 LETD=85

20 LETE=80
25 LETF=25
40 PRINT"DO YOU WANT AUTOCYCLE OR COMPUTER CHOSEN CHANNEL?"
50 PRINT"(0= AUTOCYCLEI 1= COMPUTER CHOSEW:INPUTA
60 IF A= 1 THEN SOTO IA@
70 FOR I=1 TO 1000
72 LETG=EXF(D,167762,21011,0)
74 FOR K=I TO 3
76 LETO=EXF(D,167762,1,14)
78 NEXTK
80 FOR C=0 TO 3
90 LETO=EXF(D,167762,111,0)1LETG=EXF(E,16776441,A(01C))
110 NEXT C
120 LETO=EXF(F,PRINT,A(010),411)
130 NEXTI
135 GOTO7
140 PRINT'ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE CHANNEL YOU WANT TO SEE":INPUTP
150 LETB=B*4-4
155 IF 8(0 THEN GOTO 140:IF 8)12 THEN GOTO 140
160 LETQ=EXF(9,167762a)
170 FOR J=1 TO 1000
180 LET --::EXF(D,167762,1,1,0):LET O=EXF E,167764,11X)

200 PRINT X
202 FOR X2=1 TO 50

NEXT X2
210 NEXTJ
220 GOTO7
230 REM ROUTINE TO SCAN ECHELLE AND COLLECT ONE DATA PT/STEP
240 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DO A SCAN7(1=YES,O=NO)':INPUTS
258 IF G=0 THEN GOTO 430
260 PRINT"INPUT TOTAL NUMBER OF BY STEPS IN SCAN"
270 PRINT'MAXIMU75e:INPOTH
258 PRINT'INAUT SCAN RATE DESIRED IN STEPS/SEC"
290 PRINPMAXIMUM=70, MINIMUM=1":INPUTA1
300 LETG=EXF(91128200iH)
310 LETY=(1-.083*A1)/(3.06E-501)
320 IFY(=3 THEN GOTO 280
338 LE72=EXF(9,120204,Y)
34Z PRINT"PUT SLEW CONTROL FRED SWITCH AT IKHZ"

PRINT"WHEN YOU ARE READY TO BEGIN SCAN,TYPE1":INPUTB1
3E0 LETO=EXF(999,120080)
3E5 PRINT*DO YOU WANT TO PLOT THE SCAN?":INPUT H6
3E6 IF H6=I THEN GOTO 1180
370 PRINT*DO YOU WANT TO RUN THE SCAN OVEP(1=YES)":INPUTCI
390 IF CI=1 THEN GOTO 300
400 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO RUN ANOTHER SCAN WITH DIFFERENT VARIABLEE7(1=1.t
410 PRINT"NOTE:DATA FROM LAST SCAN WILL BE DESTROYED BY A RESCAN":INPUTD1
420 IF D1=I THEN GOTO 260
438 REM ROUTINE TO COLLECT DATA AND CALCL1ATE AVE AND STD DEV
414 PRINT'DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT DATA FROM THE YUX"
450 PRINTHAND CALCULATE AVE AND STD DEV?(O=NO)":INPUTF1
460 IF F1=0 THEN GOTO 770
465 PRINT"HOW MANY PTS DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT?":INPUTB2
470 REM DATA COLLECTION ROUTINE
480 PRINT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF CHANNEL YOU WANT TO SEE":INPUTG1
490 LET G1=610-4
500 IF GI(0 THEN GOTO 480:IF G1)4 THEN SOTO 480
510 LETO=EXF(9,167762,61)
515 LET C2=82-1
520 FOR L=0 TO C2
5313 LETO=EXF(85,167762,1,1,0)
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530 LETQ=EXF(85,167762,1,1,0)
532 LETQ=EXF(88,167760,100000)
534 IF Q =1 THEN GOTO 532

540 LETO=EXF(80,167764,1012)

545 LET B(L)=H2
546 FORM=I TO 16

547 NEXTM
560 NEXTL
570 REM DATA MANIPULATION ROUTINE
580 LET C(1)=0:LET H1=0

590 LETO=EXF(251C(1),H1+B(0),62)
600 LET C(1)=C(1)/B2
610 LETA2=C(1)
620 LETO=EXF(25,C(0)=B(0)02)
630 LETO=EXF(251C(0)*C(0),62)
640 LETO=EXF(25,C(0),H1+C(1),C2)

545 PRINT C(0)-8242KQ2
650 LETD2=SORM(0)(82*A2*A2))/C2)
660 LETE2=D2*100/A2
670 REM PRINT OUT ROUTINE
675 LET F4=0
680 PRINT#F4"DATA POINTS COLLECTED'
690 LETG=EXF(25,PRINT#F4,13(0)182)
700 PRINT#F4"AVERAGE DATA VALLE="A2 '

710 PRINT#F4"STANDARD DEVIATION IN DATA=12
720 PRINT#F4nMSD IN DATA="E2
722 IF F4=1 THEN GOTO 730
724 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PRINT RESULTS ON THE LINE PRINTER'

726 PRINT"(I=YES,O=NO)":INPUTE4
728 LET F4=1:IF E4=1 THEN GOTO 680
730 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT THE SAME NUM' ER C DATA PTS"

735 PRINT"FROM THE SAME CHANNEL7(1=YES)"
740 INPUT F2:IF F2=1 THEN GOTO 513
750 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT MORE DATA PTS1(1=YES)":INPUT 62

760 IF 62=1 THEN GOTO 465
770 REM DACAL4-4 CH. DATA COLLECTION ROUTINE
780 PRINT'DO YOU WANT TO COLLECT AND RECORD DATA FROM 4 CH'S1(0=NO)":INVe2
790 IF H2=0 THEN GOTO 1180
800 REM DATA COLLECTION ROUTINE
810 PRINT"INAJT NUMBER OF 4 PT DATA SETS YOU WANT TO COLLECTWAX=255)"::NPLP3
820 PRINTNINPUT FREQUENCY OF DATA COLLECTION IN SETS/SEC":INPU7B3
830 FOR C4= 1 TO A3
840 LETO=EXF(999,120214)

850 LETO=EXF(80,65000t10(01C4),I,D(1,C4),10(2,C4),1,D(3,C4))
860 LET C3=72
870 FOR D3=1 TO C3
880 NEXT D3
890 NEXT C4

900 REM DATA MANIPULATION ROUTINE
910 FOR E3= 0 TO 3
920 LET C(I)=0:LFT ,-(1=0

930 LETD=EXW5.C(1),00+D(E3,1),A3,1)
940 LET C(1)=C(1)/A3
950 LET E(I,E3)=C(I)

960 LETO=EXF(251C(1)=D(E3,1),A2,1)
970 LETO=EXF(25,C(I)*C(1),A3)
980 LET 63=A3-1
990 LETO=EXF(25,C(1),H1+C(2),63)
1000 LET E(2,E3)=SOR((C(1)A3*E(1,E3)*E(1,E3))/(33)
1010 LET E(3,E3)=E(2,E3)*100/E(1,E3)
1020 NEXT E3
1030 REM PRINT OUT ROUTINE
1035 LET G4=0
1040 PRINT#64° DATA COLLECTED"

1050 FOR H3=1 TO A3
1063 PRINT#G4 W0,H3),D(1,H3),D(2d-3)0(3,H3)
1070 NEXT H3
1080 PRINT44) AVERAGE VALUES"

1090 PRINT#S4 E(1,0),E(1,1),E(1,2),E(1,3)
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1100 PRINT#S4" STD DEVIHflUNIi"
1110 PRINT#S4 E(2,0),E(2,1),E(2,2),E(2,3)

1120 PRINT#G4" X RSD'S"
1130 PRINT#G4 E(3,0),E(3,1),E(3,2),E(3,3)
1131 PRINT#64:PRINT#G4

1132 IF G4=1 THEN GOTO 1140

1134 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PRINT THE RESULTS ON THE LINE PRINTER?'
1136 PRINT"(0=N0,1=CALCED VALUES,2=CALCD VALUES#DATA)":INPUTH4
1138 LETG4=1:IF H4=1 THEN GOTO 1080
1139 IF H4=2 THEN GOTO 1040
1140 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DO IT ASAIN?(I=YES)":INPUTB4
1150 IF 84=1 THEN GOTO 830
1160 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE FRED OR # OF DATA SETS?(I=YES)" :INPUTD4
1170 IF D4=1 THEN GOTO 810
1180 LET H7=INT(H/256)+1
1190 FOR H8=1 TO H7
1200 FOR H9=1 TO 255
1210 LET M1=2*(H9+(H8-1)*256)
1220 LETO=EXF(80165000+MIII,D(H8,H9))
1230 NEXT H9

1240 NEXT H8
1250 PRINT"WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF THE SCAN?":INPUT M2
1260 LET M3=INT(tH7*256)/83)+1
1270 PUT D(1,1) ,ESCAN(M2)EM32
1280 GOTO 370
8000 END

DACOL4

5 DIM A(255,9)
10 LET X=EXF(999,127622)
12 PRINTX
15 IF X(127460 THEN GOTO 30
20 PRINT "ARRAY IS TOO LARGE"

25 STOP
30 PRINTIC YOU WANT TO USE DEFAULT DATA?(O=NO)":1NPUTAI
35 IF A1=0 THEN GOTO 60
40 DATA 30110,3500,50,3500
45 READ A21A31A4,A5,A6
50 GOTO 85
60 PRINT "INPUT # OF 4PT SETS/SET (30)":INPUTA2

65 PRINT"INPUT # OF 30X4 PT SETS (38)":INPUT A3
70 PRINT"INPUT RUTOSTART THRESHHOLD (500)":INPUT A4
75 PRINT"INPUT 4 PT SET DELAY MULT (5)":INPUT A5
80 PRINT"INPUT 30X4 PT SET DELAY MULT (1500)":INPUT AS
85 LETD=EXF(82,127654,1,A2)
86 LETO=EXF(82,127656,1,A3)
87 LETO=EXF(82,127660,1,A4)
88 LETG=EXF(82,127662 19A5)

89 LETO=EXF(82,127664,1,A6)
90 PRINT"PUT DATA DISK IN DISK DRIVE"
92 PRINT"HIT RETURN WHEN YOU ARE READY":INPUT A8

95 LETO=EXF(999,127244)
100 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DUMP THE DATA TO THE DISK(O=NO )n:INPUTA9

105 IF A9=0 THEN SOTO 8000
107 PRINT'1NPUT THE NUMBER OF THIS RUN":INPUTA7
110 PUT A(0,0),DATA1(A7)I53
8000END
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1

2
3

4

5
6

7

00 00

000001

@00002
000003
000004
000005

DACOL4.MAC

R0.110

R141
R2 =%2

R3113
R4 =%4

R5=%5
LMEM.GLOBL ARRLOCISTRMEM,EN

8 000000 .ASECT

9 127244 .=127244

10 127244 012703 167760 MOV4167760,R3 ;POINT R3 TO CSR

11 127250 012704 167764 MOV#167764,R4 ;POINT R4 TO DRIN

12 127254 012700 167762 MOV 4167762,R0 ;POINT RO TO DRCUT

13 127260 052710 000002 BISKORO ;CLR HARDWARE CH CNTR

14 127264 042710 000002 BIC#2,EIRO

15 127270 052710 000001 BIS410Rit ;CONVERT SIGNAL AT CH2

16 127274 042710 000001 BIC#1,@RO

17 127300 052710 000001 LOOPS: BIS#10R0 ;CONVERT SIGNAL AT CH3

18 127304 042710 000001 BIC#1,61R0

19 127310 052710 000001 B16410130 ;CONVERT SIGNAL AT CH4

20 127314 042710 BIC41,@RO

21 127320 052710 000001 BIS411@RO ;CONVERT SIGNAL AT CHI

22 127324 042710 000001 BIC411@RZ

23 127330 012705 000001 MOV411R5 ;DELAY

24 127334 005305 DEC R5 ;DELAY

25 127336 032713 100000 LOOP10: BIT 41000000R3 ;CHECK ADC DONE BIT

26 127342 001375 BNE LOOP10 ;LOOP UNTIL ADC IS DONE

27 127344 052710 @00001 Biscon ;CONVERT SIGNAL AT CH2

28 127350 042710 000001 Bic#1,@Ro

29 127354 012705 000001 MOV #1,R5 ;DELAY

30 127360 005305 DEC R5 ;DELAY

31 127362 032713 100000 LOON: BIT #1 @0000, @R3 ;CHECK ADC DONE BIT

32 127366 001375 BNE LOOP9 ;LOOP UNTIL PDC IS DONE

33 127370 021467 -000264 CMP @R4,TPHOLD ;IS SIGNAL ABOVE THHOLD?

34 127374 100741 BMI LOUP8 ;IF YES START DATA COLL.

35 127376 @16701 000300 MOV DELAY,R1 ;LOAD DELAY COUNTER

36 127402 005301 LOOP11: DEC R1

37 127404 001376 ENE LOOP11 ;DELAY

38 127406 012767 000007 050152 MOV47,177566 ;BEEP TO SIGNAI START

39 127414 016704 000236 MOV STTOTL,R4 0 CF 30X4 PT SETS

40 127420 016702 000230 LOOM MOV PTTOTL,R2 ;# OF 4 PT SETS

41 127424 012700 000004 LOOP!: NOV #4, R0 ;4 OF CHANNELS'

42 127430 012701 167762 MOV #167762,R1 ;POINT RI TO 167762

43 127434 052711 000002 BIS#2091 ;CLEAR HARDWARE CH CNTR

44 127440 042711 @00002 BIC#2,@RI

45 127444 016703 000216 mOV FIRST,R3 ;POINT R3 TO 1ST MEM

46 127450 005011 CLR @R: ;CLEAR DROUT

47 127452 052711 000003 BIS#3,@R1 ;START ADC

48 127456 042711 000003 BIC#3,@R1

49 127462 012701 167762 MOV#167762,51 ;DELAY

50 127466 012701 167762 MOV#167762,R1 ;DELAY

51 127472 000410 BR LOOP7 ;JUMP TO LOOP7

52 127474 052711 000001 LOOP2: BIS #1,@RI ;START PLC

53 127500 042711 000001 BIC #1,0R1

54 127504 012701 167762 MOV #167762, R1 ;DELAY

55 127510 012701 167762 NOV ;1677621R1 ;DELAY

56 127514 032767 100000 040236 LOOP7: BIT 410&10,167760 ;CH EN ADC DONE BIT

57 127522 @01374 ENE LOOP7 ;LOOP UNTIL DONE
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58 127524 016723 040234 MOV 1677641(R3)+ ;MOVE DATA AND INC MEM

59 127530 005300 DEC RO ;DEC CH CNTR

60 127532 001360 ONE LOOP2 ;COLLECT FROM ALL 4 CHI'S

61 127534 010367 000126 MOV R3,FIRST ;MOV INC'ED ADDR TO FIRST

62 127540 016767 000116 000130 MOV PTTIM2,MULT4 ;LOAD DELAY MULTIPLIER

63 127546 016701 000120 LOOP3: MOV PTTIME,R1 ;LOAD DELAY CNTR

64 127552 005301 LOOP4: DEC RI ;DEC DELAY CNTR

65 127554 001376 ONE LOOP4 ;DELAY LOOP DONE?

66 127556 005367 000114 DEC MilLT4 ;DEC DELAY MULTIPLIER

67 127562 001371 ONE LOOP3 ;IS DELAY DONE?

68 127564 005302 DEC R2 ;DEC 4 PT SETS CNTR

69 127566 001316 ONE 1.0001 ;ENOUGH 4 PT SETS?

70 127570 016767 000070 000102 MOV STTIM2,MULT32 ;LOAD 30X4 PT DELAY MULT

71 127576 016703 000072 LOOPS: MOV STTIME,R3 ;LOAD DELAY CNTR

72 127602 005303 LOOP6: DEC R3 ;DEC DELAY CNTR

73 127604 001376 ONE L001:6 ;DELAY LOOP DONE?

74 127606 005367 000066 DEC MULT3O ;DEC DELAY MULTIPLIER

75 127612 001371 ONE LOOPS ;IS DELAY DONE?

76 127614 005304 DEC R4 ;DEC 321)(4 SETS CNTR

77 127616 001300 ONE LOON ;IS ALL DATA COLLECTED?

78 127620 000207 RTS PC ;BACK TO BASIC

79 127622 012701 127646 MOV #NAMEIR1 ;POINT RI TO ARRAY NAME

80 127626 004767 0000006 JSR PC,ARRLOC ;JUMP TO ARRLOC

81 127632 016767 MOON 000026 MOV STRMEM,FIRST ;MOVE 1ST ADDR TO FIRST

82 127640 016700 0000006 MOV ENDMEM,R0 ;MOVE LAST ADDR TO R0

83 127644 000207 RTS PC ;BACK TO BASIC

84 127646 101 050 060 NAME: .ASCII /A {0,2)/ ;ARRAY NAME

127651 054 060 051

85 .EVEN

86 127654 000000 PTTOTL:

87 127656 000000 STTOTL: 0
88 127660 000000 THHOLD:

89 127662 000000 PTTIM2: 0
90 127664 000000 STTIM2: 0
91 127666 000000 FIRST: 0

92 127670 000000 LAST: 0

93 127672 000150 PTTIME: 150

94 127674 00150 STTIME: 150

95 127676 000000 MULT4: 0

96 127700 002000 MULT3@:

97 127702 000500 DELAY: 500

98 000001 SEND
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TACAL4

3 LETO=EXF(9,176526,27,176526,56,176526,29)
10 DIM A(25519)113(5,50),C(100)0(415),E(413)
15 LETAI=EXF(999,127600)
20 LETR1=1:LETR2=2:LETR3=3:LETR4=4:LETR8=8
25 PRINT Al
30 LET A5=50
31 LET A6=10
32 LET B1=1
33 PRINT"INPUT FIRST RAW DATA FILE NUMBER":INPUT Cl
34 PRINT"INPUT NUMBER OF RAW DATA FILES":INPUT C2
35 LET B3=C1*10
38 LETO=EXF(9,176526,27,176526,53)
39 FOR 85=C1 TO Cl+C2-1

40 LETB4=0
41 LETD=EXF(251E(1,1),R2=B4,R8)
45 LET D1=0:LET D2=0:LET D3=0:LET D4=0
46 LET E1=0:LET E2=0:LET E3=0:LET E4=0
47 PRINT#1t" RAW DATA FILE #"B5:PRINT#1

48 GET A(0,0),DATA10(85)
50 LET A2=0
55 FOR 1 =1 TO A6

60 FOR A3=1 TO A5
62 FOR L=1 T04

65 LETO=EXF(80,25314+A2,1,BIL,A3))

67 LET A2=A2+1

69 NEXTL
75 NEXT A3
78 FOR K=1 T04
80 LET C(1)=0:LET H1=0
85 LET 0=EXF1251C(1),H1+B(K,1),A5,1)
87 LET EK,1)=E(K,1)+C(1)
90 LET C(1)=C(1)/A5
95 LET D(K10)=C(1)
100 LET Q= EXF(251C(1)=B(K,1),A5,1)
105 LET Q=EXF(25,C(1)*C(1),A5)
110 LET A8=A5-1
115 LET O=EXF(25,C(11,H1+C(2),A8)
117 LET EfK,2)=E(K12)+C(1)
120 LET D(K,1)=SOR(lO(1)A5*D(c,0)*DX,0))/A81/SOR(A5)
125 LET D(K12)=D(K71)*100/D(K,0)
132 NEXTK
140 FOR J=1 TO 4
145 FOR K=3 TO 2
150 LET A9=03*(1-1)+1
155 LET B(51A9)=D(J,K)

160 NEXT K
165 NEXT J
166 IF 81=0 THEN GOTO 200
167 FOR 84=0 TO1
169 PRINT4B41,"FILE #"B3
170 PRINT#B4,, "AVERAGES"
175 PRINTRE14, B(5,1),B6,468(5,7),B{5,10)
180 PRINT#84,1"STD DEVIATIONS"
185 PRINT#84, B(5,2),B(5,5),B(5,8),B(5,11)

186 PRINT#B4
187 NEXT B4
188 LET D1=D1+B(5,1):LET D2=D2+8(5,4):LET D3.43+B(5,7):LETD4444(5,10)
191 IF I(A6 THEN GOTO 242

212 LETO=EXF(251E(111),R1*E(1,1),RI,R4)
214 LET B4=A5*A6

216 LETQ=EXF(25,E(111),R1/B4,R4)

218 LETO=EXF(25,E(1,2),R1E(1,1),R1,R4)

?0 LET 8411-1
e22 LETO=EXF4(25,E(1,2),R1/B4,R4)
223 LET 84=SOR(84+1)

224 LETU=EXF(25,S0R,E(1,2),R1,R4)
228 PRINT#1:PRINT#1,,"MEAN SIGNAL"
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229 PRiNT#1,191/101D2/101D3/10,D4/10
230 PRINT#1," STD DEV'S OF SIGNALS"
231 PRINT#1 E(112),E(2,2),E(3,2),E(412)
232 LETO=EXF(251E(1,2),R1/84,R4)
233 PRINT#1' STD DEV'S OF MEANS"
234 PRINT#1 E(1,2),E(2,2),E(3,2),E(4,2)

235 PRINT#11," RSD'S'

236 PRINT#I E( 112)/(D1/10),E(212)/(D2/10),E(3,2)/(D3/10),E(4,2)/(D4/10)
237 LETG=EXF(91176526,12)
238 LETB(5,13)=D1/10:LETB(5,15)=D2/10:LETB(5,17)=D3/10:LETB(5,19)=D4/10
240 LETB(5114)=E(1,2):LETB;5116)=E(212):LETB(5,18)=E(3,2):LETB(5,20)=E(4,2)
242 PUT B(1,1),NDAT10(83)C93
244 LET 83434.1

246 NEXTI
262 NEXT B5
264 FOR J =1 TO 10

266 LET 0=EXF(9,177566,7)

2SS
270 GOT015

8000 END

1

2

3

4

000000
000001
000002

IMUL4. PIA;

R040
R1 =%1

R2=%2

.GLOBL ARRLOC,STRMEM,ENDMEM

5 000000 .ASECT

6 127600 .=127600

7 127600 012701 127624 MOV#NAMEIR1 ;POINT RI TO ARRAY NAME

8 127604 004767 000000G JSR PC, ARRLOC ;JUMP TO ARRLOC

9 127610 016700 000000G MOV STRMEM,R0 ;MOVE 1ST ADDR TO RO

10 127614 016767 0000006 000010 NOV ENDMEM,LAST ;MOVE LAST ADDR TO LAST

11 127622 000207 RTS PC ;BACK TO BASIC

12 127624 101 050 060 NAME: .ASCII/A(010)/ ;ARRAY NAME

127627 054 060 051

13 .EVEN

14 127632 000000 LAST: 0

15 003001 .END
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PLOT! 18-JUL-83

5 DIM L(50),S(50),A(5,50118(5,501,F(5,50),C(50),D(50),E(50)
6 DIM H(4110)0(4,10),J(4,10),G(5,50)
7 LET21=0:LET14=0
8 PRINT"IF YOU WANT TO CRUNCH DATA, TYPE 1":INPUT D8
9 IF 08=1 THEN GOTO 6205
10 GOTO 5000
3999 REM ROUTINE TO GET AVE'S AND SD'S FROM BASIC DATA FILES
4000 PRINT"THIS ROUTINE WILL PLOT NET SIGNAL DATA COLLECTED BY DACOL4"

4003 PRINT"INPUT # OF SETS OF POINTS(MAX=50)":INPUT DI
4005 PRINT"INPUT # OF FIRST SIGNAL DATA FILE ": INPUT D2
4010 PRINT"INPUT # OF FIRST BACKGND DATA FILE":INPUT Di
4011 PRINT"DO YOU WANT CH1, CH2 OR RATIO (INPUT 1,2 OR 3 )" :INDUT E3

4015 FOR D4=0 TO D1-1
4020 LET D542+04
4025 GET A(1,1),NDAT11(D5)
4030 LET D6=D4+1
4035 LET B(1,D6)=A(5,4)
4040 LET B(2,D6) =(5,5)

4041 LET F(1,D6)=A(5,1)*1-0
4042 LET F(2,D6)=A(5,2)*10
4045 NEXT D4

4050 FOR D4=0 TO D1-1
4055 LET D7=03+04
4060 GET A(1,1),NDAT11(D7)
4065 LET D6=D4+1
4070 LET B(3,D6)=A(5,4)
4075 LET B(41D6)=A(515)
4076 LET F(3,D6)=A(5,1)*10
4077 LET F(4,D6)=A(512)*10
4080 NEXT D4
4086 IF E3=1 THEN GOTO 6090

4089 REM ROUTINE TO CALCULATE NET SIGNALS AND SD'S OF NET SIGNALS
4090 LETO=EXF(25,9(1)4(111),D1,1)
4095 LETO=EXF(25,S(1)-8(311),D1,1)
4100 LETO=EXF(25,B(211),D1*B(2,1),D1,1)
4105 LETO=EXF(25,B(411),D1*B(411)41,1)
4110 LEM=EXF(25,B(211)11)1+B(411),D1,1)
4115 LETO=EXF(25,1)(1)=B(211),D1,1)
4120 LETD=EXF(25,SOR,D(1),D1)
4122 IF E3=2 THEN GOTO 4125
4123 GOTO 6090
4124 REM ROUTINE TO CALCULATE X VALUES FOR PLOTS
4125 FOR D4=1 TO 10
4127 LETO=EXF(9,177566,7)

4128 NEXT D4
4129 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO USE DEFAULT X-DATA"::\PLITD9
4130 IF D9 =0 THEN GOTO 4135
4131 LET L(I)=1.25
4132 FOR EI=2 TO 10
4133LET L(E1)=L(1)+(E1*2.5)-2.5
4134 NEXT El
4135 GOTO 4150
4136 REM ROUTINE TO INPUT X VALUES
4137 PRINT"INPUT X VALUES"
4138 FOR D4=1 TO DI
4140 PRINT"x"D4"=":1NPuT L(D4)
4145 NEXT D4

4150 LET N=D1:ILET A7=I
4153 PRINT"X DATA" ,,"Y DATA"

4155 FOR I= 1 TO DI
4158 PRINTL(1),,S(I)
4160 NEXT

4170 GOTO 5420
5000 REM AXIS PLOTTING ROUTINE
5002 REM CHAR WDTH:HT, NUMB CHAR IN bORIZ:VERT 'LEERS
5003 LET C7=7:LETC9=11:LET C2=5:LET C3=5
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5004 REM NUMB CHAR IN HORIZ:VERT AXIS LABELS
5005 LET C4=14:LET C5=9:LET V7=.9:LET H7=.1
5006 PRINTuDO YOU WANT TO USE THE DEFAULT 1ATA?":INPUTA6

5007 IF A6=1 THEN GOT05032
5008 PRINT"LENGTH OF HORIZONTAL AXIS IN INCHES="::INPUTH
5010 PRINT"LENGTH OF VERTICAL AXIS IN INCHES=';:INDUTV2
5015 PRINTWRIZONTAL TICK SPACING IN UNITS=";:it.PUTH3
5020 PRINT"VERTICAL TICK SPACING IN UNITS=MINAJTV3
5025 PRINT"SCALE READING FOR LOW, HIGH HORIZ TICK=":INPUTH4:i%CuTi-5
5030 PRINTuSCALE READING FOR LOW, HIGH VERT TICK=":INPUTV4:1\PJTV5

5031 IFA6=0 THEN 60105040
5032 IF Z6=1 THEN GOTO 5040
5033 DATA 8,5,5,1,0.25,24.7
5034 READ H2,V2,H3,V3,H4,H5,V41V5
5040 IF H2=0 THEN LET H2=7
5045 IF VF'=0 TI-FN 1 FT V2=5
5050 IF h3=0 THEN LET H3=I00
5055 IF V3=0 THEN LET V3=.01
5065 IF V5=0 THEN LET V5=.05
5075 IF H5(=0 THEN PRINTRINPUT HIGH HORIZ TIC 'fARAu:INPUTH5

5080 PRINT"CHARACTER SIZE IN INCHES=";:INPUT 58
5085 IF S8=0 THEN LET 58=.12
5090 LET S2=200:REM STEPS/INCH
5092 LET T2=.1:REM TICK MARK SIZE,INCHES
5096 LETS8=INT(S8*S2/C9)
5100 REM CALCULATION OF POSITION OF ORIGIN
5105 LETX3=INT((((11-H2)/2)-H7)*S2)
5110 LET Y3=INT((((9.5-V2)/2)-V7)*S2)
5150 PLOT";: A U leiX31Y3;" 0"
5155 IF 24=1 THEN LET H3 =INT(B1 /3) +1

5156 IF Z4=1 THEN LET H5=3*(INT(81/3)+1)
5160 PRINT:PRINT"INPUT PEN NUMBER":INPUTZ1
5162 IF Z1=1 THEN PLOT" P1"
5164 IF Z1=2 THEN PLOT" P2"
5166 IF Z1=3 THEN PLOT" P3"
5168 IF Z1=4 THEN PLOP P4"
5170 IF Z1=5 THEN PLOT" P5"
5172 IF Z1=6 THEN PLOT" P6"
5200 REM PLOT AXES, HORIZ THEN VERT
5202 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO PRINT AXES9(I=YES)u:INPUTAI

5204 IF A1=0 THEN GOTO 5360
5205 LET X4= INTi(H3*H2/(H5-H4))*S2)

5210 PLOT"R"
5220 FOR I=1 TO (H5-H4)/H3
5225 PLOT°D L0 ";X4;"10 01uT2*S2;" 8,"1-T2+52
5230 NEXTI
5235 PLOT"U"
5300 PLOT' A" 0,0" R"

5305 LETY4=INT((V3*V2/(V5-V4))*S2)
5340 FORI=1 TO (V5-V4)/V3
5345 PLUM 01";Y4,T2*52;",0 ";- T2 *S2 ; ",0"

5350 NEXTI
5355 PLOT °U A" 0,0 u 0"
5360 IF Z4=1 THEN GOTO 5370
5365 GOTO 5400
5370 FOR 82=1 TO 81
5375 LET L(82)=82
5380 NEXT 82
5385 LETA7=0:LET N=BI
5390 LET H3=INT(81/3)+1:LET H5=3*(INT(81/3)+1)
5395 GOTO 5420
5400 REM PLOT PTS X=L() Y=S()

5401 REM ROUTINE TO CHOOSE PLOTTING SUBROUTINE
5402 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO PLOT A DATA SET(0), A LINEAR ARRAY(1)"

5404 PRINT"OR A NON-LINEAR ARRAY(2)1":INPUTA2
5406 IF A2=1 THEN GOTO 5E60
5407 IF A2=2 THEN GOTO
5408 PRINTHINPUT # OF PAIRS OF DATA ATS":INPuTN
5409 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PLOT ERROR BARS FOR Y VALUES":IAU-A7
5410 PRINT"INPUT DATA PAIRS NOW
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5411 FOR I= 1 TO N
5412 PRINT:PRINT"PAIR VI
5414 PRINT"Xe:INPUTL(I)
5416 PRINT"Y=":INPUTS(I)
5417 IF A7=I THEN PRINT"STD DEVe:INPUT D(I)

5418 NEXTI
5419 REM DATA PLOTTING ROUTINE
5420 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PRINT MARKERS?(1=YES,2=DOTS)":INPUTA8

5426 FOR I=1 TO N
5428 LET X=INTML(I)-H4)*H2/(H5-H4)*S21+10.5)
5430 LET Y=INTMS(1)-V4)*V2/(V5-V4)*S21+0.5)
5440 PLOT X;Y
5442 IF P6=I THEN PLOT "M23 U"
5443 IF A8=2 THEN PLOT"D Um
5444 IF A7=0 THEN 60Th 5448
5446 LET SI=INTMD(1)*V2/(/5-V4))*S21+0.5)
5447 PLOT" R U 01m;-61;" D LO 0,1121-61;' U 01";-51;" A"

5448 NEXTI
5449 PLOTRU";0;0;
5450 IF E1/50 =10 THEN SOTO 5452

5451 IF A2=1 THEN GOT05670
5452 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DRAW LINES?(0=N0) ":INPuT A3

5454 IF A3=0 THEN SOTO 5560
5470 LET X=INTML(1)-H4)*H2/(H5-H4)*S2)+0.5)
5480 LET Y=INTI((S(1)-V4)*V2/(V5-V4)*S21+0.51
5490 PLOT"U";X;Y;
5500 FOR 1=1 TO N
5510 LET X=INTML(I)-H4)*H2/(H5-H4)*S2)+0.5)
5520 LET Y=INTMS(1)-V4i*V2/(V5-V4)*S2)+0.5/
5530 PLOT"D L4";X;Y;"U"
5540 NEXTI

5550 PLOT"U";0:01
5560 PRINT"DO YOU WANT A DATA TABLE7(1)WITH STD DEV'S?(2)":INPUTBI

5570 IF 81=0 THEN GOTO 6020

5575 IF 81=2 THEN GOTO 5990
5576 REM DATA PRINT-OUT ROUTINE #1
5580 PRINT"INPUT PLOT NUMBERm:INPUT82
5590 PRINT#1" DATA FOR PLOT#12:PRINT#I
5600 PRINT#1" X "," Ym

5605 PRINT#I"
'

1

u
":PRINT#I

5610 FOR I= 1 TO N
5620 PRINT#1 L(I),S(I)
5630 NEXT I
5635 G00T06020

5640 PRINT"HOW MANY POINTS ARE THERP(MAX=1000)":INPUTN
5650 IF N)255 THEN 60Th 5720
5658 REM ROUTINE TO PLOT ALL PTS IN 10 CONSECUTIVE BASIC DATA SETS
5660 PRINT"THIS ROUTINE WILL PLOT OUT ALL DATA PTS IN 10 BASIC DATA SETS"

5665 PRINT:PRINT"INPUT THE FIRST BASIC FILE NU*SR":I\PUT E2
5666 PRINT"HOW MANY POINTS ARE THERE PER SET?":INPUTN
5667 IF N)255 THEN SOTO 5720
5668 LET E1=0
5669 PRINT"DO YOU WANT CH.1 OR CH.21":INPUTE4
5670 FOR B4=1 TO N
5680 LET 1.(64)=84+EI

5690 NEXT 84
5695 LET E1=E1+50
5700 GET A(1,1),NDATII(E2)
5701 LET E2=E2+1
5702 FOR 1=1 TO N
5704 LET S(I)=A(E4,I)

5706 NEXTI
5708 LET A7=0:LET A8=2
5710 GOTO 5426
5720 PRINT"FOR DATA ARRAY A(B,C),:k2UT B":INPUT85:0RINT":N,V C":.hP..1TP6
5730 PRINT"INPUT 5740 GET A(1.1), FILNAm(1),TYPE GOTO 5740:STOP

5740 GET A(1,1), ESCAN1(1)

5750 LET 87=1
5760 FOR B0 =1 TO 85
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5770 FOR 89=1 TO 86

,, ER=IgiiiNTitiViat,M)--
5800 PLOT X,Y"DIU"
5810 LET 87 =87 +1

5820 IF 87)N THEN GOTO 5850
5830 NEXT 89
5840 NEXT 88
5850 PRINT"DO YOU WANT A DATA TABLE?':INPUT Cl
5860 IF C1=0 THEN GOTO 6087
5870 PRINT"INPUT SCAN NUMBER":INPUT C2
5880 PRINT#1" DATA FOR SCAN #"C2:PRINT#1
5890 PRINT#1" X"," Y"

5900 PRINT#1"
aya

":PRINT#I
5910 LET 87=1
5920 FOR 88=1 TO B5
5930 FOR 89=1 TO 86
5940 PRINT#I 87,A(88,89)
5950 LET 87=87+1
5960 IF 87)N THEN SOTO 6087
5970 NEXT 89
5980 NEXT 88
5985 REM DATA PRINT-OUT ROUTINE #2
5990 PRINT"INPUT PLOT NUMBER":INPUT D8
5995 PRINT#I" DATA FOR PLOT #"D8:PRINT#I
5997 PRINT#1" X"," Y"," SO OF V"
6000 PRINT#I"

}n n

6005 FOR 1=1 TO N
6010 PRINT#I L(I),S(I),D(I)
6015 NEXT I
6017 REM ROUTINE TO INTEGRATE Y DATA
6020 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO INTEGRATE Y-DATA?":INPUT DI
6023 IF DI=0 THEN GOTO 6087
6027 PRINT#1"FILES"D2"-"D3", CH."E3
6030 PRINT"INPUT FIRST AND LAST PTS TO INTEGRATE":INPUTD2:INPUTD3
6035 LET D4=03-D2+1:LET S=t
6040 LET L(1) =0

6045 LETG=EXF(25,L(1),S+S(D2),D4)

6050 LET D5=L(1)
6055 LETO=EXF(25,0(02)*D(02),D4)

6060 LET L(i) =0

6065 LETQ=EXF(25,L(I),S+D(D2),D4)
6070 LET D6=SOR(L(1))
6075 PRINTWINTEGRATION OF PTS"D2"TO'D3
6080 PRINT#1"SUM="D51"STD. DEV.="06
6085 PRINT#I:PRINT#1:PRINT#1
6087 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PLOT ASAIN7(1=YES)":INPUTZ6
6088 IF 26=1 THEN GOTO 5000
6089 GOT08000
6090 LETQ= EXF(25,C(1)= F(1,1),10,1)
6095 LETO=EXF(25,0(1)-F(3,1),10,1)
6100 LETO=EXF (25,F (2, 1),D1*F (2, 1),D1, 1)

6105 LETD=EXF(25,F (4, 1), Dl*F(4, 1),D1, 1)

6110 LEIG=EXF (25;F (2,1),D1+F(4,1;01,
6115 LETD=EXF(25,E(1)=F(211),D1,1)
6120 LETO=EXF (25, SCR, E(1), D1)

6125 IF E3=3 THEN GOTO 6145
6130 LETQ= EXF(25,S(1)= C(1),D1)

6135 LETO=EXF(25,D(1)=E(1),DI)
6140 GOTO 4125
6145 LETG=EXF(25,D(1)/S(1),D1)
6150 LETO=EXF(250(1)*D(1),D1)
6155 LETQ =EXF(25,E(1) /C(1),D1)

6160 LETO=EXF(25,E(1)*E(1),DI)
6165 LETO=EXF(250(1)+E(1),D1)
6170 LETC4=EXF(25,SOR,D(1)01)
6175 LE7Q=EXF(25,6(1)/C(1),D1)

6180 LETO=EXF(254(1)*S(1),DI)
6190 GTO 4125
6205 PRINT"IF YOU INTEND TO PLOT, EDIT PLOT PARAMETERS (5032) NOW':PRINT
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6210 REM ROUTINE TO GET AVERAGES'AND SD'S FROM DISK

6212 LET A6=0:LET 06=0

6213 LET A4=I
6215 PRINPINPUT THE NUMBER OF FIRST DATA SET":INPUTAI
6220 PRINT"INPUT THE NUMBER OF SETS(MAX=10)":INPUT A2
6221 PRINT"INPUT CH.2 MULTIALIER":INAUT Z8

6222 LET A6=A6+A2
6225 LET A1=A1*10+9
6235 FOR A3= A1 TO A1+10*(A2-1) STENO
6240 GET G(111),NDAT11(A3)
6245 LET A(1tA4)=6(5,13)
6250 LET A(2,A4)=6(5115)*Z8
6255 LET A(31A4)=G(5,17)
6260 LET W404)4(5,19)
6265 LET 8(1,A4)=6(5,14)
6270 LET 8(204)4(5116)*28
6275 LET 8(3,A4)=6(5,18)
6280 LET B(4041=6(5,20)
6285 LET A4=A4+1

6290 NEXT A3

6291 FOR A3=I TO 10
6292 LETO=EXF(91177566,7)
6293 NEXT A3
6295 PRINTORINTTO YOU WANT ANY MORE FILES?(I=YES) ":INPUTA5
6296 IF A5=1 THEN GOTO 6215
6297 LET A2=A6
6298 REM ROUTINE TO ADD OR SUBTRACT FILES
6300 PRINT'CALL THE FIRST DATA FILE 41, THE NEXT 42, ETC.'
6305 PRINT "INPUT THE NUMBER OF PAIRS OF VALUES TO BE ADDED CR SUPD":INDUTE

6310 PRINT"NOW INPUT PAIRED SETS OF FILE VS, SIGNAL FILE FIRST"

6315 FOR B2= 1 TO 81
6320 PRINT"PAIR #'82:INPUT J(1182)
6325 INPUT 3(2,82)
6330 NEXT 82
6335 LET 83=4
6337 IF D6=1 THEN GOTO 6350
6340 LETO=EXF(251H(1,1),A2=A(111),A2,83)
6345 LETO=EXF(25,1(1,1),A2=8(111),A2,83)
6350 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO ADD OR SUBTRACT?(O=SUB,I=ADD,2=NO) " :INPLTB4

6355 IF 84= 1 THEN GOTO 6390
6357 IF 84=2 THEN GOTO 6445
6360 REM SUBTRACTION ROUTINE

6365 LET 85=1
6370 FOR 82=1 TO B1

6375 LETO=EXF(25,H( 1,,M,B2)),B5-14(1,J(2182)),85,83)

6380 NEXT 82
6385 GOTO 6410
6390 REM ADDITION ROUTINE
6395 FOR 82=1 TO B1

6400 LETO=EXF(25,H(11.1(1,82))185+H(1,j(2182)),85,83)
6405 NEXT 82
6410 REM ROUTINE TO CALC SD'S FOR SUMS AND DIFF'S

6412 LETO=EXF(25,0(1,1),A2=1(111),A2,83)
6415 FOR 82=1 TO 81
6416 FOR Z3=1 TO 4
6417 LET 1(130(1182))4(23,J(1,82))
6418 LET Ii23,J(2,82))=13(73,3(2,82))
6419 NEXT Z3
6420 LET Q=EXF(25,I(10(1,82)),B5*I(1,J(1182)),85,83)
6425 LET O=EXF(25,1(1,J(2,82)),85*/(1,J(2t82)),B5r83)
6430 LET 0=EXF(25,1(1,J(Ii82)),8= +I(1,J(2,82)),85,83)
6435 LET 0=EXF(25,SQR,I(11J(1,82)),85,83)
6440 NEXT 82
6445 REM ROUTINE TO MULT OR DIVIDE CH. DATA AND CALC SD'S
6450 PRINT"DO YOU WANT RATIOS OF CH16(0=N011=MULT,2=DIVIDE) ":INPUTC1

6455 IF C1 =0 THEN GOTO 6550
6460 PRINT"DATA JUST ADDED OR SUBTRACTED WILL BE MANIPLLATEV:PRIN741

6475 REM FIRST CALC SD OF PRODUCTS OR QUOTIENTS

6480 LETO=EXF(25,6(1,1),A2=I(1,1),A2,831
6482 LET C3 =1
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6485 FOR 82=1 TO 81

7-6487-FOR-C2=4-ii)-4-
6490 LETG( C21J(1182))=GC2,J(1,82))/H(C21J(1,112)))A2
6495 LETG( C30(1,82))=(6(C30(1,82)) /H(C3,3(1182)))^2
6500 LETG(C21.1(1,82))=SOR(6(C2,J(1,82))+G(C30(1,82)))
6502 NEXT C2
6505 NEXTB2
6515 FOR 82=1 TOB1
6520 FOR C2=2 TO4
6525 LET C3=C2-1
6530 IFC1=1THEN LETF(C3,J(1,82))=H(C213(1,82))*H(1,J(1,82))
6535 IFC1=2THEN LETF(C30(1,82))=H(C21J(1182))/H(10(1182))
6537 LET G(C2,J(1t82))=O(C2,J11,82)1*F(C3,3(1,82))
6540 NEXTC2

6546 NEXTB2
6550 REM PRINT OUT ROUTINE
6555PRIN7 *DO YOU WANT TO VIEW OR VIEW AND PRINT DATA?(0=NO,I=V,2=V&P)":1NPUTDI

6560 IF D1=0 THEN GOTO 6760
6565 PRINTIO YOU WANT TO DISPLAY MEANS AND SD'S(1=YES)":INPUTD2
6570 PRINTHDO YOU WANT TO DISPLAY SUMS OR DIFF'S AND SD'S(1=YES)":INPUTD3
6575 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO DISPLAY RATIOS OR PROD'S AND STS(1=YES)":INPUTD4
6580 IF D2=0 THEN GOTO 6625
6585 FOR 05=0 TO D1-1
6590 PRINT#D51,"MEAN VALUES"
6592 FOR 86=1 TO A2
6595 PRINT#D5 A(1,86),A(2,86},A(3,86),A(4186)
6597 NEXT 86

6600 PRINT05:PRINT#D5
6605 PRINT#D5,1"SD'S OF MEANS"
6607 FOR 86=1 TO R2
6610 PRINT#D5 8(1186)18(2186)813,86)18(4186)
6612 NEXT 86

6615 NEXT D5
6620 IF D5=1 THEN LETO=EXF(91176526,12)
6625 IF D3=0 THEN GOTO 6695
6630 FOR D5=0 TO D1-1

6635 IF 84=0 THEN PRINT#D5,1"DIFFERENCES"
6640 IF 84=1 THEN PRINT#D511*SUMS"
6645 FOR 82=1 TO 81
6650 PRINT#D5 J(1,82),H(10(1,82))1H(2,J(1,82)),H(30(1182)),H4,i(1,82))
6655 NEXT 82
6660 PRINT#D5:PRINT#D5
6665 IF 84=0 THEN PRINT#D51,"SD'S OF DIFF'S"
6670 IF 84=1 THEN PRINT#D5,1"SD'S OF SUMS"
6675 FOR 82=1 TO 81
6680 PRINT#D53(1,82), I(10(1,82)),I(20(1,82)),I(30(1182)/fif4,j(1,82))
6685 NEXT 82
6687 NEXT D5
6690 IF D5=1 THEN LET O=EXF(9,176526,12)
6695 IF D4=0 THEN GOTO 6757
6700 IF CI=1 THEN PRINT#D5,,"PRODUCTS"
6705 IF C1=2 THEN PRINT#D5,I"RATIOS"
6707 FOR 05=0 TO D1-1

6708 LET D9=3
6710 FOR 82=1 TO 81
6715 PRINT#D5 J(1,82),F(113{1,82)),F(2,3(1182))1F{31j(1,82))
6720 NEXTB2
6725 PRINT#05:PRINT#D5
6730 IF C1=1 THEN PRINT#D511"SD'S OF PRODUCTS"
6735 IF C1=2 THEN PRINT#D5,1"SD'S OF RATIOS"
6740 FOR 82=1 TO 81
6745 PRINT#05 J(1182),G(20(1,82)),G(3,J(1182)),G(4,J(1,82))
6750 NEXT 82
6752 NEXT D5

6755 IF 05=1 THEN LET Q=EXF(91176526,12)
6757 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PRINT MORP(1=YES)":INPUTD8
6758 IF 08=1 THEN GOTO 6555
6760 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO CRUNCH DATA MORE ?(1 = YES) ":INPUTD6

6765 IF D6=1 THEN PRINT"ONLY FILES CRUNCHED IN 1ST PASS CAN BE CRUNCHED AGAIN"
6770 IF D6=1 THEN SOTO 6305
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6775 PRINT"DO YOU WANT TO PLOT RATIOSNI=YESP:INPUTL4
6780 IF Z4=0 THEN 60TO 8000
6782 PRINT"DO YOU WANT THE 1ST, 2ND OR 3RD RATIO?":INPUT Z2
6785 FOR 82=1 TO 81
6790 LET S(82)=F(12,J(1,82))
6792 LET D(82)=6(221.1(11B2))
6795 NEXT 82
6797 LET E1=
6800 GOTO 5000
8000 END
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Appendix II

Equations used to calculate nitrogen isotope abundances

from measured signals

If the amount of 1411 = y and the amount of 15N = x, then the

fraction of 14N = (y/(x + y)] and the fraction of 15N =

[x/(x + y)]. Also, 14N = [y /(x +y)] x 100% = w and %15N =

[x/(x + y)] x 100% = z. If the two isotopes of nitrogen are allowed

to randomly arrange themselves and if the binding probability for

each isotope is the same then:

and

Also,

and

the fraction of 28N2=

the fraction of 29N
2

=

28N2
2 Y

2
y

w
v

(A-1)

(A-2)

(A-3)

(A-4)

(x + y) 2

2xy

(x + y) 2

.
29

N
2

2xy

14N y w

=

2x 2z

2v = 2 x

-

281/2

= -- = =
15

N x z
29

N
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Since the spectrophotometer records nitrogen molecular emission

signals, v can be expressed in terms of the measured signals as

follows:

[(S28 + SB28 ) L x SB]

v = J x

[(S29 + K x g29 -B29, " -B'

(A-5)

where S28 and SB28 are the nitrogen emission signal and the
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background emission signal, which are measured together at

spectrometer Ch.2. SB is the signal measured at spectrometer

Ch.4, which is used to correct the nitrogen signals after correction

for channel response differences with K and L. J corrects for

response differences between the two nitrogen channels.

It is possible to find the %
15
N, z, from the measured value

of v by substituting (100 - z) for w in (A-3) and rearranging to

yield:

%15N = z =
100 (A-6)

(2v + 1)


